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ABSTRACT 
This thesis addresses the problems of defining and proving 
translation correctness for programming languages describing 
concurrent processes. Taking an operationally motivated 
approach two distinct theories are proposed, a bisimulation 
theory and a testing theory, and both are articulated on 
substantial examples. 
The bisimulation approach is applied to an example translation 
from a variant of CSP to CCS by defining a syntax-directed 
context-sensitive translation from CSP to CCS and establishing 
the correctness criteria of the bisimulation approach. 
The testing approach provides two possible correctness 
criteria; implementation and complete-implementation, of which 
the latter implies the former. A substantial example of each 
is given. In demonstrating complete-implementation the example 
translates handshake communication in a CSP-like language to 
shared variable communication in an artificial language 
manipulating a communication state. For implementation we 
consider the design and specification of a concurrent sorting 
machine in CCS for which the design does not completely 
implement the specification. 
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It is commonly agreed that the subject of computer science is a 
fine example of layers of abstraction, each of which is intended 
to be self-contained and meaningful independently of the others 
but most of which may be expressed in terms of other, in some 
sense lower, levels. Consider for example a hypothetical 
implementation of the programming language Prolog. 
Prolog is implemented in the programming language C. 
C is implemented in assembly language. 
Assembly language is implemented in machine-code. 
Machine-code is implemented in register-transfer systems 
[Gordon 81]. 
Register-transfer systems are implemented in VLSI structures 
[Gordon 81, Mead and conway 80]. 
VLSI structures are implemented in physical semiconductor 
devices [Mead and Conway 80]. 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate rigorous methods by which 
such claims might be given accurate statement and certain proof. 
0.1. The problem of translation correctness 
This has been an oft ignored problem for three reasons at least: 
1. It has been largely traditional to say "the translation 
defines the semantics of the source language", so the 
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translation is correct by definition and the correctness 
problem goes away since in this case the meaning of a source 
program is (by definition) the meaning of its translation. At 
least one reason for adopting this approach has been the 
difficulties encountered in giving even simple languages an 
independent semantics. The advantage of an independent 
semantics is that it can be abstractly stated without 
irrelevant reference to, particular implementation details and 
a number of different translations (to possibly different 
languages) proved correct relative to it. 
2. Any non-trivial translation involves a great deal of case 
analysis and detail which carries over dramatically into any 
correctness proof; it's basically hard work. 
It is often unclear in what exact sense a source program and 
its target translation have an acceptably similar meaning. 
Consider for example the much vaunted 'sameness' of a 
transistor and a (perfect) switch. They are different at least 
in the sense that one is physical and the other notional, and 
one manipulates continuous voltages over continuous time while 
the other manipulates discrete values (ones and zeros) over 
discrete time instants. The sense in which they are the same 
is really determined by an asymmetry: the transistor is used 
in such a way that its behaviour is analogous to that of a 
switch, so the switch is the senior partner in this sameness 
and the transistor is considered not in all Its glory but 
rather in a diminished fashion. The particular diminution in 
this instance is the insistence that the transistor be used in 
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its saturation mode [mead and conway 8o]. 
0.2. Some previous work In this area 
Suppose there are two syntactic languages (sets of valid strings 
called programs) L1 and L 2' the former of which is called the 
source and the latter the target . An exact formulation of the 
translation correctness problem will depend on how 'meaning' is 
ascribed to a program and what aspects of this meaning are to be 
preserved by a correct translation. 
In the denotational approach to programming language semantics 
([Gordon 791, [Stoy 771) each language L is given an independent 
semantics by a semantic domain SD(L) of program 'meanings, 
(denotations) and a semantic mapping ML which associates with each 
program of La meaning in SD(L). 
The approach of Morris (Morris 73] and the ADJ group [ADJ 79] is 
that a (syntactic) translation can be viewed as a mapping [. 1 from 
source programs to target programs and its correctness can be 
investigated by considering the relationship between the meaning 
of the original and the meaning of its translation. The statement 
of correctness for this approach is that the meaning of the 
translation is a (semantic) translation tr of the meaning of the 
original where tr is some function f ran SD(L1 ) to SD(L 2) . This 
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This is nicely parameterised on tr, the exact relationship between 
the original and its correct translation depends on an acceptable 
tr. However, it is expressed in terms of denotational semantics 
whereas we are interested mainly in the semantics of concurrent 
programming languages for which there is (as yet) no adequate 
denotational approach. 
In the operational approach to programming language semantics 
there are no meaning functions or semantic domains as such, but 
rather each syntactic program is associated with a semantic 
object, a configuration, by the choice of certain semantic 
components such as the initial state upon which the program will 
be executed. 
The set C of all possible configurations forms one part of a 
labelled transition syste ,a quadruple <C, ->, A, T>, which defines 
the possible actions in A by which one configuration can progress 
to another. This is achieved in the definition of the transition 
relation CCxAxC for which we employ c --a> ., read as 12 
"Configuration c can perform the action a, thereby becoming the 
resulting configuration c2 11, to denote (el, a, c 2) c ->. The set TC 
C of terminal configurations is a set of configurations which are 
regarded as having terminated and can progress no further. 
Thus an operational semantics describes how a program acts rather 
than associating it with some 'meaning' object and so necessitates 
a different approach to translation correctness where Ibehaviours, 
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I 
rather than 'meanings' are compared. 
A common operational approach to translation Is that any syntactic 
program translation induces a semantic translation between the 
transition systems associated with each language by its 
(independent) operational semantics. For example it may be that a 
configuration comprising a program with a particular state is 
semantically translated to a configuration comprising the 
syntactically translated program together with some function of 
the particular state. Further, there may be some translation from 
actions in the source system to actions in the target system. 
The work of Astesiano and Zucca [Astesiano and Zucca 821 is an 
attempt to generalise previous research on comparing behaviours in 
an operational setting. A semantic translation tr is taken to be 
a function from configurations in the source transition system 
<C,,, ->,, A, Tl> to configurations in the target transition system 
<C 2'->2' A, T 2 >. Note the actions are taken to be from the same set 
A and no use is made of the terminal sets. 
The method of comparing behaviours is derived from the 
observational equivalence of [Milner 80] which may be loosely 
paraphrased as 
Two configurations are (behaviourally, observationa. 11y) 
equivalent if whenever either can perform a particular action 
so can the other in such a way that the resulting 
configurations are also equivalent. 
I 
For observational equivalence this loose paraphrase is formally 
stated by considering the relator F defined, for R -C 
C, XC2 by - 
-12 - 
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2. c ý> cI implies jc1. c A> cI 2-222 
Then the observational equivalence of Milner, written here as -MI 
is defined by considering "equivalence up to n observations": 
-E n"F 
n(C 
1xC 2) ,neo 
(where F0 (C 1xC 2) ýCIxC 2) 
then defining 
ci "m c2 iff Vnc Nat. c1 'on c2 
A'refinement introduced by'Astesiano and Zucca was to recognise 
that some properties of configurations have no behavioural 
expression in the transition relation and thus cannot be discerned 
by the observational equivalence as stated. One particular 
property of concern is the ability of some agents to indulge In an 
infinite amount of internal work to the exclusion of all else. If 
a configuration cc Ci (I c fl, 21)has this ability then we say it 
is divergent and write div, (c). Then, to distingish divergent 
agents from non-divergent (convergent) agents we can replace Cx 
C2 in the above definition by a subset which will not allow 
equivalence of convergent and divergent configurations: 
CONV - 1(c Vc2 
): div 1 
(cl) iff div2 (c2)1 C C1 x C2 
To achieve this (re)define 
F (C 
1xC 2) u CONV 
and then 
c1 "AZ c2 iff Vne0. c1 on 02 
so that 
, wAZ C CONV 
since 
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The correctness statement for Astesiano and Zucca can then be 
formally stated as: 
tr is correct iff Vc1c Cl. cl"AZ tr(cl) 
The main thrust of their work was to use translations as a means 
of providing a semantics for the source language, thus they had 
none of the problems of reconciling a semantics for the translated 
source object with an (independent) semantics for tha t source 
object'. If we now consider our transistor example we find a 
number of weaknesses to this approach. 
1. The actions of a switch are expressed in terms of zeros and 
ones while the actions of a transistor are commonly expressed 
in terms of continuously varying voltage waveforms. It might 
be very difficult to find a bijection between the two at all, 
let alone one for which the statement of correctness holds. 
2. The switch is given no seniority in this approach, if it can 
be proved that a transistor implements a switch then it can 
also be proved that a switch implements a transistor. 
It is not at all obvious that observational equivalence is the 
appropriate vehicle for a translation theory; under certain 
circumstances it can be too restrictive [de Nicola and 
Hennessy 84] or too liberal (in which case certain other 
requirements such as equality of final states in the 
configurations may need to be given an artificially 
behavioural aspect [Astesiano and Zucca 82]). 
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The operational approach is also adopted by LI [LI 831; for Wa 
semantic translation is a function tr between configurations in 
labelled transition systems together with an injective function f 
from actions of the source to actions of the target. Two 
definitions of translation correctness are given, correctness and 
. 
adequacy of which the latter implies the former and is employed 
mainly as a proof technique. The aims of Li's work are much 
closer to those of this thesis than Astesiano and ZuccasI, being 
concerned with translation correctness for languages with 
independent sematics. 
The essential approach of correctness is that the execution of a 
program can only be represented by a finite sequence of 
transitions ending in a terminated configuration (a successful 
computation), by a finite transition sequence ending in a non- 
terminated configuration (a deadlocked computation which Is not 
terminated but cannot proceed) or by an infinite transition 
sequence. Saying that a translation is correct amounts to saying 
that all these three kinds of computations for a program in the 
source system and in the target system correspond to each other. 
In particular, the possible final configurations of the 
translation of a program should be just the translations of the 
final configurations of the possible computations of the program. 
Where the concept of correctness focusses on the result 
(especially the input-output relation) of a program and its 
translation, the concept of adequacy pays more attention to the 
detailed simulation of the behaviour of a program by its 
translation. Adequacy is stated in six clauses PO to -P5 [Li 83 
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page 212]; loosely PO says that terminated conf igurations must be 
translated only to terminated configurations and conversely. Pi 
ensures that any transition of the source system can be simulated 
in the target system, P2 and P4 imply a weak version of the 
converse of PI, and P1 and P3 cover the simulation of infinite 
transition sequences. Finally, clause P5 implies that deadlocked 
configurations in the transition systems correspond with each 
other. 
A number of inadequacies come to light If we consider applying 
these approaches to our transistor example, firstly correctness; 
1. Transistors and switches don't have very interesting input- 
output relations, it's how they behave that is important. 
2. The seniority of the switch has been overlooked, for example 
transistors can burn out if used improperly; is there any 
corresponding switch state? 
Similar difficulties arise in the application of adequacy, 
1. The requirements of P2 and P4 disregard the superior role of 
the switch over the transistor; the switch Is required to act 
like a transistor. 
2. It is not obvious that an injective function f can be found 
between actions of the sotree and actions of the target, we 
might expect many waveforms to correspond to (say) a one. 
Another approach to the general translation Problem as stated Is 
to merge L1 and L2 into a language L sufficiently descriptive to 
span all the levels we are interested in. Languages in which this 
16 
approach have been taken contain the family of languages centred 
on CCS [Milner 80], Including Circal [Milne 82], SCCS [Milner 82] 
and Real Time Agents [Cardelli 82], and the work by Gordon [Gordon 
81] on register transfer systems. In such a case the problem is 
much reduced since there is typically a well-defined general (to 
L) sense in which two programs in L are "the same", for example 
they may have the same denotation or have equivalent behaviours. 
0.3. The approaches presented here 
This thesis contains two new theories of translation correctness - 
within the framework of operational semantics. The first is a 
bisimulation theory of translation correctness in which the 
approach is very similar to that of Astesiano and Zueca but for 
two points: 
The equivalence from which it is derived is the bisimulation 
equivalence of Park [Park 81b] rather than the observational 
equivalence of Milner. These two equivalences are very 
similar, indeed the earlier (loose) paraphrase Of 
observational equivalence stands equally well for bisimulation 
equivalence. For bisimulation equivalence the paraphrase is 
again formally stated by considering the relator F defined 
earlier; the difference now is that the bisimulation 
equivalence, written here as - BI is taken to be the maximal 
fixed-point of F, that is 
ft Bý F(. B) ' 
VRCCXC2. (R C F(R) implies RC _B) 
In fact 
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%-IIR: RCC, xC2'RC F(R)j- 
so a simple proof technique for -B is thus 
01 "B 02 iff j R. c1Rc 21 RC F(R). 
It can be seen since 
Vn: 0. -B 2 "n 
that 
ft B -2 'IM 
and under a natural assumption that 
VIc 11,21. V ccC,. let: J a. c --ý>i ell is finite 
it can be shown [Hennessy and Milner 851 that 
BM 
2. Following Astesiano and Zucca we would like to replace C1xC2 
in the above definition by some subset of C1XC 2' 
ýowever, our approach Is that the requirement of convergence 
is removed and replaced by a general parameter PCC1xC2 
which is a relation between source configurations and target 
configurations relative to which correctness is to be 
established. The choice of P is part of the statement of 
correctness for any particular translation, allowing fion- 
behaviote, al properties of configurations to be simply 
compared. The advantage of this approach over Astesiano and 
Zucca is that it is not necessary to distort the translation 
in an attempt to give certain properties (such as the state 
component of a terminated configuration) a behavioural 
expression (by communicating the state contents in a sequence 
of actions), the required constraints on accepýable 
correspondence can be expressed in P. 
18 
The statement of correctness for a semantic translation, a 
function tr from source configurations to target configurations, 
is given relative to a choice of P CC1 xC2 by 
tr is P-good iff jRCP. R C F(R), Vc c C. cR tr(c) 
In the second theory we adapt the testing equivalence of [de 
Nicola and Hennessy 84] to a testing theory of translation 
correctness. The basic idea is to translate not only objects but 
also how they are to be used (or, equivalently, how they can be 
tested). Thus for our switch and transistor example the object 
switch would be translateO to the object transistor, and the uses 
of a switch described in terms of switch positions, zero's and 
one's will be translated to (say) gate voltages and continuous 
waveforms for use with the transistor. 
In general then the source system will consist of source objects 
each paired with a prospective use, and their translations will 
consist of translated source objects paired with translated 
prospective uses. 
A translation is now correct if it is a complete implementation , 
that is 
A (source) object mustnot be amenable to a (source) use 
iff 
the translated object mustnot be amenable to the translated use 
and 
2. A (source) object must be amenable to a (source) use 
iff 
the translated object must be amenable to the translated use. 
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This 'approach respects the seniority of the switch since it only 
demands the transistor behave 'like' a switch when it is being 
used 'like' a switch. 
All this is formalised by the notion of an 
experiment system <E, ->, S> akin to a labelled transition system 
wherein the configurations eeE are called experiments (being 
applications of tests to objects) and there are no action labels 
on the transition relation -> between experiments since 
experiments are assumed to progress by the communion of. test and 
object with no external interference or communication. Further, 
some experiments ecSCE are considered to be successful in'the 
sense that the test has been satisfied. 
The next step is to extend the notion of success to computations 
of experiments. A computation ce comp(e) of an experiment e is a 
maximal (i. e. if it is finite then'it cannot be extended) sequence 
of transition steps: 
e -> el -> e2 -> ... 
Successful computations contain some ecS, i. e. at some finite 
point they reach a successful experiment configuration. We can 
define the result of computation c by: 
result(c) 
if c is successful 
otherwise 
and then 
resset(e) -Ij result(c) cecomp[e 
Now 
" must (succeed) iff resset(e) - ITI, 
" mustnot (succeed) iff resset(e) - fil. 
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An implementation preserves just these guarantees, so tr Is an 
implementation If Vec El. 
e must implies tr(e) must, 
e mustnot implies tr(e) mustnot 
In some cases we might like a stronger statement of complete 
implementation in which the above implications are replaced by 
biconditionals. 
0.4. A chapter sumary 
In chapter 1 the basic concepts and notations concerning labelled 
transition systems are introduced , and an example semantics is 
given for the concurrent programming language CCS [Milner 80]. 
Through this example it is shown how a structural operational 
semantics can be given using labelled transition systems. 
Chapter 2 Introduces a bisimulation theory of translation 
correctness in which the standard notion of bisimulation is 
extended and refined to a theory of translation correctness. 
In chapter 3 the bisimulation theory is articulated on an example 
syntax-directed translation from CSP [Li 831 to CCS; a complete 
syntactic and semantic description is given of CSP and the 
translation is proved correct in the sense of the bisimulation 
theory. The translation employed is essentially that of Li [Li 83 
chapter 6] except that certain restrictions have been lifted 
through the introduction of -a context-sensitive aspect to the 
translation. 
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Chapter 4 motivates and presents a testing theory of translation 
correctness from which two (compatible) correctness criteria 
emerge; implementation and complete-implementation, of which the 
latter implies the former. 
In chapter 5 complete-implementation is established for an example 
translation from a simple CSP-like language employing handshake 
style communication to a language in which communication takes 
place by altering shared variables. Both languages are given 
semantics, the translation is proved to be a complete- 
implementation, and it is shown why this example would present 
severe difficulties to the other approaches mentioned here. 
Chapter 6 demonstrates how the notion of implementation introduced 
in chapter 4 can be employed within CCS to facilitate the task of 
specification. The example chosen is a machine to sort a multiset 
of numbers in a highly concurrent. fashion; it is shown how certain 
aspects of the machines behaviour may be abstracted in its 
specification if the notion of implementation is employed rather 
than the more usual equivalence approach. 
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1. Labelled transition systems and operational semantics 
This chapter is intended to introduce the concepts and techniques 
employed in the structural operational approach to programming 
language semantics [Plotkin 81], for use throughout the remainder 
of this thesis. The first section motivates the general approach 
and then goes on to introduce labelled transition systems as a 
formal representation for the approach. The second section 
presents, for later use, an example semantics for CCS. 
1.1. Structural Operational Semantics 
For sequential languages there have been four major approaches to 
programming language semantics: denotational semantics ([Gordon 
791, (Stoy 771), algebraic semantics [Guessarian 81], axiomatic 
semantics ([Hoare 69], [Dijkstra 76]), and operational semantics 
([Landin 631, [Plotkin 81]). The most successful attempts, thus 
far, at providing a semantics for languages with concurrent and 
non-deterministic features have followed the operational approach, 
and in particular the structural operational approach. To 
introduce this method we can do little better than reproduce, with 
minor changes, the Introduction given by Li in [Li 83 
Introduction]. 
1.1 -1. The general approach 
Roughly speaking, the operational approach is to formally describe 
the execution of programs, i-q- to formalise the "operational 
nature" of. programs. In general this purpose is achieved by 
specifying some convenient abstract machine and modelling the 
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execution of programs on that machine. This can indicate a way in 
which the language may be implemented. 
Fortunately an operational semantics differs from many other 
approaches in that it does not require a lot of heavy mathematical 
machinery and is easy to understand. 
A weakness of operational semantics is that because the semantics 
is based on an abstract machine it usually specifies some 
irrelevant details. This tends to make the semantics of any non- 
trivial language very obscure and detailed'from the mathematical 
point of view. To overcome this weakness, or at least reduce it 
to a minimum, in this thesis we follow the 
structural operational approach or axiomatic operational approach 
developed by Plotkin and his colleagues. The basic ideas of this 
approach are: 
1. To abstract away from the irrele 
machines we adopt some of the 
denotational approach such as the 
replace concrete syntax, and the 
environments as functions. Thus a 
abstract machine can be written as 
<S, S> 
vant details of the abstract 
successful features of the 
use of abstract syntax to 
viewing of states (stores) and 
simple configuration of an 
where S denotes either the current statement to be executed or 
some token signifying that the program has terminated, for example 
<done, s>, <abort, s> 
may denote (respectively) a normal termination resulting in the 
state s and an abnormal termination resulting in the state s. We 
use C to denote the set of all configurations used within this 
24 
introduction. 
To distinguish the successful executions from other computations 
(deadlocked and infinite computations) we introduce a set T of 
. 
terminal configurations which is a subset of C. For example we 
can take 
Tw -I<done, s>, <abort, s>: s is a statel 
2. We use labelled transition relations to model' computation; thus 
a transition 
p 
models one elementary execution step. This transition may be read 
"the configuration p may perform the action a, thereby becoming 
the configuration qII. Here the action a denotes an internal 
action or interactive communication with some super system or the 
outside world. Let A be the set of possible transition actions in 
this introduction, then the labelled transition relation 
-> CCxAxC 
describes the possible executions of programs. Execution of a 
program can be viewed as a transition sequence: 
Pi - 
ý! ý, p2-ý?. > P3- 
ý4 
... 
which is either infinite or finite. The crux of the matter lies 
in how to define the labelled transition relation which describes 
the semantics of a language. 
_ 
Let us consider how we could deal 
with two typical sequential programming language constructs in 
this approach: 
The semantics of an assignment statement may be defined by the' 
following axiom : 
<x: -e, s> -11> <done, s[v/x]> 
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where v is the value taken by the expression e in the state a, and 
a[v/xl is the state which is identical with a except that it 
associates the value v with variable x. This transition can be 
interpreted as saying that the execution of the statement Ix: -el 
in the state a reaults, in a new configuration where the program 
has successfully terminated and the new state is the same as 
before except at x where it takes the value of e. The transition 
action c should be interpreted to mean that the execution Is 
performed without interaction with the outside world. 
The semantics of a compound statement S1 ;S2 may be def ined by the 
following rules: 
1. if <sl, s> A> <S, 's, > 
then <S 1 ;S2, s> -ý> <S1 ;S 2' st> 
2. If <SlPS> -ý> <done, sl> 
then <S ;Sa 1 2's> -ý'> <S2, s'> 
3. If <Slps> -ý> <abort, sl> 
then <S 1 ;S 2's> -! 
> <abort, sl> 
Notation 





so that, for instance, rule 1-above is-written 
<Sj S> -ýý> <S 1 sl> 
--- ------------ 
<S 1 ;S2, s> --a> <Sl'; S2, s'> 
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0 
As usual, these rules signify that if the hypothesis of the rules 
define transitions then the conclusions define transitions. How 
can these rules be interpreted? They tell us that the execution 
completely depends on the execution of the first statement. The 
configuration <Sl, s> can be transformed via transition action a in 
three ways; the result is either a normal configuration <S 1 sl> or 
a normal terminal configuration <done, sl> or an abnormal terminal 
configuration <abort, sl>. Rule 1 says that in the f irst case 
<S 1 ;S 2"9ý 
is transformed to <S 1 ;S 2's'> via 
the same action a. 
Rule 2 says that in the second case <S 1 ;S 2' s> is transformed to 
<S 2, s'>. 
Rule 3 deals with the third case and says that if the 
first statement aborts then so does the composition. To summarise 
we see that the above three rules formalise the description given 
in the Pascal report "The compound statement specifiesthat its 
component statements be executed in the same sequence as they are 
writtent' ([Jensen and Wirth 781). 
These two examples reflect the typical character of the structural 
approach. Two points are worth noting: 
As with formal deductive systems of the kind employed in 
mathematical logic this approach defines transitions using axioms 
and rules. Axioms (which have no hypotheses) define the 
transitions directly, and rules define the transitions indirectly; 
that is if all hypotheses define transitions then the conclusion 
of the rule defines a transition. A definition of this type is 
called a generalised inductive definition . This feature makes 
the approach rigorously mathematical, allows a semanti cs to be set 
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up with few preconceptions, and also determines the inductive 
features of the proof techniques. 
2. The definition of the transition relation is based on syntactic 
transformations of programs and simpl operations on the discrete 
data (state and environment). So methods of proof rely heavily on 
structural induction which might easily be automated; and since 
programmers and language designers are already familiar with 
"symbol pushing" this form of the semantics should be more 
acceptable to them. 
These two characteristics will become more pronounced as we 
progress, so for now we just summarise the above: a labelled 
transition system can be defined by a quacL"uple <C, ->, A, T> and the 
operational semantics of a language can be given by a labelled 
transition system. 
1.1.2. Labelled transition systems 
The use of labelled transition systems to define operational 
semantics for concurrent programming languages is due to Plotkin 
[Plotkin 81] and assumes the following computational paradigm 
Processes (configtirations) perform actions thereby becoming, by 
some transition relation, other processes. Certain processes 
which cannot act care regarded as having terminated . 
This paradigm is embodied in the mathematical definition of a 
labelled transition system, a generalisation of the notion of a 
binary relation where a transition label (or transition action) is 
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associated with each pair' In the relation. In fact a labelled 
transition system can be viewed as a labelled directed graph with 
a distinguished set of terminal nodes, though there have been 
other definitions of labelled transition systems which omit the 
terminal nodes. t 
Definition 1.1 
A labelled transition syste L is a quadruple 
L- <C, ->, A, T> 
where 
C Is a set of process configurations 
CCxAxC is a labelled transition relation 
A is a set of action labels 
TCC is a set of terminal configurations with the 
property: teT implies j tl, a. (t, a, t') e -> . 
0 
Given the strong similarity between a labelled transition system 
and a labelled directed graph with a distinguished set of 
(terminal) nodes we may describe very simple labelled transition 
systems by a diagram of their corresponding graphs. 
A few more notational 





points before we proceed, - 
for C, ranged over by c. 
for ->. 
for A, ranged over by a. 
for T. 
2. (c, a, cl) 'E -> may be written c 
A> of, and read as 
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"configuration c may perform the action a, thereby becoming the 
configuration a' ". 
It will be useful to have some definitions concerning transition 
relations for future use, 
Definition 1.2 
Let A be some arbitrary set of actions; the sets A+ and A 
of action sequences are defined by 
A f(al, a 2' ..., a n 
): 00, aieA, i -- 1,..., n] 
A. A+ 
and ranged over by u, v and w. We employ 0 to denote the empty 
sequence of actions rather than the more usual c since that symbol 
is employed later on with a different meaning. 
Definition 1.3 
Let L- <C, ->, A, T> be a labelled tran51tion 5YSteM, then 
1. If cc1c2C, 
and w (al, a 2' ..., a n) c 
A+ 
or 
w-0 and c -c I 
then we write c -Y> cl which may be read "the configuration c 
may perform the transition sequence w, thereby becoming the 
configuration cl ". 
2. If c -4 cl for some we A+ then cl is a (w-jderivative of c 
and we say c -11> cl expresses a derivation 
3. We may write 
C for a, cl. c -ý> cl 
c for a, cl. c- a> c, 
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c for cI. aoI 
0 for cl. c of 
0 for cl. 'c -Y> of 
c for wc fal*. a -Y> 
c cl for c". c -ý> cl, -ý> cl 
This latter form will be Xeatly abused in its extension to 
multiple transition relations as -ý> 1- 
P> 
2 and 
and induction to -ýa> 
A> 
-2> etc. 
For each ccC define the set comp(c) of computations of c by 
1. <C k> 11,..., nj c comP(c) if 
j al,..., a n-1 cA such 
that 
I- C-C1 and c1- al >C2- a2> ... _gjD: 
jj> 
c 
2. <c k> Nat c cOmp(c) if 
j <a i> Nat such that 
C-C0 and Vkc Nat. c k -ýýY> a k+1* 
Thus comp(c) contains all (and only) records of maximal 
derivations, i. e. derivations which are either finite and 
cannot be extended or are infinite. We may write cK for <c k>K, 
1.2. An example semantics for CCS 
In this section we present an example semantics for the concurrent 
programming language CCS, and in so doing we introduce a number of 
definitions for use throughout this thesis. We begin by giving 
definitions concerning the representation and evaluation of 
expressions. These definitions will be considered common to all 
languages defined thereafter, starting with the definition of CCS 
which follows. 
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A oomon oore of deflnitions 
The languages we will define in this thesis share a common core of 
definitions dealing with the syntactic and semantic aspects of 
expressions denoting values. We present them here together with 
the various properties we would like them to have. 
Syntax 
We assume the following (disjoint unless otherwise stated) sets: 
Vars a given countably infinite set tx,:, i e Natl of variables, 
ranged over by (the metavariables) x, y, z. 
Exp, a given countably infinite set of expressions ranged over by 
e and assumed to contain numerals for the natural numbers. 
Val C Exp, a non-empty set of values ranged over by v. 
Bexp, a given countably infinite set of boolean expression2, 
ranged over by b and assumed to contain the truth values tt, and 
ff . 
It is not our intent to be concerned with the details of 
expressions so we merely state our assumptions and refer the 
reader to [Hindley et al 72] for their Justification. We assume 
1.1 All expressions e or b have finite sets FV(e), FV(b). 2 Vars 
of free variables - 
1.2 The substitution of an expression el for a (free) variable x in 
an expression e or b is defined as usual, giving expressions 
e[el/x], b[el/x]. We assume that the following standard facts 
hold: 
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a) , (FV(e)\Ixj)+FV(el) 
FV(e[et/x]) 
FV(e) 
b) e[el/x] [e"/xj - e[el[e"/x ]/xj 
c) e[ei/x] [e"/yj - e[e"yjfel [ell/yj/x] 
2. Semantics 
We will assume we are given; 
if xc FV(e) 
otherwise 
if xi FV(e"), x*y. 
States C Vars -> Val, the set of total functions, ranged over by s 
and $, delivering for each variable x an associated value v. 
All expressions e or b can be evaluated with respect to a state s, 
the state providing bindings for the free variables of e or b. To 
this end we assume a total function as in the following 
definition: 
Definition 1.4 
we assume a total function 
I 
eval: Exp x States -> Val 
and a partial function 
eval: Exp -> Val 
with eval(e) defined if FV(e) Firther, we require 
eval(e, s) - eval(e[sub(X, s)]) 
where sub(X, s) substitutes s(x) for x for ail xcx. We assume 
similar properties for 
beval: Bexp, x States -> Itt, ffl, bevai: Bexp -> Itt, ffl. 
13 
1.2.2. CCS 
In a series of papers (see for example (Hennessy and Milner 85], 
[Milner 80], [Milner 82], and [de Nicola and Hennessy 84]), Milner 
S 
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and his colleagues have studied a model of parallelism in which 
ooncurrent systems communicate by sending and receiving values 
along named 'channels'. Communication is synchronised in that 
the transmission of a value from sender to receiver takes place 
only when the sender and receiver are both ready, and this 
transmission is considered as a single. event. This kind of 
communication, called handshake communication, is also found in a 
large group of modern languages such as CSP (Hoare 78] and Ada 
[Ichbiah et al 791. 
In [Milner 80] an applicative Lambda-calculus style notation 
called CCS (for Calculus of Communicating Systems) is introduced 
for describing concurrent processes in terms of their dynamic 
action capability and static interconnection. More precisely 
there is a family of languages incorporating these ideas in 
various forms; in this section we present one such flavour close 
to that used in [Milner 80]. 
The language CCS, as presented here, consists of a set of 
operators for constructing new terms from terms which are already 
defined. We first give an informal description of each of these 
operators. 
1. Inaction 
'Nil' is a term representing the totally idle process which can 
never perform any action. 
2. Action 
Let AD be a set of predefined action descriptions ranged over by 
a,, a, and assumed to Include 'the distinguished 'silent' or 
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'internal' action 111. Then 'a. ' for each ac AD is a unary 
(prefixed) operator, and if p is a term then Ia. pI is a term. This 
new term a. p represents a process which can perform the action 
described by a and then proceed as the process described by p. 
3. Choice 
If p, q are terms, lp+ql is a term. The process represented by P+q 
can act either as the process represented by p or the process 
represented by q. The choice depends at least to a certain extent 
on the environment in which p+q finds itself. 
4. Asynchronous parallel composition 
If p, q are terms then lplql is a term. This represents a 
composite process consisting of two sub-processes, those 
represented by p and q, loosely connected. The composite process 
performs an action when either sub-process performs an action, 
while its partner remains Idle, or when both sub-processes 
simultaneously engage in complementary actions, le one 
communicates a value to the other. 
5. Renaming 
Let Ren be a set of action renami 
E we can define a partial-, functi, 
-1. If p is a term then I p[E] I 
represented by p modified so that 
performs F(a) if F(a) is defined. 
not defined is inhibited. 
Ns, ranged over by E. From each 
on F from AD to AD such that F(j) 
is a term describing the process 
if p performs action a then p[E] 
Any action a such that F(a) is 
6. Conditional execution 
Assuming a set Bexp of boolean expressions ranged over by b we 
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introduce 'if b then p else qI as a term, whenever p, and q are 
terms, to represent the process which acts like the process 
represented by p, if b evaluates as being true, and like the 
process represented by q if b evaluates as being false. 
7. Procedure call 
Assuming a set Proc of procedtre names ranged over by P, 
IP(el,..., e 
n 
), is a term. The behaviour of the process 
represented by P(e 1 ..., e n) 
depends on a- definition set D 
containing a pair of the form (P(x 1'***'xn 
), p) where p is a term 
with free variables in lxl, **"xnl' The behaviour of P(el,..., e n) 
is then that of the term p with the values of een 
substituted for x 1'**"xn' 
The syntax of CCS 
The following sets are needed to define the syntax of CCS: 
Act, a given countable set of action names 
ranged over by A, B, and C. 
Proc, a given countable set of procedure names 
ranged over by P, R, and S. 
Action names may also be called 'line names' or 'channels' and in 
later chapters we may refer to CCS with different sets of action 
names by subscripting e. g. CCS Act * 
The three main syntactic categories of CCS can now be specified as 
f ol lows: 
AD, the set of action descriptions, ranged 
over by a, a and defined by 
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a :: - 11 Ale I A? x 
The intent is that 
1 denotes "silent" or "internal" action. 
Ale denotes the action sending the value of 
expression e on channel A. 
A? x denotes the action receiving a value on 
channel A and binding it to x. 
As a notational convenience we may write 
Al for AIO 
A? for A? x 0 
where x0 is some distinguished variable occurring in terms only in 
these action descriptions. These forms are used when we are 
mainly interested in 5ynchroni5ation rather than value passing. 
(Note x0 is distinguished so we don't 'accidentally' bind 
variables). 
Ren, the set offenamings, ranged over by E; 
partial functions from Act to Act. 
Terms, the set of terms, ranged over by p, q, r and 
defined in a BNF-like notation 
p :: - Nil I a. p I p+q I pIq I p[E] I 
if b then p else qI P(el,..., e n) 
We will allow the case n-0 in the latter form, which 
will then be written PO or just P. 
A number of notational devices will be employed, we give them here 
for convenient reference; 
1. It will be found from the derivation rules that the following 
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pairs need not be distinguished: 
p+q and q+p, (p+q)+r and p+(q+r), 
piq and q1p, (plq)lr and pl(qlr). 
We therefore allow the usual (finite) summation and product 
notation over indexed sets, ignoring order and association- 
IpP+p++p 
keK k kl k2 kn 
11 
pp kcK k kl 
I Pk2 Pkn 
where K- Jkl, k 2' ..., 
k 
ni ,n1 
2. Let XC Act, then 
P\X denotes p[EX] 
where Ex is the renaming defined by 
A If AiX 
x 
undefined otherwise 
The process represented by p\X is obtained from that 
represented by p by inhibiting actions whose name occurs in X. 
As a special case of the above we define 
p\A denotes p\jAj 
Let A, Al e Act, then 
p[Al/A] denotes p[E A, All 
where E A, Al is the renaming 
defined by 
A' if All -A 
A, A All otherwise 
The process represented by p[AI/A] is obtained from that 
represented by p by renaming the action A as A'. We will allow 
p[A, I, A2', ..., AVA, A n 2"**'An] 
to denote 
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pýA, IlAl]fA 'A *fA A 2 2JO* n' nJ 
4. We will employ an abbreviated form of the conditional 
construct 
if b then p to denote if b then p else Nil 
A similar abbreviation for the action construct allows 
a to denote a. Nil 
To avoid excessive use of parentheses we assume the following 
operator precedences 
[E] > a. >I>+ 
Thus for example 
PI1. PI\A + Pn[E] means (P (1. (P'\A))j + (P"[E]) 
For each term p we define the following sets 
Fv(p) C Vars, the free variables of p. 
FP(p) C Proc x Nat, the free procedure names of p with 
their arity. 
FL(p) C Act, the action names mentioned in p and often 
referred to as sort(p) . 
in a tabula. " fashion (We will assume that for (P, n) e Defined(D) 
we have a set FL(P, n) C Act which defines its sort). 
Nil 1. p A! e. p A? x. p p+q 
FV FV(p) FV(e)+FV(p) FV(pj-ixl FV(p)+FV(q) 
FP FP(p) FP(p) FP(p) FP(p)+FP(q) 
FL FL(p) FL(p)+IAI FL(p)+IAI FL(p)+FL(q) 
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plq P[El P(el,..., e, ) 
FV FV(p)+FV(q) FV(p) FV(e, )+. .. +W(e 
FP P(p)+P(q) W(p) f(P, n)j 
EL FL(p)+FL(q) E(FL(p)) FL(P, n) 
where E(FL(p)) denotes the image under E of FL(p). 




Note we also assume the substitution of expressions for variables 
in expressions is extended in the usual way to allow the 
substitution of expressions for variables in terms, written 
p[e/x], and the 'substitution of closed terms for parameterless 
procedure calls P0, written p[q/P]. (Of course In the former 
case such substitutions may require a change of bound variables to 
avoid clashes). 
Finally, a definition set D is a partial function 
D: j P(x 10... ox n 
): Pc Proc, x1xnc Varsj -> Terms 
such that if D(P(x 1'***'xn p is defined then, 
1* FV(p). 2 lxl, '**Ixnl 
2. F? (p) C Defined(D), where 
Defined(D) - j(p, nj: j x 1- xn D(P(x 11... Ix n 
)) is definedl 
3. x. 0 ýj if i*J. 
4. FL(p) C FL(P, n). 
We will assume that 
D(P(x 1 *.., x n 




p-q, yi. xIiw1,..., n 
so that (P, n) uniquely identifies the definition. 
To describe a definition set D we introduce the following notation 
for definitions: 
P(X 1 .... Ix n) 
<- p denotes ((P(x #x n 
), p) cD 
We shall impose a slight constraint on the collection D, 
forbidding definition sets containing such 'definitions as 
P(xj <- Aix + P(X+l) 
or 
P(X) <- P, (xj 
PI(x) <- P(X) 
in which a process may "call itself recursively without first 
performing an action". Thus the following are permitted 
P(Xj <- AIX + l. P(X+l) 
or 
P(XJ <- P'(XJ 
P'(x) <- 1. P(XJ 
We won't here go into the details of how such guardedly well- 
defined definition sets are formally defined, instead we refer the 
reader to [Milner 80]. 
The operational semantics of CCS 
To define the operational semantics of CCS we define a labelled 
transition system which must of course be parameterised on the 
syntactic parameters Act and Proc. Further, in giving a semantics 
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for terms of the form P(el,, eo, e n) we need 
to refer to a 
definition set D. Thus our labelled transition system should 
properly be written with three subscripts. We eschew this 
notational horrort dropping all aubscripts unle3a one or more ia 
of interest, whenever no oonfusion can arise. 
Now assume we have sets Act, Proc and D as described previously, 
we define the labelled transition system L[CCS] by 
config(L[CCS]j - lp: FV(p)-O, FP(p) 2 Defined(D)l 
labels(L[CCS]) - lc, Alv, A? v: Ae Act, ve Vall 
term(L[CCS]) - 
Thus configurations are terms with no free variables and no 
undefined procedure calls. It is common when defining the 
configurations of a labelled transition system to define a 
predicate 11-1 signifying syntactic validity over some set of 
Potential programs. Thus in this case 
f- p iff FV(p) - 0, F? (p) q Defined(D), pc Terms. 
The definition of this predicate is often referred to as a 
static semantics since it deals with syntactic properties of the 
program text. In contrast we now turn, in the definition of 
trans(L[CCS]) to the dynamic semantics of (valid) programs. 
To aid in the description of handshake communication . (rule 4.3 to 
follow) we formalise a notion of complementary actio . Two 
action labels a and a are complementary if one describes the 
sending of a value on same channel and the other describes the 
receipt of the same value on the same channel. The simultaneous 
performance of complementary actions by parallel processes 
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constitutes a handshake communication. So define 
Alv if a A? v 
a A? v if a Alv 
undefined otherwise 
In order to define trans(L[CCSJ) we first define a more primitive 
transition relation -> which deals explicitly with the internal 
actions, denoted by 1, of a process description. Then 
trans(L[CCS]) will be defined so as to ignore internal 1 actions. 
The transition relation -> (not trans(L[CCS])) is defined by 
1. Inaction 
Nil has no transitions. 
2. Action 
2.1 1p -4 p 
2.2 eval(e)-v 
----------------- 
Ale. p - 
Alv >p 
A')v 2.3 A? X. p - '-> P[V/xl 
Choice 




4.1 p -ý> r 
-------------- 
pIq -ýý> rjq 
4.3 
--. 
p -2> pqq 
plq pilql 
3.2 q -2> r 
----------------- 
p+q -ar 
4.2 q -ý'> r 
----------- 
plq -i! > pjr 
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Renaming 
5.1 pq 
p[E] > q[E) 
if F(a) is defined where 
1 if a-I 
E(A)lv if a- Alv, E(A) defined 
F(a) 
E(A)? v if a-A? v, E(A) defined 
undefined otherwise 
Conditional 
6.1 beval(b) - tt ,p --a> r 
----------------------- ------------- 
if b then p else q-ar 
6.2 be val (b) -, ff, q -ýý> r 
------------------------------------- 
If b then p else q -ý> r 
Lrocedure call 
7.1 Suppose D(P(x 1'**"Xn p is defined then 
P[Vi I ... IV /x # ... Ix 
I 
-ý> r n .1. n -------------- 
P(e 1 ..., e n) -g> r 
if eval(ei) - vi for i-1,..., n. 
Now, having defined ->, we can define 
trans(L[CCSJJ 
by ignoring the internal 1 actions of -> as follows: 
p E> q if p -14> q, wc ill* 
p 
A> q if ae1: abels(L[CCS]), p -E> -ý'> -E> q 
In keeping with the intended interpretation of 1 and c as #silent, 
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aotion we may often drop their ooourence as aotion labels, 'writing 
for 'and 0 for -a> 
An oxmple 
To demonstrate most of the features of CCS we consider a very 
simple CCS program to compute the n'th fibonacci number, fib(n), 
defined Vn90 by 
fib(O) -1 
fib(l) -1 
fib(x) - fib(x'l) + fib(x-2) if x ?. 2 
We would like-to define a CCS agent Ifibber(xjl that behaves as if 
defined by: 
fibber(x) <- resultlfib(x) 





subresult? x. subresult? y. resultlx+y 
)\subresult 
The idea is that if x<2 then fibber(x) knows the result is 1 and 
can signal that fact and stop. Otherwise it starts up two 
subprocesses, fibber(x-1) and fibber(x-2j, in parallel to 
calculate fib(x-1) and fib(x-2). To prevent these sub-agents 
signalling their results to anything other than their caller their 
outputs are renamed to be subresults and restricted so they can 
only be accessed by their caller. The caller receives these two 
subresults and binds them in the variables x and y, finally 
signalling their sum as the result. 
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To see how the operational semantics works consider a possible 
first step of fibber(2). - 
fibber(2) -'> ((fibber (2-1 )1 Nil) [subresult/result] 
subresult? y. resultlx+y 
)\subresult 
because by rule 2.2 
resultil. Nil -C221! 
1UI> Nil 
so by rule 6.1 
if 0<2 
then resultll. Nil 
else ((fibber(0-1)lfibber(O-2))[subresult/result] 




So by rule 7.1 
fibber(2-2) -C22111ý11> Nil 
so by rule 4.2 
fibber(2-1)lfibber(2-2) -ne214M4 fibber(2-1)INJ1 




so by rule 4.3 
((fibber(2-ljlfibber(2-2))[subresult/resultj I 
subresult? x. subresult? y. resultlx+y) 
((fibber(2-1)lNil)[subresult/res ult] 
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subreault? y. reaultll+y) 
so by rule 5.1 
((fibber(2-1)lfibber(2-2))[subresult/result] I 




subresult? y. resultl 1 +y 
)\subresult 
so by rule 6.2 
if 2<2 
then resultIl 
else ((fibber(2-1)lfibber(2-2))[subresult/resultI I 




subresult? y. resultl 1 +y 
J\subresult 
whence, finally, by rule 7.1 
fibber(2) -4 ((fibber(2-1)lNil)[sub. -esult/resultj 
subresult? y. resultj 1 +y 
)\subresult 
The remaining steps of the computation are 
((fibber(2-1)lNil)[subresult/result] 
subresult? y. resultll+y 
)\subresult 
_4 









If now we use the transition relation -X to ignore > moves 
resulting from the, internal, communications of subresults we get 
fibber(2) -C2221ý13> p- 
and p can perform no further actions. 
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2. A b1simulation theory or translation correctness 
The aim or this chapter is to describe a theory of translation 
correctness for programming languages whose semantics is given in 
the abstract operational manner i. e. by a labelled transition 
system. Any proposed theory of translation correctness will be 
judged on many criteria, so perhaps it is best to start with a 
brief examination of the more obvious ones. 
Firstly, of course, the theory must be general enough to apply to 
a large number of interesting translations while being 
sufficiently powerful to say something. interesting about the 
properties of those translations. In general this must be a 
trade-off, the more powerful the statement of correctness given by 
the theory the fewer the number of translations likely to satisfy 
those conditions. Conversely a surfeit of generality can easily 
lead to a rather anaemic set of correctness criteria. 
Secondly, for the purposes of clarity and modularity in the 
translations to which the theory is applied it would be greatly 
advantageous to have a theory which is. compositional in the sense 
that the correctness of a translation which incorporates other 
sub-translations can be proved assuming only that the sub- 
translations have been proved correct in the sense of the theory. 
Given that the theory supports such a proof method the writing of 
translations themselves can be made easier by segmenting the 
problem into pieces, a large translation can be written in terms 
of other translations for subcomponents, and the specified 
correctness of the whole can be proved given any subtranslations 
which satisfy the correctness criteria. 
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Thirdly, a simple Intuitive statement of correctness is to be 
desired so that It is easily seen what properties the translation 
has; criteria couched in terms of obscure mathematical concepts 
about the theory of computation will not be readily acceptable to 
most computer scientists. 
Lastly, given the seemingly inherent complexity of most 
translations and their correctness proofs it would be useful If 
there were some hope of automating at least a proof checker, and 
preferably a proof generator. 
The basic approach of this chapter will be to generalise a notion 
of behavioural equivalence which has been previously used in 
proving the equivalence of process descriptions in CCS [Milner 
82]. In the previous work the process descriptions were 
configurations in the same transition system. Here we will depart 
from this approach in that we will need to extend the notion of 
equivalence to objects in different transition systems. This will 
require some refinement of the definitions but the major 
difference will lie in the addition of a non-behavioural component 
to the equivalence in order to cope simply with the notion of 
final states. We believe that the theory to be outlined goes some 
way to achieving each of the above criteria. 
2.1.1. Review 
As we saw in the introduction there have been a number of previous 
attempts to outline a theory of translation for programming 
languages, the most readily accepted of which is the d6notational 
theory of Morris 
(Morris 731 which is described in terms of 
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commuting diagrams between algebras. This is a very elegant and 
intuitive theory but for our purposes it fails at an important 
point. Our attempt is aimed mainly for programming languages with 
non-determinism and parallelism built in as primitives; as yet 
there is no satisfactory treatment of such features within the 
algebraic approach. 
Instead we turn to work already performed in the area of 
operational semantics by essentially two groups; in order to focus 
the discussion we will examine a single piece of work from each 
with particular reference to the critefta above rather than the 
less technical criteria discussed in the introduction. 
The first, and most comprehensive, piece is the thesis of Wei Li 
[Li 831. Chapter 5 of his thesis details an operational 
translation theory with much the same intent as this work. Roughly 
Speaking the basic ideas of his approach were: 
1. A 'syntactic translation between languages Lang 1 and Lang 2 
is-a 
function f: Lang, Lang 2 translating programs in Lang-, to 
programs in Lang 2 Any syntactic translation 
induces a 
semantic translation between the transition systems which 
define in the structural axiomatic form, the operational 
semantics of Lang 1 and 
Lang 2* Configurations 
in 
'the 
respective transition systems will typically be composed of 
programs and some semantic elements such as states or 
environments. A semantic translation is a function from 
configurations to configurations which translates each 
component separately i. e. programs to programs and semantic 
components to semantic components. This is the vie4 we will 
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take, and in the remainder of this thesis we will assume this 
distinction. 
2. The execution of a program together with an input state can be 
represented by a finite transition sequence ending in a 
terminal configuration (successful computation), by a finite 
transition sequence ending in a nonterminal configuration 
(deadlocked computation) or by an infinite transition 
sequence (divergent computation). Saying that a translation 
is correct amounts to saying that all ' these three kinds of 
computations for a program in the object system and its 
translation in the target system correspond to eacý'other. In 
particular, the possible final configurations of the 
translation of a program should be just the translations of 
the final configurations of the possible computations of the 
program for any given initial input state. 
Having formalised the Idea of the correctness of a 
translation, sufficient conditions, called adequacy 
conditions, which guarantee the correctness of a translation 
are proposed. It is adequacy which is established in the body 
of Li's proofs, correctness follows as a corollary. 
This theory possesses substantial generality and power but falls 
down in some of its details. For instance, 
a. The requirement that termination and deadlock be 
distinýuished within and between transition systems is just 
too stringent for some translations ; in his example 
translation from CSP to CCS. Li needed to doctor the CCS 
x1ju'p 
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transition system definition to Introduce an appropriate 
distinction between deadlock and termination. By the nature 
(cleanliness) of his translation he was able to determine the 
appropriate choice of terminals in a way which may not be 
possible in general. 
b. The compositionality of his theory is very weak as it is 
double layered; a correctness criterion-together with an 
underlying set of conditions sufficient to guarantee 
correctness. A composition theorem can be proved for 
correctness [Li 83 Theorem 5.2] but when trying to prove a 
translation with sub-ýtranslations correct the correctness of 
the sub-translations is unlikely to enable proof of the 
adequacy conditions to support correctness of the complete 
translation. A solution would be to prove a composition 
theorem for adequacy but as yet this has not been achieved. 
It should be noted that adequacy is a good deal stronger than 
correctness, dealing as it does with the observable actions 
of the processes as well as their resulting states, and thus 
is not a set of conditions necessary for correctness. 
The statement of correctness is quite clear but says little 
about behaviour while the statement of adequacy says a good 
deal about behaviour but- is rather opaque. 
d. The proof technique of establishing adequacy leads to a very 
large detailed proof holding little hope for machine 
checkability. While the former charge may be laid against 
almost any translation proof, including those to follow 
unfortunately, the level of detail and subtlety is sufficient 
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to make the proofs very difficult to follow. 
The second theory advanced is contained in a paper by Astesiano, 
and Zucca [Astesiano and zueca 82), wherein again the translation 
example is CSP to CCS. The approach taken is quite similar to that 
proposed in this chapter in that an existing equivalence for CCS 
is extended to a theory of translation. To introduce such non- 
behavioural factors as final state equality they resort to the 
introduction of, processes that write out the contents of the final 
state so that the states can be compared in a behavioural way. 
This introduces processes into the translation which are there 
just for the theory to work rather than for the translation to 
work. The theory proposed here takes Into account factors other 
than just behavioural properties of the processes and thus' avoids 
the introduction of unnecessary terms. 
The equivalence generalised in that work was the observational 
equivalence proposed bY Milner [Milner 80]; the equivalence 
generalised in this chapter is the bisimulation equivalence of 
Park [Park 81b], [Milner 82]. This more recent equivalence has the 
advantage of an elegant proof technique while delivering a 
slightly finer equivalence than observational equivalence-. This 
proof technique holds out some hope of machine implementation, 
programs to check simple bisimulations may easily be written in a 
number of programming languages. Howevear a great deal more work 
must be done before bisimulations in the form used in the proof of 
chapter 3 can be generated by machines. 
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2.1.2. Bialmulationa 
In this subsection we review the notion of bisimulation 
equivalence between processes and the proof technique that the 
theory affords. The essence of the approach is that we do not wish 
to distinguish agents which have the same derivation tree, this is 
made precise by the notion of bisimulation between agents. 
Definition 2.1 
Let L- <C, ->, A, T>, then for any RCCxC define F(R) to be the 
set of pairs (a l'c2) satisfyýng 
1.0 - '2> c implies .0 -21> c&0Rc 13 c2' 2212 
2. c2- E'> c21 implies j cjs .c1c1&c1Rc2 
whenever acA. A bisimulation is a relation RCCxC such that 
RC F(R), thus R is a bisimulation iff 1 and 2 above hold for R. 
Two oonfigurations c1pc 2cC ar e 
(bisimulation) equivalent, 
written c1 FA C 2' if there exists a 
bisimulation R with c, R c2' 
0 
It should be remembered that F depends on the particular 
transition relation involved and so should most properly be 
written F_>. However, we will generally omit the subscripts for 
convenience. 
The motivation behind this definition may be made clearer by a 
simple paraphrase of the definition 
(given already in the 
introduction): 
"Two agents are equivalent If whenever one of them can 
perform an observable action so can the other in such a way 
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that the reaulting ag6nta are equivalent". 
Now we have an elegant proof technique; to show c1 ft 02 it is 
necessary and sufficient to find a bisimulation containing the 
pair (c l'c2)* To demonstrate the proof technique we will consider 
an example from CCS. 
Proposition 2.1 
(l. wavel)lshout I-1. (shoutliwavel) 
Proof: It is sufficient to provide a bisimulation containing the 
above pair of agents; the following set R of pairs is just such a 
relation. 
l. wavellshoutl , 1. (shoutllwavel) 
[11 
wavellshoutl , shoutIlwavel [2] 
Nillshoutt , shoutIlNil J, 
[31 
l. wavellNil , Nillwavel [4] 
wavellNil , Nillwavel [5] 
NillNil , NillNil 
[6] 
To prove R is a bisimulation we will apply the following Lemma 
which helps reduce the-number of cases which must be considered. 
Lema 2.1 
Suppose Rel C Terms x Terms, then Rel CF 
; a> 
(Rel) is implied by the 
following closure condition: Whenever p Rel q all the following 
hold, 
1.1 If p pl then i ql. q -E> ql, pl Rel ql 
1.2 If p pl, a* 1 then i ql. q -2> ql., pl Rel ql 
-ý 
2.1 If q -4 q1 then j pl. p A> pl, pl Rel q1 
2.2 If q A> q 1, a*1 then jpI. p A> pI, pI Rel q 
Proof by induction on the length of the derivation p -! > pl 
or q A> q1. 
D 
To apply this lemma we take each pair (p, q) In Rel and establish 
conditions 1.1 ... 2.2, first by considering 1.1 and 1.2 , and 
then considering what amounts to the converse, i. e. 2.1 and 2.2. 




This is intended to express the statement 
If (p, q) c [1] and p -ýý> pl then 
either a-1, j ql. q -E> ql, (pl, ql) c [2] 
an a- shoutl, j ql. q -2ý22ý1> ql, (pl, ql) 
Using this notation the proof may proceed by cases on [n] for each 
ne 11,..., 61, each case being considered first for condition 1 
and then condition 2: 
First 11 [2] 
1 [ 4) 
Then 2: [1] -! > [2] 
[2] First 1: [2] -ýEL'Y21> [31 
[2] -2ý2-ýtl> [51 
Then 2: [2] -Ldýy2l> [31 






















-ýday2l> [ 6] 
0 
2.1-3. Problems with b1simulations 
The definition of bisimulation equivalence is based on a 
completely observational notion of comparison by visible action; 
properties of the agents which do not show up as observational 
differences will not be distinguished. This-is not to say that 
the theory is not extendable by the introduction of more powerful 
observers who can distinguish hitherto equivalent agents, rather 
that having selected a form of observation it may also be found 
useful to examine agents without completely specifying how the 
examination Is to be performed. We will return to this approach 
in defining P-bisimulations but for now we will consider a few 
examples of agents which are bisimulationally equivalent but 
differ in certain interesting properties. 
Example 1: The equivalence of non-movers. 
In a concurrent setting such as CCS, configurations may have no 
derivatives (i. e. be unable to proceed) for one of two reasons. 
Firstly they may be configurations representing a successful 
conclusion to some computation, an example of this might be Nil In 
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CCS. The second reason involves the oonoept of deadlocked 
configurations wherein, in a simple case, two agents are 
attempting to proceed with some activity yet are unable to 
synchronise their efforts. For example if two overly polite 
people reach a door at the same time each may wait for the other 
to pass first, with the result that neither can pass. This is 
called a deadlock and can be modelled In CCS by the configuration 
fred firatl. bill-first? 11 bill_firstf. fred first? 
In this analogy Nil 11 Nil might model a state where neither agent 
wants to pass through the door, both are content where they are. 
However, we have 
fred firstl bill-first? I bill_fIrstl fred first? - Nill INil 
which fails to recognise that one term (the left side) is 
'frustrated' and the other 'content' in our interpretation. More 
formally may we say one is deadlocked and the other terminal. 
Example 2: Silent spinning 
The statement of bisimulation equivalence is given in terms of the 
relation -> which is ternary; c1 -ý9> C2 is to be interpreted as 
asserting that the agent c2 is a result of agent c1 performing 
action a. This fails to capture the notion of an infinite 
sequence of 'silent' actions (say 1 moves in CCS with -> as the 
transition relation) wherein there is no result agent; infinite 
silent action is simply not accounted for by the definitions. For 
example if we assume the definition 
spin <- 1 spin 
then, with respect to the -> transition relation, Nil and spin 
have (up to renaming) identical derivations, ie 
Nil -E> Nil only, DI 
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and spin -S> spin only. [2] 
Thus m> fails to distinguish between transitions wherein no action 
is performed, such as (1], and transitions, such as [2), wherein a 
silent aotion may be performed. This leads to 
spin - Nil 
and spinjal . al [31 
which is intuitively unpleasant since in [31 the agent on the left 
need never perform the action al. 
Translation correctness 
We can now define a (semantic) translation as a function from 
configurations to configurations; such a function may well be 
induced by a syntactic translation in the manner discussed earlier 
but this is not necessary to the definition. In fact the 
definition could allow partial functions as translations but for 
simplicity we adopt the stronger form. In what follows let L 
<C,, A, ->, T, >, L2m <C2 A, ->2 T2> be two transition systems over 
the same set of actions. Where no confusion can occur we will 
simply drop the subscripts from the transition relations. , 
Definition 2.2 
A translation from L1 to L2 is a total function tr: C1 -> C2 and 
we may refer to L1 as the source system and L2 as the, target 
system - 
0 
To handle translations the theory of bisimulations will 
extended to the case where the agents related are configurations 
in different transition systems. For simplicity we will assume 
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that the two transition systems have the same set of actions, 
though it would be quite simple to relax this requirement it would 
also be notationally disastrous. 
Definition 2.3 
We first extend F as given previously in Definition 2.1 ; for any R 
CC1xC2 define F(R) to be thý set of pairs (cl, c 2) satisfying 
a.,, implies 0cIRc 1. aI-1c11 c2' . 02 2212 
2. c2-2c2 implies jc11.011 0119 c11R 02' 
whenever aeA. 
A bisimulation is a relatiofi RCC1xC2 such that R C, F(R). 
. 
Thus 
the case when L1-L2 is just the usual definition. 
13 
Turning to the criteria for translation correctness we introduce 
the notion of good translations as translations which preserve the 
behaviour of the source configuration as the behaviour of its 
image, simply by demanding there exists a bisimulation containing 
the pair (c, tr(c)) for each source configuration c. 
Definition 2.4 
A translation tr from L1 to L2 IS good if there exists a 
bisimulation R CC1 xC2 such that Vc c C1. cR tr(c) 
cl 
Having generalised bisimulations to pairs of transition systems we 
now add an extra discriminatory mechanism, a p-'bisimulation R is a 
bisimulation such that o1RC2 implies c1PC 2* 
Definition 2.5 
Let PCC, xC2 be an arbitrary binary predicate. A P- 
bisimulation is a bisimulation RCP. 
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0 
of ooLL"se we can now augment Definition 2.4: 
Definition 2.6 
A translation tr Is P-good if there exists a P-bisimulation R such that 
V0CC1, cR tr(cj 
G 
To prove a translation tr is P-good we first demonstrate a 
bisimulation between configurations of the object system and their 
translations, then we show that the bisimulation is wholly 
contained in P. Thus with this definition of translation 
correctness we can retain the normal bisimulation proof technique 
in a slightly augmented form. 




Li <C i ->,, A, T, > i-1,2,3, 
P, C, x C, +1 
i-1,2, 
P3 cl x C3' 
tr Li -> L i+1 is Pi-good i-1,2, 
c1P1c2. c2 P2c3 implies c1P3c3 
then 
tr 2o tr 1 is 
P 3-good 
Proof we have two bisimUlations 





3.1(0110 3a 2' 
(c 





To justify the introduction of the predicate P we now show its 
utility in a few simple examples 
Examples of non-behavioural predicates 
We have already seen in the review of bisimulations that we would 
like a few 'standard' ways of extending the notion of 
bisimulation; by varying P in the definition of P-goodness we can 
alter the requirements for translation correctness to capture 
these extensions. Note it is not being suggested that the 
following examples for P should always be used, for instance the 
main example in the next chapter is not terminal-good, where 
'terminal' is as defined in example 1 to follow. The intent is to 
allow a degree of flexibility In the translation correctness 
requirements while retaining a general framework within which many 
examples will fit. 
Example 1 
aI terminal c2 iff (c 1cT1 
iff c2ET 2) 
Thus a terminal-bisimulation cannot confuse deadlocked and 
terminal states; terminals may only be paired with terminals. 
Example 2 
There are many ways In which divergence might be defined to 
Indicate properties of agents such as the ability to 'spin' 
sil-ently or some degree of syntactic 'under-definedness'. Exactly 
how it is defined will depend on the transition system and the 
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potentially undesirable properties of certain configurations in 
that system, however suppose we have predicates div, 
.2C, 
and di V2 
CC2 which indicate divergence of their arguments. Then we can 
define 
c1 converge a2 iff (divl(cl) iff di V2(c2)) 
A converge-bisimulation existing between two agents implies that 
each can diverge after a sequence of actions only if the other 
can. 
Example 
Suppose we have two total valuation functions f1: C, -> V and f2: 
C2 -> V for some set V of values, then define 
c1 valuation c2 iff f1 (C 1) - f2(c2) 
This sort of relation allows the comparison of non-behavioural 
properties of configurations; for example a comparison of states 
in CSP or imperative languages in general. 
Remarks 
We will now examine a few simple consequences of the definition of 
P-goodness and point out one of the peculiarities of this 
approach. 
Proposition 2.2 
If R Is a P-bisimulation and c1Rc2 it does not follow that every 
bisimulation containing the pair (cl'c2) is a P-bisimulation. 
Proof: Recalling the graphical notation for transition systems 
introduced in Chapter 1, take 






P- I<c, c> , <done, done> , <abort, abort>l 
Then P is a P-bisimulation with what is probably the intended 
matching of- terminals. However the following is also a 
bisimulation but not a P-bisimulation: 
Q= I<c, c> , <done , abort> , <abort , done>j 
0 
At first sight this looks rather serious, implying essentially that 
in some cases the P in P-goodness seems to have no restrictive 
power over the correspondence between ' source and target 
configurations. The intent in introducing P was to establish 
'allowable' correspondence between source and target 
configurations, the idea being that after any sequence of actions 
performed by both a source configuration and its translation the 
resulting configurations should be related by P. For instance, if 
P was a valuation comparison of states then we would expect that 
the final configurations have the same state component. The 
example above shows this is not necessarily true and we now 
examine what, if anything, has been lost. 
The following proposition asserts that for every finite 
computation of source (or target) there is a corresponding finite 
computation of target (or source). Further, if the source (target) 
computation has a single outcome then all outcomes of the target 
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(source) are P-related to that outcome. 
Propoaition 2.4 
Suppose R is a P-bisimulation, a1Ra2, then VwcA 
1. If 01 t> c1 then c2' .a2a21, cl Rc2 
2. If c2w t> c2 then c11. c1 Ol't c1R c2' 
3. If c, t> c1 and (c 1 -t> c implies cc then 
Vc21. C2 t> c21 implies c11P02 
Proof by induction on the length of the derivation of 
13 
Thus if both source and target run through a sequence w of actions 
then the resulting configurations are not necessarily related in P 
unless w "specifies to within P11 those configurations. For 
instance in the example above a can lead to either done or abort, 




where a*b then P is the only bisimulation. 
Having now outlined the theory it seems appropriate to consider 
some of itsfeatures and faults. The first point to note is that 
no restriction has been placed on the form that P may take. Thus 
in transition systems with a rather impoverished set of actions 
little of the work of comparison may be done by the bisimulation 
part of the definition and much more by the P part. In the 
extreme case where no externally observable actions are performed 
all the descriminatory power lies with P. Since this theory was 
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not really aimed at such systems this Is not a cause of great 
concern, but it does lead to certain theoretical difficulties as 
to the exact power of the theory. The theory is at least as 
strong as a pure bisimulation theory but beyond that it seems to 
have few limits. This gives it more the flavour of a theory 
schema, which at least can be defended on the grounds of 
flexibility, a framework within which many different sorts of 
translations can be proved correct. In the next chapter we 
articulate the theory on an example translation in which 
subtranslations carry in . 
their P predicates properties that are 
necessary for their correct functioning within their intended 
environment. These extra properties are highly dependent on the 
nature of the particular translation which requires them and thus 
have no place in the statement of a general theory. 
Secondly, the efficacy of the theory relies a great deal on an 
appropriate choice of transition systems. The intended 
interpretation of the bisimulation relation is that of sane 
observer performing tests on the external observable actions of 
two systems and comparing the results. If the ternary -> relation 
does not match the intuitions of observability then some degree of 
intuitive acceptability may be lost. 
Lastly, as we have noted, this theory is at least as strong as a 
purely bisimulational theory. It may be that for some commonly 
occurring translations this is rather too strong already, there 
may be intuitively acceptable translations which are not P-good 
for any P. This is a point which we will return to In late. " 
chapters but for the moment we will just remark on it in passing. 
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An example translation In-the bisimulation theory 
The aim of this chapter is to present an improvement of the 
translation given in [Li 83 chapter 6]. The improvement takes two 
forms; firstly, the translation is extended to cover a larger 
range of syntactic forms. Specifically, the restriction of [Li 83 
chapter 6 section 6.2.2) on the allowable forms of guarded 
commands is dropped so that the form of guarding is the more 
general 'strong' form for all commands. Secondly, an improved 
proof technique is obtained by using the bisimulation theory of 
the previous chapter. 
The description of CSP employed is essentially that of [Li 83 
chapter 2] with some minor changes to simplify the statement of 
correctness; these changes will be pointed out and explained as 
they occur. Due to the great bulk of the description of CSP and 
the large degree of case analysis inherent in the bisimulation 
approach, only the most difficult and exemplary cases are dealt 
with in the proof in order that this chapter maintain a reasonable 
size. Section 3.1 constitutes a formal syntax and semantics for 
the variant of CSP we will employ, section 3.2 introduces the 
translation, section 3.3 provides the correctness criteria, and 
section 3.4 establishes the claimed correctness. 
A variant of CSP 
In common with all languages defined in this thesis our variant of 
CSP shares the definitions, given in chapter 1, of expressions, 
values states etc. and in what follows we take these as given. 
We will closely follow the description given in [Li 83 chapter 2] 
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since our interest is not, primarily, in providing a new semantics 
for CSP; we take that as having been achieved and refer the 
intere3ted reader to 
_[Li 
83 chapter 2) whenever additional 
motivation or explanation 13 3ought. As u3ual we begin with the 
syntax; 
3.1-1- Syntax 
The syntax of CSP is parameterised on the defined categories of 
section 1.2.1 and the following syntactic categories: 
Plab -a given countably infinite set of process labels, 
ranged over by P, Q, R. 
Pten -a given countably infinite set of pattern symbols, 
ranged over by W. 
The categories of guarded commands and commands of CSP are 
defined using a BNF-like notation. 
Gcom - the set of guarded commands, ranged over by ge 
gc :: - b -> cI gc 1 (3 9c 2 
Com - the set of commands, ranged over by c, 
c :: - SKIP I ABORT I x: -e Ic1 ;c21 'f gc f' I do ge od 
P? W(x) I PIW(e) Ic lllc2 
I P:: c I process P; c 
Where gc 1 C) gc 2 
is called an, alternative (guarded command), if gc 
fi is called a conditional (command), do gc od is called a 
repetitive (command) and P? W(xj, QIW(e) are called input and 
output commands respectively. Finally, P:: c denotes a process 
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named P with body c and process P; c is the declaration of the 
label P so that a process named P within a cannot be directly 
referenced since the scope of its name is the command c. 
3.1.2. Static Semantics 
Before giving a formal operational semantics for CSP, it is 
necessary to guarantee that all syntactic clauses considered are 
valid . This notion of syntactic validity is a device intended to 
capture some of the context-sensitive aspects of programming 
language grammars, dealing with such things as non-interference of 
processes. In order to capture a notion of norr-interference 
between processes accessing a shared state we need to introduce- 
and define the following sets. 
Definition 3.1 
syn - the union of Gcom and Com, ranged over by w. 
RV(w) - the set of variables in w that may be read. 
Wv(wj - the set of variables in w that may be written to. 
FPL(aj - the set of free (agent) process labels contained in 
For a guarded command go we also need the following predicate when 
giving the dynamic semantics; we give its definition here for 
convenience. 
- Bcýoljgc) - the disjunction of the boolean guards occurring in ge. 
For each piece of syntax w we define RV(wj, WV(w), and FPL(w) in a 
tabular fashion, the tables are to be read by cross-indexing the 
function required (on the vertical axis) with its argument (on the 
horizontal axis); thus eg. WV(P? W(xj)-fxl from the intersection of 
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second row (WV) and first column (P? W(x)) In the third table. 
b -> c 
RV FV(b)+RV(O) 
wv wv (C) 
FPL FPL(c) 
Bool b 
go 1a go 2 
RV(go 1)+RV(gc 2) 
wv(gc 1)+WV( gc2j 
FPL(gcl)+FPL( gC2) 
Bool(ge 1)VBOO'(gc2) 




FV (e) RV(cl )+RV( '02) Rv(gc) llv(ge) 
fxl wv(c 1 
)+WV(02) wv(ge) wv (gc) 
FPL(cl)+FPL(c 2) FPL(gc) FPL(gc) 




FV(e) RV(cl)+RV( '22 RV(c) RV(c) 
lxl 0 WV('21)+WV(c2) wv(c) wv(c) 
e e. FPL(cl)+FPL( c2) IRI FPL(c)-IRI 
Finally, the set of free variables contained in a command or a 
guarded command is defined by: 
FY(c) - RV(C) + WV(C), 
FV(9c) - RV(9c) + WV(gc)- 
0 
The property of being a valid syntactic form is written as ý- and 
may be written in subscripted form such as 
f-Gcom go to assert 
that gc is valid as a guarded command and ý-Com c to assert that 
c is a valid command. 
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Now we can define what we mean by non-interference through shared 
variables in parallel processes. The idea is that each command in 
a parallel construct should act as if it had the (shared) state 
completely to itself; this makes it possible to reason about the 
behaviour of a parallel construct c 111c2 in terms of the behaviour 
of its constituents c1 and c2 each alone. Consider, if c2 can 
alter the value of a variable we do not want c1 to be able to 
'see' this change (by reading the value of this variable from the 




similarly we also require 
Wv(c 1) A 
WV(c2) 
since otherwise c2 might interfere with the final result state 
produced by c 1, Thus we will require 
FV(c 1) A WV(c2) 0ý 
and symmetrically 
FV(c 2jA WV(cl) o0 
Definition 3.2 
Let clPC2 c Com, then 
separated tel' c 2) if FV(clj A WV(c2) 0 FV(C2 
)A WV(cl) 
0 




2. ý-Gcom gcl ' 
I-Gcan gc2 
ý-Gcom gcl clg'32 
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Comanda 
1. f-Com SKIP 2. I-C om 
ABORT 
3. ý-Com x: -e 4. ý-Ccm Cl ' ý-Com c2 
---------- ý-Ccm cl; c2 
5. I-Gcom gc 6. ý-Gcom 9c---- 
ý-Com if ge fi f-C.. do gc od 
7. J-Com P? W(X) 8. Com PI W(e) 
9. ý-C om c,. 
FPL(c)-o 10. c 
ý_Ccm R:: C J-Com Process R; c 
11. 
. 
ý_Com 01 ' ý_Com c2 separated(cl,, 2) FPL(c, 
)AFPL( c2)" 
ýCom cl 11'02 
Requirements of non-interference and disjoint process names are 
imposed in rule 11. 
The condition FPL(cj-ý in rule 9 demands that subprocesses of a 
named process must be declared local to that process, so for 
example 
process R; process Q; process P; 
R:: (P:: SKIP 11 Q:: SKIP) 
is not a syntactically valid form whereas 
process R; 
R:: (process P; process Q; 
P:: SKIP 11 Q:: SKIP) 
is a valid form. 
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Dynamic semantics 
Having defined the syntax of CSP and its static semantics, 
thereby defining a language of CSP programs, we now give the 
dynamic semantics for commands through their associated transition 
system. 
Definition 3.3 
Alab - l(N, P)W? v: Nc PIab+j*j, Pe Plab, Wc Pten, vc Vail + 
l(N, P)WIv: Nc Plab+1*1, Pe Plab, Wc Pten, vc Vail + lei 
the set of action labels, ranged over by a and a, where * is 
introduced as standing for an unknown process name. The intended 
meaning of these labels is as follows: 
C- represents a 'silent' internal action. 
(N, PJWI V- the agent named N outputs value v 
together with pattern W to the agent 
named P. Patterns allow both senders 
and receivers to select only 
communications with that pattern., 
(N, PJW? v - the agent named N receives value v 
from the agent named P, both using 
pattern W. 
Note in each case N Is the initiator and source of the action. 
a 
The complement of an action label a, written a, is the action 
label describing the 'other half' of a handshake communication 
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involvlng a. 
Definition 3.4 
(P, Q)W? V if a-(Q, P)Wlv 
a 
(P, QJWIV if a-(Q, P)W? v 
0 
Definition 3.5 
CSP is the transition system defined by: 
config(CSP) - J<cPs>: I-Com al + j<done, s>, <abort, s>j, 
ranged over by y. We also allow t to range over 1c: I-COM C, + 
Idone, abortI. The conf iguration <done, s> corresponds to 
successful termination with state S, while <abortion, s> 
corresponds to unsuccessful termination through some run time 
error (Li did not give a state component to the abortion 
configuration, using 'abortion' instead, but argued for this new 
form with the state component [Li 83 page 236)). 
labels(CSP) - Alab 
trans(CSP) = => 
derived from the transition relation -> to be defined below, by 
ME> = _S>* 
ac 
=. > W mu> -Ll> ME> if a*c 
so c is regarded as 'silent' action. 
term(CSP) m 
since y -E> y for 
to. distinguish 
introduce the set 
aterm a 
every yc config(CSP). However, we would like 
<done, s>, <abort, s> as somehow different so we 
aterm of 'almost terminals': 
I<done, s>, <abort, s>l 
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which we will use as a predicate. Note aterm(y) implies y 
for any a c Alab. 
0 
In defining the transition relation -> of CSP we will require an 
auxilliary transition relation 
-> go 
C 1"ge's>: ý-Gcom gel x labels(CSP) x config(CSP) 
which will be given first. The following notation is introduced 
for brevity; 
motation 3.1 
rIr21... I rn 
r' rrII.. . 2n 
is an abbreviation for the n rules: 
i 
where i-1,..., n 
rr 
13 
13efore we give the transition rules we briefly indicate the 
differences with Li's rules 
[Li 83 pages 67-731. 
Errors occuring during evaluation of expressions are 
disallowed, this is introduced by Li in [Li 83 page 2311 when 
proving correctness. The primary reason for this 
sImplification is that CCS does not consider such a 
possibility in the semantics of the CCS construct 'if b then p 
else qI. 
2. The configurations s and abortion employed by Li are replaced 
by <done, s> and <abort, s> respectively for reasons explained 
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on page 236 of Lila thesis; essentially that It makes the 
proof easier for the parallel construct by demanding (via the 
transition rules) that unsuccessful termination has no 
deleterious effect on the state. In Li's theory it would also 
make the translation easier, obviating the need for a separate 
process to detect abortion and reset the memory (see process R 
[Li 83 page 235]). 
In addition to the replacement above we will frequently 
replace occurrences of s and abortion by <SKIP, s> and 
<ABORT, s> respectively. This will give us the important 
useful property that for any action a, 
y -2> yl , aterm(ylj implies yeI <SKIP, s>, <ABORT, s>j 
Further, we change one of Li's rules for the repetitive 
construct from 
<gc, s> -a 
---------- 
82 
<do go od, s> 
to 




<do ge od, s> 
<done, s I> 
---------- 









do go od, sl> I <ABORT; do go od, sl> 
merely to reduce the number of terms necessary in the 
bisimulation. This is acceptable since it only introduces 
more c moves into the computations. 
Finally, we modify the rules for parallel composition to the 
form used by Li for his translation [Li 83 page 2311. 
To sum up the changes: 
Changes 1 and 4 were made by Li in chapter 6 to make 
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the translation work. 
Change 2 was proposed by Li. 
Change 3 is new but virtually trivial, just providing a 
usef ul property. 
Li made one other change In chapter 6 [Li 83 section 6.2.2], 
restricting the allowable syntactic forms of guarded commands. 
The main improvement of our translation is that we show how this 
restriction may be dropped. 
Guarded Commands 
Lýjards 
eval(b, s)-tt , <c, s> -ý! > y 
-------------------------- 
<b -> c, s> -2> ge y 
alternative 
<gc,, s> -a> <C, s, > I <done, sl> I <abort, sl> , icil, 21 SC --------- -------------- 
<gcl (3gc2' S> -ý> gc <c, sl> 





<x--e, s> -ýý> <SKIP, s[v/x]> 
SKIP 
<SKIP, s> -c> <done, s> 
ABORT 
<ABORT, s> c> <abort, s> 
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input 
<p? W(X), S> 
A! 
LEIYZY> <SKIP, B[V/X]> 
output 
eval(e, s)nv 
------------ jvpjý -------------- 
<Plw(e), s> - -'- -14 <SKIP, s> 
composition 
<cl, s> A> <01,, S, > I <done, st> I <abort, sl> 
----------- ------ 
<c 1 ;c 2'8> -a> <cl'; c2 sl> 
I <0 2's'> 
1 <ABORT, sl> 
conditional 
a <go's -- 
---------- 92 
<if go fi, s> 
eval(bool(go 
2. ------------ 
<if go fi, s> 
reDetition 
<c, sl> I <done, sf> I <abort, sl> 
-------- -- 
<c, sl> I <SKIP, sl> I <ABORT, sl> 
), S)-ff 
<ABORT, s> 




<do go od, s> -ý'> <c; do go od, sl> 




<do go od, s> -11> <SKIP; do go od, sl> I <ABORT; do go cid, sl> 
eval(bool(ge), s)-ff 
3. ----------------------------- 
<do, go od, s> -ýý> <SKIP, S> 
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parallel 
<cl 3> <01 a f. >_ I 
.. 
<done I>,. I <abort, a I> 
--------------------------- 
<0 lllc2,8> <0 11 
lc2'31> <c 2 ; SKIP, sl> 
I <c 2 ; ABORT, sl> 
<c 2 "9> -2> <c2 t "9'> 
1 <done, at> 1 <abort, st> 
2. ----------- 
<O 11 
102'*5> -ý> <cl 1 lc2' "9'> 
1 <cl; SKIP, 81> 1 <01 ; ABORT, sl> 
<cl s> -e> <c, , 'Bl> , <c 2"a> -ýý> <'02"s> 
<O 1 
1102"9> > <c 1' 
1102 sl> 
<c Ve> -e> <2 st> 9 <cl s> <c1.1,8> 
<O 1 
1102"9> -ýý> <c 1t 
11 c2> 
Definition 3.6 
c if a-c 
rename R 
(a)- (R, PJW? v if a-(*, PJW? v, R*P 
(R, QjWlv if a-(*, Q)Wlv, R*Q 
ci 
The intent of rename, is to specify actions emanating from some 
command c as actions of a process R:: c. The conditions R*P and 
i 
R*Q ensure that any process trying to communicate with itself 
will deadlock, see 
[Li 83 page 701 for details. 
rename 
*E <c, s> 
'> <cl, st> <done, sl> <abort, sl> rename (a)-a R 
<R:: c, s> <R:: cl, sl> <SKIP, sl> I <ABORT, sl> 






(*, Pj? w(vj 
(*, Q)? W(V) 
where Nc PI 
if a-c 
if a-(N, P)W? v and RoN, RvP 
If a-(N, Q)Wlv and RoN, R*Q 
if a-(R, PJW? v and PiL 
If a-(R, Q)Wlv and QiL 
ab+j *1 
13 
The function scope R, L is used to implement scoping rules for the 
process labelled R by renaming actions of subprocesses also 
labelled R. The motivation behind the scoping rules is quite 
subtle and complex, see [Li 83 page 71], but for our purposes in 
investigating translation correctness the details are not 
important; their translation is virtually trivial. Note'that- 
scopeF,, L, 
(a) is a partial function. 
scope 
<C, s> 
A> <cl, sl> I <done, sl> I <abortsl>, scoPeR. FPL(cj 
(a)-a 
---------------- ------------------- ------- 
<Process R; C, s> -ý'> <process R; cl, sl> I <SKIP, sl> I <ABORT, sl> 
The following proposition will help to reduce the number of cases 
we need consider when constructing and verifying the bisimulation, 
proposition 3.1 
y 
A> y', aterm(y') implies y- <SKIP, s> or y- <ABORT, S> 
cl 
ý. 2. The translation 
In this section we describe a translation from the CSP defined in 
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the previous section to the CCS of chapter 1. The translation is 
essentially that of Li given in [Li 83 chapter 6) but with one 
major difference: we make no restriction on the allowable forms of 
guarded commands. The restriction introduced by Li [Li '83 page' 
229] constrained guarded commands to one of 4 forms 
b SKIP; c 
b P? W(X); c 
b PIW(e); c 
go 10 go 2 
This is essentially Hoares original form of guarding ([Hoare 78]) 
and is usually written, with a single arrow, as (respectively) 
b -> c 
b, P? W(X) C 
b, PIW(e) c 
go 1 13 go 2 
In contrast, the form introduced by Plotkin [Plotkin 821 given in 
the previous section has no such restriction. The merit of this 
form is that it is simpler and more general than the original. We 
will henceforth refer to Plotkins. form as strong guarding and 
Hoares as weak guarding . The problem of translating strong 
guards lies in the properties of the CCS operator + with respect 
to 'silent' action, i. e. 1 moves in CCS. The translation of an 
alternative guarded command go 113go 2 will be as Li gave it, p+q 
where p is the translation of go 1 and q that of go 2* Now, if it 
is the case that p, say, must read fran the (simulated) store to 
see if gel could proceed then, in performing the read, a 
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derivative of p will replace p+q I. e. go, will appear to have been 
selected. ýHowever, it may be found subsequently in the 
computation from p that go 1 could not in fact perform an action 
(if, say, it was trying to send to a non-existent receiver) and so 
should not have been selected since deadlock ensues. Li almost 
completely solved this problem by moving all the necessary read 
actions, for his restricted syntactic forms, to the surrounding 
context of the guarded command, i. e. to the conditional or 
repetitive command which contains 'it. This was achieved by 
defining a set GV of 'guard variables' of a guarded command whose 
values must be read before making a selection from the alternative 
guarded commands (see 
[Li 83 page 2301). In this section we show 
how GV, renamed TV for 'troublesome variables' can be extended to 
unrestricted guarded commands and used to guide the translation. 
We will make this all clear with an example when the translation 
has been given, but we begin with a definition of the troublesome 
variables of a guarded command. 
2.1 . The troublescoe variables 
For each command, and guarded command, we define a ýsetý of 
"troublesome variables" which includes all the variables whose 
value may need to be known in order to determine the first 
action(s) of the 
(guarded) command. This is essentially an 
extension of Li's set GV 
[Li 83 page 230] to cover all commands 
rather than just SKIP, PIW(e) and P? W(x). We define TV in a 
tabular form, 
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Definition 3.8 









901 Cgo 2 
TV(ge 1)+TV(gc2) 






0 11102 R:: c process R; c 
TV(c 1J+TV(02) TV(c) TV(c) 
A few of the defihitions may be unclear in the light of the 
(loose) prose definition of TV so we examine the tabular 
definition more closely: 
TV(b .> c) - IV(b)+TV(c): in order to proceed a guarded command 
must know the values of all variables in its boolean part b 
(to 
determine its truth value) and all variables necessary to 
determine the first move of its constituent command (see the rule 
guards of sec 3-1). 
TV(x: -e) - FV(e): this is a useful fiction since in fact the free 
variables of e are not troublesome; the translation of x: -e cannot 
deadlock after reading them. However, using this definition 
allows us to reduce the number of terms in the bisimulation while 
still being able to prove condition 5.2 of Theorem 3.2. The 
alternative is to use TV(x: -e) -0 and add 
[1.1] 1(<SKIP, s[v/x]> , RS((T-X)-Yj[store x 
le. DONEI) with s : Y: X): 
YC T-X, eval(e, s)-v I 
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to Rx (x: -e) as defined later in section 4.1. 
TV(cj ; 02 )- TV(cl): this is because we are interested only in the 
first action, which must be performed by c l. 
In order to succinctly state the translation we will find it 
useful to define some useful shorthand descriptions of sane CCS 
agents. 
6 
3.2.2. Auxilliary CCS definitions 
To aid in the specification of the' translation we introduce a 
number of notational identities as 'syntactic sugar' and a single 
agent definition, cell , for constructing a simulated state. x 
simulating states: as part of the semantic translation we will 
need to translate the state component of a CSP Configuration to a 
CCS term. A state is aI function from Vars to Val where Vars-fx n 
neNatj is an infinite set of variables. It will be convenient to 
assume that all the CSP programs under consideration use variables 
In sane initial subset Ix n: nS 
kJ of Vars for some ke Nat; by 
making k large enough we can include any finite set of programs. 
CSP states will be modelled 
I 
in CCS by a (finite) product of 
individual register cells each subscripted by the subscript number 
of the variable whose value they hold. Each cell can perform 
update and retrieval functions for its variable, so for every ne 
Nat, define 
cell (y) <- get ly. cell (y) n+nn 
store n 
? vl. cell n(v') 
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Note the actions too are 3ubscripted by the number of the variable 
whose value the cell holds. Taking the parallel product of all 
cells with subscripts less than or equal to k, each holding the 
value associated with its variable in the state s, we define for 
each state 3, 
Is] -n cell n 
(S(X 
n)) nsk 
This definition delivers the following desirable properties, 
is Is] -Etýn! 
Aýnl> is] for all nIk. 
2. is] _Rt2[: 
e 
n 
? V> ls[v/x 
n 
for all nSk. 
3. (s] has no transitions but 1 and 2. 
To save writing a lot of subscripts we will henceforth write cell x 
for celln if X-x n, and similarly 
for the actions getn and storen 
Using simulated states: to read the values of sets of variables 
from the store we introduce a shorthand notation RS(X)[p] for CCS 
terms defined as follows for anY CCS term p and XC va. -s, 
p if X-ý 
RS(X)[p] 
ge tn ? x. RS(X-Ixl)[p] 
if X-x n and xMc 
X-Jxj implies msn. 
The idea is that CCS and CSP share the set Vars so RS(X)[p] will 
read all the current values of the variables in X from the 
simulated state and bind them in p to those same variables, and 
then become this substituted version of p. This sort of process 
clearly needs a simulated state to interact with, so define for 
each CCS term p and state s 
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p with s- (p I [3])\(Stateact+l DONE, ABORTI ) 
where Stateact - Iget x store x: xeVarsj. 
Thus in Ip with s', p 
has exclusive access to the simulation of s and cannot signal 
termination (it will be part of the function of the non- 
behavioural relation to detect termination in other ways). As a 
notational convenience define for XC Vars 
p with s :X- p[sub(X, s)] with s 
where sub(x, s) is, as defined in chapter 1 section 2.1, 
the substitution of s(x) for x, if xcX. Thus for example 
RS(Ixlj[p] with s :0 -4 p with s : fxj 
Detecting termination: In the translation, successful or abortive 
termination will be signalled by the actions DONEI and ABORT! 
respectively. Since the translation is recursive and syntax 
directed we will need to compose the recursive subtranslations in 
a manner which takes account of this convention. Firstly we will 
need to guarantee exclusive access to these signals from the sub- 
translations by having some process q exclusively monitor the 
sub-pieces for occurrences of these actions; so define 11p 
monitored by q11 by 
pkq- (p[ done, abort/DONE, ABORT] I qj\ fdone, abort I 
To model a sequential composition c1 ;C2 we would like q to monitor 
the translation of 01 for termination; if it terminates 
successfully q should begin execution of the translation of c 2' 
otherwise abort. As a syntactic sugaring we will write 
af or a. p 
So define 
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Pi bef p2ý P1 done? p2 
abort? ABORT I 
For the more complex parallel case I par' performs a similar function, 
Pi par P2 " Pl 1 P2 done? done? DONE I 
abort? ABORTI) 
abort? done? ABORT I 
abort? ABORTI) 
When only one of p1 and p2 has terminated we get an intermediate 
configuration from Ip 1 par p21 IparDI if the termination was 
successful and IParAI otherwise: 




Pi parA p2m PlIP2 
+ 
done? -> ABORTI 
abort? -> ABORTI) 
At first glance it might seem that a simpler definition of Ip 1 
parA P2' might be 
Pl parA p2w Pl 1P2 ý ABORT 1 
but this would not accord with the definition of CSP parallel 
composition wherein termination of the whole depends on the 
termination of both components; this latter definition would allow 
unsuccessful termination whenever just one component aborted. 
3.2-3. The translation 
We are now in a position to give the (syntactic) translation of 
ccmmands, but first a few words on the use of subscripts and 
troublesome variables. The translation f unction for commands and 
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guarded commands is subscripted by an arbitrary set X of 
variables. It is assumed that If the set X is non-empty then the 
translation function is being employed to translate a sub-piece of 
some large. - construct wherein, dLtring execution, the surrounding 
context of this sub-piece will bind values for these variables 
before attempting its execution. Consider the translation of the 
output command: 
EPIW(e)]X - RS(FV(e)-X)[(*, P)Wle. DONEI] 
The use of IFV(e)-XI reflects that it will not be necessary to 
bind values to the free variables of e occurring in X since they 
can be assumed already bound with the correct values. The 
subscript sets X are determined, recursively, during the 
translation process In the clauses for conditional and repetitive 
commands. Essentially, in translating, say, 'if go fil the idea 
is to make sire all the troublesome variables of go will be bound 
before execution reaches the translation of go, then translate gc 
under that assumption. This will ensure, by the definition of 
tr'oublesome variables, no communications with the simulated store 
will be necessary to determine the first action of gc. We return 
to reinforce this point in an example after the translation has 
been given. 
Definition 3.9 
Suppose XC Vars, then 
[. ]x : Syn -> config(L[CCS]) 
are defined as follows; 
(We write [. 1 for 
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GUARDED COMMANDS 




if b then Jc]X 
Egcl]X + 19C24 
frý2 KI PI X-1 
DONE I U. ý
ffABORT]X - 1. ABORT I 
[x: m el x- RS(FV(e)-X)[store x 
le. DONEI] 
[cl ; C21X, w ffc, ]X bef IC21 
[P? W(X)lx - 1*, P)W? x. store x l'x. 
DONEI 
ffplW(e)]X - RS(FV(e)-Xj[(*, P)W! e. DONEI] 
[if gc fijx - RS(Tv(gc)-X)[if Bool(gc) 
then 19CITV(gc)+X 
else 1. ABORT! ] 
To define the translation of an iterative canmand we introduce 
for each ge e Gcolh the following definition; 
D 
gc 
<- RS(TV(gc)j[if Bool(gcj 
then Egc'TV(gcj bef D 
ge 
else 1. DONEI] 
Then, 
Ido gc od]X RS(TV(gc)-X)[if Bool(gc) 
then &c]TV(gc)+X bef D 
ge 
else 1. DONE! ] 
Ic, I lcýx Jcl]X par &2ýX 
ffR:: c]X Ic]X[renR] 
where ren(R) is the morphism defined by 
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ren(R)(a) 
rename R 
(a) if ac Alab 
a otherwise 
&roces3 R; clX- ffc]X[sco(R, c)j 
where sco(R, C) Is the morphism defined by 
sco(R, c)(a 
'5coPeR, FPL(, ) 
(a) if ac Alab 
a otherwise 
0 
An Important corollary of this definition is: 
corollarY 3.1 
Vcc Com. VXC Vars. FV([clX) CX 
Proof by structwal induction on c. 
U 
The semantic translation follows quite simply from the syntactic 
translation: 
Definition 3.10 
I-Isem : config(CSP) -> config(L[CCSJ) 
is defined by 
ff<c's>1sem m TcT wi th s 
E<done, s>3 sem - 
DONEI with s 
E<abortts>] 
sem " 
ABORTI with s 
As usual we drop the subscript Isem' since no confusion can arise. 
a 
3.2.4. An example command translated 
As an example of the functioning of the subscript sets we examine 
the translation of a simple command lexample_c' which is 
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disallowed in Li's CSP: 
example-c - if true 0 if true -> PIW(x) fi 
0 
true -> SKIP 
fi 
The translation of example_c is then 
RS(Ixjj[ if true or true 
then [true -> if true -> PIW(x) fi], xj 
[true > SKIPjjxj 
else 1. ABOR; I ] 
Rs(fxl)[ if true or true 
then if true 
then [if true -> PIW(x) fijjxj 
if true 
then 1. DONEI 
else 1. ABORTI ] 
RS(IXI)[ if true or true 
then If true 
then if true 
then Itrue -> PIW(x)]Ixj 
else 1. ABORT1 
if true 
then 1. DONEI 
else 1. ABORTI ] 
RS(Ixl)[ if true or true 
then if true 
then if true 
then if true 
then (*, P)Wlx. DONE. 1 
else 1. ABORTI 
if true 
then 1. DONEI 
else LABORTI ] 
Clearly there is some room available for optimisation here but the 
point can still be discerned if we consider an equivalent (in fact 
congruent) agent Ieq_cI derived from 
jexamplý_c] by replacing 'if 
true then p else qI by IpI and equating 'true or true' with 
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I true' : 
e ct_c RS(Ixl)[(*, P)Wlx. DONEI 
1. DONEIJ 
The agent that would be produced by Li's translation iýethod, if 
the syntactic restrictions he imPosed were lifted to allow 
example_c as an argument, Is, writing 
"Li for his translation 
function, 
if true 
then E true if true -> PIW(x) fi 
0 
true SKIP ILi 






else 1. AD 
or true 
true 




if true or true 
then if true 
then RS(Ixj)[if true 
then [true pI W(x)T Li else l. ABOR; 
>I] 
if true 
then 1. DONEI 
else 1. ABORTI 
if true or true 
then if true 
then RS(Jxl)[if true 
then if true 
then (*, P)WI x. DONE 
else 1. ABORTIJ 
if true 
then 1. DONEI 
else 1. ABORTI 
which has an equivalent (congruent) agent, 
eq_bad - RS(Ixl)[(*, P)Wlx. DONEI] 
1. DONEI 
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comparing eq_c and eq_bad we see that 'eq_bad with s' can, in 
reading the value of x, select the output command for execution 
before executing It, i. e. 
eq_bad with s -5> ((*, P)Wlx. DONEI with s)[s(xj/xj 
and the derivative cannot be paired in a bisimulation with any 
derivative of <c, s>. In contrast 'eq_c with s' reads the value of 
x before attempting a choice, avoiding the trap wherein reading x 
makes the choice. 
3.3. The statement of correctness 
To give a simple statement of correctness we first identify a 
class of contexts, which help to characterise agents which have 
run their course. We begin by considering the following question: 
if 
[<c, s>] p with $ -i> 
for some we Alab , what are the forms p may take given c 
(but not 
S)? Intuitively, for each c we want to know when lp with s' has 
terminated (rather than deadlocked) and in what way. To do this 
we define two sets for each 
(guarded) command w, 
tf(w) the terminated forms of the translation of c. 
atf (w) the almost-terminated forms of the translation of 
they are willing to signal termination but have 
not yet done so. These sets are defined from 
consideration of the translation; 










b -> C 
gc 1 C3 gc 







P? W(X) JDONEIJ jNilj 
PIW(e) JDONEIJ jNilj 
if ge fi atf(ge) + JABORTIJ tf(gc) + jNilj 
c1 ;c2 IP1ýPV pi kNil: fpltp2' P1 tABORT!: 
pi C tf(c, ), pi C tf(C 1), 




do gc od fpkq, pkABORTI, DONE!: jpkq, pýNil, Nil: 
pC tf(gc), PC tf(gc), 
qe atf(do gc od) I qe tf(do gc od) 
c 11c2 jpjqkDONE1, plqkABORT!: jpjqýNil: 
pe tf(cl), pe tf(cl)' 
qe tf(c 2)1 qe tf (c2J I 
R:: c jp[Ren(R)J: jp[Ren(R)]: 
pe atf(c) pC tf(cj I 
process R; c lp[sco(R, c)]: jp[sco(R, c)]: 
pe atf(c) I PC tf(c) I 
13 
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There are two points to note, firstly there are no action 
operators in tf (w) for any w, and secondly for each pc atf (w) 
there Is exactly one action label, either DONEI or ABORTI. Thus we 
can define a function Ilastact' from almost-terminated forms, 
delivering this action label and we can introduce predicates for 
recognising terminal and almost-terminal forms. 
Definition 3.12 
null(p) If J w. pc tf(w) 
nuld(P) if j w. pc atf(w), lastact(p) DONEI 
nula(p) if J w. pc atf(w), lastact(p) ABORTI 
D 
The following proposition supports the intent of the previous 
def initions. 
proposition 3.2 
nuld(p) implies . 
a) There is a unique q. p -22NE! > q 
b) p -ý> implies a- DONE I 
2. nula(p) implies 
ABORT I 
a) There is a unique q. ,, 
*> q 
b) p -2> implies a- ABORT! 
D 
We are now in a position to state the relation 'result, which 
constitutes the non-behavioural component of the correctness 
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cri ter i a. Basically it demands that if an almost-terminal 
configuration of CSP is paired with some CCS agent then that agent 
is of the form Ip with sl where s is the state component of the 
CSP configuration. Further, p has only a single action left; 
DONEI if the CSP configuration is a successful termination, ABORTI 
if it is unsuccessful. Conversely, any pairing (y, p with s) such 
that p is willing to signal termination (by DONE! or ABORTI) must 
guarantee that y is a configuration very close to the appropriate 
termination (with the same state) and p is 'dead' after its 
signal. 
For simplicity we make no demands in result for deadlocked CSP 
configurations, nor demands about convergence, though the 
translation would support interesting results for these notions. 
Definition 3.13 
Def ine result C conf ig(CSP) x conf ig(L[CCS) ) by 
y result p with $ 
iff 
1. y- <done, s> implies s=$, nuld(p) 
2. y- <abort, s> implies s=$, nula(p) 
3. p -ý2ý-E! > implies ye 
I<done, $>, <SKIP, $>I, nuld(p) 
4. P- 
ABORTI 
> implies yc f<abort, $>, <ABORT, $>j, nula(p) 
0 
Theorem 3.1 
The translation ff. J: config(CSP) -> config(L[CCSJJ is result-good. 
Proof: The Proof is the subject of the next section. 
0 
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3.4. The proof of oorrectnesa 
The purpose of this section is to qqnstruct a result-bisimulation 
RC config(CSP) x config(L[CCSJ) such that yR jyj for every yc 
oonf ig(CSP). The construction will proceed by structural 
induction on the possible forms of CSP commands: the bisimulation 
we construct for configurations of the form y- <c 1 ;C2, s>, say, 
will assume constructed bisimulations for the configurations of 
the form <cl, s> and <02 s>. The required bisimulation R is then 
the union of the bisimulations for each command c. 
Before presenting the bisimulations we need a definition necessary 
for synthesising and analysing computations of cl 1102 in terms of 
computations of c and computations of c The notion of the 12 
merging of states, given here as a partial function *, is 
intimately connected with the notion of separation of processes. 
Reviewing Definition 3.2 we recall two commands c Vc2 altering a 
common store, for each c, (i'c fl, 21) the set of variables whose 
value may be altered was WV(c, ), those referred to at all was 
FV(c, ), and the definition of separation stated 
WV(ci) A FV(c i)-0, 
f ij 1-f 1 21. 
This can be represented pictorially with a Venn diagram of the set 
Vars, 
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Now suppose c 1'C2 proceed in parallel, altering a canon initial 
state linit-s' to $1 and $2 respectively. Then the changes made 
by c1 in $1 are invisible to a2, and vice versa. We can now 
define for such states $ V$2 a composite state s which is the same 
as $1 and $2 where they both agree (i. e. on Vars-WV(c 1)-WV(c2)) 
but like $1 on WV(c 1) and 
$2 on WV(c 2) . Thus s collects the 
changes made in $1 and $2 and is well-defined since the changes 
are on disjoint sets. 
Deflnition 3.14 
Suppose W, C Vars 1-1 2, 
w1Aw2 
S1 (X)-s 2 
N, if xiw1 +w 2' 
Def ine 
states x States -> States 
si (X) if xCWi 
Sl(x) otherwise 
A notational point: in all instances of' its use at least one 
argument will be subscripted to disambiguate s1 's 2* For example, 
$*S 
means $*s 2 
if J=2 
or s1 *$ if j -1 
i. e. the argument order is reversed if "J-1. Further, should 
more accurately be written * W1, W2 ' but in all uses of *W1 and W2 
will be defined in the Immediate context (In fact oky one use of 
* is made in the bisimulation, and therein W1 and W2 are the 
written variables of c 1. and c2 respectively 
in a parallel command 
C 111c2J. 
a 
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To extract the constituent commands of a guarded command we define 
a set 'commands(gcjl, 
Definition 3.15 
commands 
b -> c Icl 
go 1 (3gC 2 commands(gcl)+commands 
(gc2) 
Before we can give RX (do gc od) we need to def ine the set of 
processes resulting from the recursive execution of the 
translation of 'do gc od'. The idea is that during any simulated 
iteration of ge in do gc od there may be extant terms from 
previous iterations., We wish to concentrate on the currently 
active term Ip, say, so we define for each CCS term p the set 
'ITER(p)l of possible forms for p wi th'its'environment of debris 
from previous iterations. 
Definition 3.16 
Let p be any CCS term and go c Gcom, then define 
ITER(p) r1ý (r 2ý(... rn 
ý p)... ): 
null(r, ) i-l,.., n, nall 
and let iter(p) range over ITER(p). 
0 
Relating this definition to that of terminated forms we see, 
Corollary 3.2 
gc c Gcom. tf(do 9c od). 2 ITER(Nil) 
0 
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The bi 31 mul at I on 
We now define a bisimulation RX(c) for every XC Vars and ac Com, 
the union over X and a of these sets will be the required result- 
bisimulation. As a notational convenience we allow RX(S) where S 
is a subset of Com to stand for the union over ccS of R x(c). 
Also we allow R(c) to stand for R0 (cj. Note in each set of pairs - 
numbered [n], for some n, there is an implicit universal 
quantification over unbound variables. 
Def ini ti on 3.17 
END is the following set of pairs; 
1(<SKIP, s> , p'with s), 
(<done, s> ,p with s): 
nuld(p) I 
1(<ABORT, s> ,p with s), 





I'] J(<SKIP, s> , l. DONEI with s)j 
[2] END 
RX(ABORT) 
DI f(<ABORT, S> , l. ABORTI with S)l 
[2] END 
Rx(x: -e) 
J(<x. -e, s> , RS((FV(ej-X)-Y)[store xIe. 






1 ;c 2) 
(q; c 21 sp bef 
[cj wi th $ 
<&, S> RX(c, )p with $ 
2] 1(<&, s> ,pkq with $ 
null(p), 
<ý, S> R(c 2)q with 
$ 
[ 31 END 
Rx (P? W(X)) 
I'] 1(<P? W(xj, s> , 
(*, P)W? x. store x 
Ix. DONEI with sjj 
[2] f(<SKIP, s[v/x], storexlv. DONEI with s)j 
[ 31 END 
Rx (PIW(e)) 
DI 1(<P! W(e), s> , RS((FV(e)-Xj-ýY)[(*, P)W! e. DONEIj with s : Y: X ) 
YC FV(e)-X j 
[ 2] END 
Rx (if go fi) Let T-TV(gc); 
1(<if go fi, s> RS((T-X)-Y)Lif Bool(gcj 
then rgclT+X 




RX(do ge od) Let T-TV(gc), 
Here the difference between the two pair forms [1.1] and 
[1.2] arises because on the first iteration (only) we can 
assume values will be bound for variables in X. 
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1(<do 9c od, s> , RS((T-X)-Yj[if Bool(gc) 
then ffgc]T+X bef D 
gc 
else 1. DONEI ] 
with s :Y : X): 
YC T-X 1 
[1.2] 1(<do gc od, s> , iter(D gc 
) with s), 
(<do gc od, s> , iter(RS(T-Z)[if Bool(gc) 
then TgcTT bef D 
gc 
else 1. DONEI ]) 
wi th 8: Z). 
ZCTI 
[2.1) J(<E'; do gc od, s> ,p bef D gc with 
$): 
<ý, s> RT. X(commands(gcj) p with 
$ 
[2.2) 1(<&; do gc od, s> , iter(p bef D gc 
) with 
<ý, s> R T( commands(gcj) p with 
$ 
[31 END 
P'Xý c 11IC2 
) Let *- *Wl, W2' 
1(<YIý2's> 
, P1 par p2 with 
$j: 
q il si>R X(ci) Pi with 
$1,1-1,2 




[2] 1(<&; SKIP, s> ,p1 parD p2 with 
null(pi), 
<&, s i>Rx 
(c pi with $jv 
I i, jj-fl 21, 
S*s Jý S, s*$ J-$ 
1 
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[31 1(<&; ABORT, S> p P, parA p2 with 
$): 
null (p, ) , 
«'s i>Rx 
(c 
i) pj wi th 
$j 
11J1-11,21, 
s*B im 3, s*$ im$ 
1 
[ END 
RX(process R; c) 
1(<process P; ý, s> , P[sco(P, c)j with 
& with s RX(c) p with $ 
[2] END 
Rx (P:: c) 
DI 1(<P:: c, s> , p[ren(Pj] with 
<C, s> RX(c) p with $ 
[2] END 
13 
Before we attempt a proof that the sets presented above constitute 
a bisimulation we note a few simple properties of those sets which 
will be useful later on, beginning with some definitions. 
Firstly, in implementing CSP in CCS we have required extra action 
labels for communication with the simulated store, detection of 
termination and silent CCS action. Clearly we could add these 
actions, and others if need be, to labels(CSPJ so that labels(CSP) 
- labels(L[CCS]j as the simple theory required, but its only a 
minor point so we won't bother. 
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Definition 3.19 
The CCS action labels we have employed in translating CSP are given 
by 
Actimp - istore x, get x: xc 
Varsl + 
11 DONE, ABORT, done, abort + 
I(N, P)W: Nc Plab+1*1, Pc Plab, Wc Ptenj 
0 
It will be useful to extend the notions of free, written, and read 
variables, as given in Definition 3.1 for CSP commands, to their 
translations (and thereby to their derivatives) by consideration 
of the translation, wherein for any X, 
get xc sort(jc]X) 
implies xc RV(c) 
store xc sort(Ic]X) 
Implies xc WV(c) 
Definition 3.20 
Suppose sort(p) C Actimp, define the sets of (simulated) written, 
read, and free variables by 
swv(p) - Ix: store xc sort(p) 
srv(p) - jx: get xc sort(p) 
sfv(p) - swv(p) + srv(p) 
13 
Now Definition 3.2 can be accordingly extended with a useful 
corollary, 
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Definltlon 3.21 
Suppose p, q are CCS terms, sort(p) 2 Actimp, sort(q) 2 Actimp, 
then 
separated(p, q) iff swv(p) A sfv(q) - swv(q) A sfv(p) -0 
0 
CorollarY 3.3 
Let c 1, c2 F- Com, then for any XC Vars 
separated(c, c 2) Implies separated(jcjjX, 
jc2ýX) 
D 
The following proposition states some useful properties of R X(C) 
for any ce Com, 
Proposition 3.3 
Suppose XC Vars, cc Com, then 
1. END CR X(C) 
2. Suppose for some cc Com we have yRx (c) p with s, then 
1. FV(p) CX 
2. sort(p) C Actimp 
Proof by structural induction on c. 
13 
4.2. The proof 
In this subsection we prove a single theorem, the upshot of which 
is that R(c) is a result-bisimulation containing the pair 
(<c, s>, [<c, 4>]) for every state s. That [. ]-. config(csp) 
config(L[CCSJ) is result-good is then immediate. 
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We start with a lemma establishing that the relation END, which by 
Proposition 3.3 is a subset of every RX(cjo is a result- 
bisimulation in itself. 
Lemma 3.1 
END is a result-bisimulation. 
a 
Theorem 3.2 
Suppose XC Vars, cc Com, se States, then 
1. <c, s> RX(c) [c]X with sX 
2. RX(c) C result 
3. Suppose y RX(c) p, then 
1. If pq then either 
(a) a y. y -ýý>' y, RX(c) q 
(b) a 1, y RX(c) q 
(c) a*1,1 y'. y -ý9> y' RX(c) q 
2. If y -ý> y' then j q. p -2> q, y' RX(c) q 
4. Suppose c- if gc fi or c- do gc od, XC Vars, 
and TV(gc) -T then 
1. [gc] 
T+X with s : 
T+X -ýý> r, aol 
implies 
j y. <gc, s> -2> y RX(commands(gc)) r 
2. (ge] T+X with s : T+X -4 r 
implies 
j Y. <gc, s> -4> y RX(commands(gc)) r 
3. <gc, s> -2> Y 
implies 
r. (gc]T+X with s : T+X --a> ., yRx (commands(go)) r 
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5. Suppose XC Vars and TV(c)-T, then 
1' 1cIT4-X wi th s : T+X -2> r, a 
implies 
j Y. <c, s> _a> yR T+X 
(c) r 
2. [c] T+X with s : T+X -4 r 
implies 
Y. <c, s> -ý> yR T+X 
(c) r 
0 
Before launching into the proof of this theorem it is instructive 
to pause and consider exactly what it says, considering each 
consequent in ttrn: 
This will guarantee that for every configuration of CSP which 
is not of the form <done-, s> or <abort, s> we have a 
bisimulation containing it paired with its translation, 
relative to any set X of variables, substituted by the 
appropriate values for variables in X. Taking X-O we get 
<c, s> R(c) I<c, s>l as required by result-goodness. This part 
is easily proved by looking through the bisimulations for the 
appropriate pair. 
2 This is the requirement that the bisimulation be a result- 
bisimulation. In establishing this condition we concentrate 
on the cases involving successful termination, the 
corresponding unsuccessful cases are proved similarly. 
A simple inductive argument shows this condition implies the 
bisimulation closure condition RC F(R) for the transition 
relations => CCS 
, and W> CSP 
(i. e. trans(L[CCSIJ and 
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trans(CSP)). We use this stronger form here simply to reduce 
the number of cases and definitions required in the proof. 
The proof will concentrate on condition 3.1 for exemplary 
cases since condition 3.2 is more easily accepted by simple 
inspection and the remaining cases introduce no new 
techniques or definitions. 
We shall employ the abbreviated notation introduced in 
chapter 2 for describing the cases in the bisimulation proof, 
with the added feature of decorations when proving 3.1 to say 
which subcase a, b or c was satisfied. 
This is where the earlier discussion of troublesome variables 
reaches formal fruition; these results relate the first 
actions of a guarded command to those of its translation and 
are used in proving the conditional and iterative 
translations correct. 
To carry the proof of 4 through an inductive step we will 
need a property similar to 4 for commands since the first 
step, if any, of Ib -> C' is the first step of c. 
Proof: We proceed by structural induction on c, in each case of c 
we refer* to the set of pairs Rx (cj[n] as [n]; 
case c- SKIP : 
1. [1] contains the required pairs. 
2. Only pairs in END need examination, with immediate confirmation. 
3. Obviously there are very few transitions to be considered; 
For 3.1 
[1) END (a) 
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For 3.2 
[1 END 
4. Clearly c is not a conditional or repetitive c6mmand. 
TV(SKIP) - 0, so 
ISKIPIX with sX -ý> r 
implies a -1 and r DONEI with s, but 
<SKIP, s> -ý! > <done, s> END r 
case c- ABORT : the proof is essentially as for SKIP. 
case c-x: -e : 
1. The required pairs are contained in [1). 
2. Only END need be examined, with immediate confirmation. 
The transitions may be examined as follows; 
For 3.1 : 
[1] [1] (b) Reading variables 
[1] END (a) The assignment 
For 3.2 : 
[1j -ýý> END 
4. Clearly c is neither a conditional nor an iterative command. 
5. TV(x: -e) - FV(e) so 
[x: -e]T+X - store x 
Ie. DONEI 
thus Ix: -e]T+X with s : T+X --a> r implies 
a-1, r- DONEI with s[v/x], eval(e, s) v 
Hence we establish 5.2 since 
<x: -e, s> -! 
ý> <SKIP, s[v/xl> END r 
case c-P? W(x) : 
1. Those required pairs are in [1]. 
2. only END need be examined, with immediate confirmation. 
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The transitions may be analysed as follows; 
For 3.1 : 
[1] -t- - 
*Lplý14 [2] 
[2] -4 END 
For 3.2 : 
[1] -t- - 
*, LPIý24 [2] 
[2] -ý> END 
4. Clearly c is not of the supposed form. 
5. TV(P? W(x)) -0 (so T+X - X) and 
IP? W(x)]X. with s :X -ý> r 
implies jYe Val such that 
a- (*, P)W? v, r- store x 
Iv. DONEI with s :X 
but we can establish 5.1 by 
<SKIP, s[v/x]> RX(c)[2] r <P? W(xj, s> -, 
*Lplvzyý 
case c- PIW(e) : 
1. Those pairs required are in [1). 
2. Only END need be examined, with immediate Confirmation. 
3. The transitions may be analysed as follows; 
For 3.1 : 
[1] -! > [1] (b) 
[1] -L-*L-PIFIY> END (c) 
Reading variables 
For 3.2 : 
[1] -t-*L-PIý14 END 
4. Clearly c is neither a conditional nor an iterative command. 
5. TV(PIW(e)) - Fv(e), so 
IPIW(e)]T+X , (*, P)Wle. DONEI 
and we only need consider case 5.1 
5.1 Suppose 
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[P I W(e)] T+X with s : T+X -ý> r 
then a- (*, P)Wlv, eval(e, s) - v, r- DONEI with s 
Accordingly, 
<PIW(e), s> -ý> <SKIP, s> END r 
case c- cl ;c2: 
1. The required pairs are contained in [1] because by the 
inductive hypothesis 
<cl, s> RX(cl) [c, ]X with s :X 
so 
<c 1; c2, s> 
Ycl; c2)ýll [c, ]X. X bef &2ý with s 
but 
lc, ]X: X bef [c2] with s- [ClIX bef [c2] with s :X 
since by Corollary 3.1 
FV ( le 21) -0 
2. We proceed by cases on the pair forms; 
[1]. Clearly y- <done, s>, and p bef q -M91-/> for any p, q. 
[2]. Clearly y* <done, s>, and pkq -22-q! > implies 
q -P2Y§1> (since null(p)) so then &- SKIP 
and nuld(q) (by . the inductive hypothesisj and hence 
also nuld(p ý q) since null(p). 




[2) -'> [2) 
[2] -4 END 
(a, b, cj Executing command 
(a) &- SKIP. 
(a) E- AB ORT. 
(a, b, c) Executing command &- 
(a) &- SKIP or E- ABORT. 
For 3.2 : 
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[2] 
END 
(2] -2> [2] 
[2] -ý! > END 
We just take [1] as an exemplar, so suppose 
p bef [cý with $ -2> r 
and let R, - RX(cl), R2- R( c2). 
We proceed by cases on the derivation, 
1. p communicates with the translated state, i. e. 
a, pl, $1 such that 
9> p Irk p Ed DS 
a 1, r pl bef 102 ] with $1 
then 
p with $ -4 pl with $1 
so by the inductive hypothesis 
either <&, s> R1 P1 with $1 
or i Y. q's> -E> yR1 pl with $1 
In the former case we have immediately 
<&; c 2, s> 
Ycl; C2)ý' ]r 
(establishing (b)), and in the latter we must proceed 
by cases on y; 
1. Y-<done, s>: then 
nuld(pl), $1-s, SKIP 
from which we see 
<&, s> END pl with $1 
so <&, S> R pl with $1 
whence we can establish (b) since 
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2. y-<abort, s>: is treated very like the above case. 
3. V, s'. Y-<&', s'> : then immediately 
<ý; c 2's> -ýý> <&'; c2,5'ý 
Y01; 02)[1 ]r 
establishing (a). 
2. p acts on its own, i. e. I pl such that 
p-a> pl, r - pl bef Ic 2] with 
$ 
then 
pwith$ -ý> PI with$ 
and the proof proceeds as in case 1. 
p terminates successfully, i. e. j p, such that 
p- 
DONEI >pI, r-pIý [cj wi th $, a-1 
then 
&- SKIP, s-$, null(pl) 
so we establish (a) since 
<&; c 2'8ý -ý 
<cVsý RX(cl; c2) [2] r 
4. p terminates unsuccessfully: this case is very similar 
to that in 
case c- if ge fi: 
1. Those required pairs are contained in [1). 
2. For pairs In [2) we can apply the inductive hypothesis, for 
pairs in END the result is immediate; this just leaves pairs 
in [1): 
[1]. Clearly y* <done, s> so suppose 
RS((T-X)-Y)[if Bool(gcj 
then fgc]T+X 
else LABORTI ) with s : T+X 
then 
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bc]T+X: T+X -P2h@4 
so jEc commands(ge). [C]T+X: T+X -P2NEI> 
hence by the inductive hypothesis (2) SKIP, but 
JSKIP] 
T+X: T+X -22YM-/> 
whence our Initial supposition was false. 
The transitions May be analysed as follows; 
For 
[1) (b) 
[2] (a, c) 
END (a) 
Reading troublesome variables. 
First action of ffgcj. 
All booleans f alse, so aboýt. 
For 3.2 : 
[2] 
END 
The only non-trivial case is pairs in (11; suppose 
YC T-X, RS((T-X)-Y)[p] with s --ý'> r, 
p- if Bool(gcj then Igc] T+X else 1. ABORTI 
We proceed by cases on the derivation 
1. Reading troublesome variables, i. e. jxc (T-X)-Y such that 
Y' - Y+Jxj, a-1, r- RS((T-Xj-ytj[p) with s : YI: X 
then immediately, verifying (b), we have 
<if ge fi, s> RX(c)[1] r 
2. The boolean parts of all the guards are false and the 
command aborts, I. e. 
Y- T-X, a-1, eval(Bool(ge)(sub(T+X, sj]j - ff, 
r- ABORTI with s 
then, verifying (a), we have 
eval(Bool(ge), s) - ff, 
<if go fi, s> -! ý> <ABORT, s> END r 
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This 13 the first action of the tran5lated guarded command, 
and it isn't a1, i. e. 
[go] 
T+X: T+X with s -, 
ý> 
r, aol , 
eval(Bool(go)[sub(T+X, s)]) - tt 
then by 4.1 jy such that 
<gc, s> -ý> y RTX(commands(gc)) r 
whence we have established (c) since 
<if ge fi, s> -ý'> yRx (c)[2] r 
4. This is the first action of the translated guarded command, 
and it is a1; this case is v6ry like 3 except that we Invoke 
4.2 to establish (a). 
Let T- TV(ge), then 
4.1 We proceed by structural induction on go; 
BASE gc -b -> &: Then let R - RT+X(&) (so RC RX(c)[2]) and suppose 
if b then [&]T+X with s : T+X -ýý> r, aol, 
then by CCS semantics 
IdT+X with s : T+X - a,, r, eval(bfsub(T+X, s)])-tt, 
hence by the inductive hypothesis (5.1) on ý and Definition 1.4 
1 y. <ý, s> -ý! > yRr, eval(b, s)-tt 
so by CSP semantics (guards) 
<b -> E s> -'R> yRr 
STEP ge - ge 1 CgC 2: 
Suppose 
ý9013T+x + [gc23 T+X with s : 
T+X -2> r, a*l, 
then for some ic 11 21, 
[gc 
i] T+X with s : T+X -ý'> r 
so by the inductive hypothesis on gcis 
i Y. <gcits> -ý> yR T+X 
(c) r 
and hence by CSP semantics (alternative) 
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<go 1 OgC 2'sý -ý 
4.2 and 4.3 follow similarly. 
Let T-TV(c), then T-7V(gc) and Bool(gc)[sub(T+X, s)] is closed 
5.1. Since a*1 we need only consider the case 
[gcj 
T+X with s : T+X -ý> r 
then by 4.1 
j Y. <g,, S> _a> yRx (c)[2) r 
and by semantics of CSP (conditional 1) and Definition 1.4 
<if go-fi, s> -ýý> 
5.2. Suppose 
If Bool (ge) 
then [gclT+X 
else 1. ABORTI with s : T+X -4 r 
then we have two cases; 
1. eval(Bool(gc)[sub(T+X, s)]J-tt, &c]T+X with s : T+X -4 r: 
By 4.2 we have 
j y. <gc, s> -! 
ý> y RX(c)[2] r 
so by CSP semantics (conditional 1) 
<if go fi, s> -ýý> 
2. eval(Bool(gc)[sub(T+X, s)])-ff, r-ABORT! with s: 
Apply CSP semantics, Definition 1.4 and use END. 
case c- do go od : 
1. Those required pairs are in ( 1.1 J. 
2. The proof here mirrors those for the conditional and 
sequential commands, the approach is the same. 
The transitions may be analysed as follows; 
For 
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fl. nl [i. nj 
[l. nj [2. n] 
[l. n] END 
[2. nj [2. nj 
[2. nj (1.2] 




(a, b, c) 
(a) 
(a) 
Reading troublesome variables. 
First action of jgc]. 




For 3.2 : 
(l. nj --a> [2. nj 
[l. n] END 
[2. n) [2. nj 
[2. m] [1.2] 
[2. n] END 
The proof is very like that given for the alternative construct 
except for the accretion of debris. 
The proof is the same as that given for the alternative 
construct. 
Let T-TV(do go od)-IV(ge); 
5.1. Suppose 
[gel 
T+X bef D go with s : 
T+X -ý> r, a 
then since aol jp such that 




T+X with s : T+X -ý'-> p with'$. 
Hence by 4.1, 
j &, s'. <gc, s> --> <E, sl> RT., X(commands(gcj) p with 
$ 
since a straightforward inductive proof shows that almos t- terminal 
configurations <done, $> and <abort, $> cannot result since aol; so 
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<do go od, s> -ý> <&; do ge od, sl> RX(c)[2.1] r 
5.2 Suppose 
[gc]T+X bef D 
ge with s : 
T+X -'> r 
then, at first sight, we have 3 cases; 
1. [ge] T+X[sub(T+X, s)] -22ýEl> p, r-pýD ge with s 
which implies jýc commands(go) such that 
TFJ 
T+Xfsub(T+X, s)] -22n4 
contradicting the Inductive hypothesis (2j 
2. jgc] T+X[sub(T+X, s)] -ý22511> : is treated similarly. 
3. [go] T+X with s : T+X -4 p with 
r-p bef D ge 
with-$, 
then by 4.2 jy such that 
<gc, s> -ýý> yR T+X 
(commands(gcjj p with 
We proceed by cases on y; 
1. y- <done, s> : then 
nuld(pl), s- 
50 <SKIP, 5> END p with 
whence 
<SKIP, s> RTX(commands(gc)) p with $, 
<do ge od, s> -11> <SKIP; do gc od, s>, RX(c)[2.1) r 
2. y- <abort, s>:, similarly. 
Yý <&', s'ý : then immediately 
<do ge od, s> -ýý> <Cl; do ge od, s>, RX(cj[2.1] r 
case c-c 111 02: 
J 
1. Those required pairs are contained in 
2'. The proof is very like that for the sequential command and 
will not be given here. 
The transitions may be analysed as follows; 
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For 3.1 :I 
[1] -ý> [1) (a, b, c) Action other than termination. 
[1] -4 [2] (a) One command is SKIP. 
(11 -4 [31 (a) One command is ABORT. 
[2] (2] (a, b, c) Executing command E. 
[21 END (a) ý- SKIP or &- ABORT. 
f3l [31 (a, b, c) Executing command &. 
[31 END (aj &- SKIP or &- ABORT. 





[2] -11> END 
[ 31 -2> [31 
[31 -ý! > END 
We take as an exemplary case pairs in [1], so suppose 
Pi par p2 with $ -ý! > r' 
and let R1- RX(cl )' R2 m RX(c2) 
We proceed by cases on the derivation; 
p1 communicates with the simulated state, i. e. 
ct, p, $1 such that 
Pi p11, DI _4 1$ 11 
a-1, r-p11 par P2 wi th' 
then by sorts $ such that 
is, ] 1$1'1' $1'*$2 
so 
P, lwi th $1 -4 p1' wi th $1, 
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and hence by the inductive hypothesis either 
q 1151 >RI Pi I with 
$1 
or 
i Y. <ysl > A> YR1 Pi I with $1 
In the former case 
q 111 ý2'*5> RX(c)[1] r 
and in the latter case we proceed by cases on y; 
1. <done, s 1>: then 
nuld(pl J, $1 1. Si SKIP 
fr om whi ch 
q 1151 
> END pII wi th $1 
so we establish (, b) since 
q 11kVs> 
RX(c)[1] r 
2. y- <abort, s 1>: is handled similarly. 
3.1 &', sl'- Y- <&, ', sl'> : then Immediately 
qI RX(c)[1] r, s V*s st 111&2, s, 
> 
12w 
2. p1 sends a value to p 2' i. e. 
j A, v, pl', P2 1 such that 
P1 -ý! 
ý> PI" P2 - 
6? y >p21, a-1, 
r-p11 par p21 wi th 
then 
p1 wi th $ 
Alm> 
p1 with $1 
P2 wi th $2 
Azy> 
p2 wi th $2 
and hence by the inductive hypothesis ý', s 22 
qits >- AIV >qIs>R with $ 1111 pi 
2' S2>-A? 
v >q 2' 's 2 1> R2 P2' with 
$2 
when ce 
I q 111ý2'8> > <WN"s') 
YC)fIJ r' 
s1 *S 21. St 
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P, acts on its own, i. e. j p1l such that 
p, A>p, l, r-pll par P2 with $ 
then 6 
Pi wi th $1- 2ý p11 wi th $1 
and from here on we procee d as in case 1. 
4. p1 terminates successfully, i. e. j p1l such that 
p 
pgnlý 
pI parD, p with $, a-1 11P, 2 
then 
null(p, l), 51. $19 El - SKIP 
whence we establish (a) since 
111&2sý -ýý 





2" S*$ 2 
(since s1 *S 2" S) 
5. P, terminates unsuccessfully; rather like case 4. 
The (symmetric) cases for p2 are addressed in exactly the 
same f ashion. 
Since c ("cillc2) is neither an alternative nor an iterative 
command the result is immediate. 
Let T-TV(cj )+TV(c2); 
5.1 Suppose 
[c, ]T+X par IC21T+X with s T+X -ý> r, a*1 
then since aol we must have j pl, P2 such that 
r-p1 par P2 with 
[c, ]T+X with s : T+X -sl > P, wi th 
pj- jej] T+X 
[sub(T+X, S)], 
fiJI-11,21 
Now we apply the inductive hypothesis to get 
a <c,, s> --> .yR T+X(, i) Pi with 
$ 
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The proor proceeds routinely by cases on y. 
5.2 Suppose 
1c1IT+X par 1021 T+X with s : T+X -4 r 
then by the inductive hypothesis (2) neither translated 
command can have signalled termination, so 
r-p 1 par p2 with $ 
Now we have two cases, 
1. lcilT+X with s : T+X -Ll> pi with 
Ic 
il T+X with s : T+X -A> pi with s, a*l 
f ij 1-11 21 : 
Then by the inductive hypothesis j ý,, Ei* 
<c,, s> <C,, Sl> RT+X(ci) pi with $ 
<cits> -E> qits> R T+X 
(C 
i)pj wi th s 
so 
<C II 
lc2, s > -ý! > q111ý2, s'> RX(c)[1] r 
and we can use [1]. 




[sub(T+X, sj] : 
Similarly. 
D 
This concludes the (fragment of) the proof for Theorem 3.2. It 
includes the main concepts and techniques required to deal with 
the remaining cases. 
corollary 3.4 
Ej: config(CSP) -> config(L[CCS]) is result-good. 
13 
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A teating theory of tranalation correctneaa 
A basic problem of translation theory Is to determine the weakest 
properties required of a translation in order that there is never 
any conclusive disagreement over the properties of an object and 
its translation. To formalise this notion requires a more careful 
examination of the notions of 'conclusive disagreement' and 
1 properties I- 
As with the bisimulation theory we shall attempt to generalise an 
existing equivalence relation over CCS; this time we employ the 
'testing, equivalence of [de Nicola and Hennessy 84]. 
Motivations 
Given any system it is a minimal requirement that we have some 
means of testing, i. e. observing, its properties. Typically this 
observation may extend over a number of interactions and 
constitute an interactive dialogue with the system, or it may be a 
simple static test, or it may be a combination of the two. 
However, it seems neither necessary nor desirable to demand that 
the tests performed on the target. be identical with those 
performed on the source; in fact we just need a 'corresponding' 
test. For example you may simulate the action of an electronic 
digital computer on a piece of paper; tests on the source will 
involve button pushing, reading VDUIs etc. while those on the 
target involve rifling through bits of paper. Correctness of a 
translation will depend on a preservation of certain relationships 
between objects and the tests performed upon them. 
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In this section we aim to determine very weak requirements for 
translation correctness by analysing what is required of a 
translation in order that we are assured of complete and lasting 
agreement over the properties of the source objects and their 
translations. Essentially there are two key points on which the 
theory will rest; firstly we will not require the existence of a 
single 'super-observer' to compare the behaviour of source and 
target objects. Such an approach, which is essentially that taken 
by the bisimulation theory, would, for example, be difficult to 
apply in cases'where a single observable step of the source object 
is translated to an action involving many observable steps of the 
target. Instead it is much s. impler to postulate the existence of 
a 'degenerate' observer monitoring the outcomes (only) Of 
experiments , where an experiment is the application of a relevant 
test to some object. Relevant tests of course will vary according 
to the object. - For example if the source objects are variously 
coloured and flavoured gob-stoppers while the target objects are a 
set of similarly coloLL-ed billiard balls then tests for flavour 
are relevant In the source but not the target. (However, it may 
be that tests for flavour can be 'coded up' as tests for colour, 
e, & I is- it- strawberry I becomes is-it-4edl ). Thus relevance is 
determined by applicability and the ability to discriminate 
between objects presented for examination. 
All we will require of observers is that they can distinguish 
whether the result of sane experiment was a success or a failure. 
We will not distinguish modes of failure in experiments, such as 
the usual notions of deadlock and divergence. If an experiment 
does not succeed it just does not succeed; we do not say that it 
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is deadlocked or divergent or anything else. Note this applies to 
experiments but not necessarily the objects undergoing testing, 
for given acute enough tests we may be able to distinguish 
deadlock and divergence within process objects. 
4.1 . 1. Experiment aystems 
The theory or experimentation outlined above intentionally does 
not determine the allowable tests, notions of success, or how 
tests are to be administered. Thus any particular set of 
experiments will be parameterised on particular instantiations for 
these variables. 
Definition 4.1 
An ex eriment system Ex is a triple <E, ->, Success> where 
E is a set of 'experiments', ranged over by e. 
-> CExE, is a binary relation 
(i. e. an unlabelled transition 
relation). 
success C E, is a set of 'successful' experiments. 
In defining or analysing an experiment system Ex we may write 
exp (Ex ) for E 
trans(Ex) for -> 
succ(Ex) for success. 
0 
Thus an experiment system is very similar to a labelled transition 
system with just one label used all the time, no set of terminals, 
but with an added notion of success. Given the similarity between 
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<E, ->, success> and a labelled transition system <E, ->, jcj, O> we 
will import many of the notions (such as computations, derivatives 
etc. ) frcm labelled transition systems without further comment. 
Though for much of the theory to be developed it Is not necessary 
to distinguish test from object in an experiment, it is 
intuitively expected that some test is being performed on some 
object in order to answer some question. Thus in many cases E 
will be described in the form 
E- T[P] 
where 
T is a set of tests, ranged over by t. 
-P is a set of objects, ranged over by p. 
T[P] - it(p]: applicable(t, p)j. 
t(p] is the experiment formed by interfacing test t with 
object p in someway to be defined. 
applicable is a binary relation governing whether 
or not some test t and object p can be interfaced. 
If all tests are applicable to all objects then its 
definition may be omitted. 
As an example construction of an experiment system we show how, in 
the spirit (if not the letter) of [de Nicola and Hennessy 84], CCS 
may be adapted to this paradigm. 
Example EXP(CCS) 
We proceed by giving the definitions of experiments, transitions 
between experiments and success, thereafter turning to their 
motivation. An experiment is a CCS term, that is we take 
exp(EXP(CCS)) - it lp: t, p c Terms, 
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a. s3uming as in chapter 1a set of action names Act, a set of 
procedtre names Proc, and a definition set D. We may write t[p] 
for the experiment t1p. 
Recalling the definition of the transition relation -> C Terms x 
(111+labels(L[CCSJ)) x Terms from chapter 1 we Introduce the 
successful experiments by assuming a distinguished action wc Act 
and defining 
suce(EXP(CCS)) - le: e -! 
A> I 
An experiment proceeds by the (externally) silent transitions of 
the CCS term, 
trans(EXP(CCS)) 
Given that we have made a distinction between test and object in 
an experiment t[p] what is being tested for? The idea is that t 
is designed to test (or use) some aspect of p's behaviour, and the 
experiment is constructed to answer the question "will p satisfy 
t? ". For example take 
t- Al. Bl. wl ,p-A?. B? + A?. C? 
The question then becomes "will p do a receive action on channel A 
before a receive action on channel B11, and the answer is "maybe". 
How answers are derived and used to compare objects is the subject 
of the remainder of this chapter. 
Note, if the test was 'wrongly' applied, say as 
t[p] -t+p 
then you have an answer to a different question. The art of 
constructing interesting experiments lies in asking the right 
questions; for CCS the most interesting questions address the 
communication behaviour of a process so experiments of the form 
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t1p (in the above system) will provide the most information, t 
having free access to p. In a sequential language like Pascal 
processes don't communicate except, by altering the state for a 
subsequent process; thus you might expect experiments of the from 
p; t where t tests the state resulting from the execution of p. 
Thus, in summary, experiments frame questions about the properties 
of their constituent objects. Questions thus posed have answers in 
the set true, false and maybe. 
Returning to the question of where we draw the line between test 
and object we can see that in the design of most experiments some 
distinction is intended. However, the progress of an experiment 
may make no use of that distinction. 
For example an experiment to measure the temperature of a phial of 
ice water by immersing a thermometer must consider the Possibility 
that the object whose temperature is measured is not the body of 
water alone but rather the water plus a warm thermometer. In CCS 
tJ(pJq) behaves just like (tlp)lq, so is the test t or t1p? We 
will find this fuzzy distinction between test and object (in 
EXP(CCS)) very useful in chapter 6. 
We end this example by noting that part of the art of designing 
experiments lies in enstring that everything determining the 
outcome is described in the experiment; an experiment should 
represent a "closed world". This is reflected in our definition 
of trans(EXP(CCS)) and is crucial to the definition of 




The position we adopt now is that a translation specifies a 
mapping between experiments rather than the more usual mapping 
between objects to be experimented upon, so a translation now 
contains information not only on the correspondence between 
objects but also on that between tests on those objects. 
Definition 4.2 
Let EX1 - <E, -> 1 success 1>, 
EX2 - <F, -> 2 success 2> 
be experiment 
systems. A translation is a total function [J: E -> F. 
0 
Note that in this general definition a translation is not required 
to give any information on what objects are being experimented 
upon or a correspondence between them. 
For the remainder of this chapter we assume the pair EX1 and EX2 
of experiment systems, e ranging over E and f over F, together 
with a translation [j: E -> F. It is expected that most 
translations between experiment systems will be generated in a 
context-free form, that is if E Tj[Pj] and F-T 2EP2J' then 
I tEPJ Iw WAPv 
where I'l T : Tj T2 
T. 1P: P 1P2 
are total functions and applicablel(t, p) implies applicable2(EtITI[P]P) 
However, this is not necessary and indeed the translation of 
chapter 5 is not of this form. 
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4.2. Translation oorrectneaa 
our intention is that a correct translation should preserve 
certain properties of experiments or, equivalently in many cases, 
certain relationships between objects and tests. However, we must 
appreciate there is some measure of asymmetry between the two 
experiment systems when judging a translation. This is because 
the target object is intended as a "faithful transcription" of 
the source object, but the converse Is not in general necessary. 
Thus we assume the observer has expectations of the properties of 
the target object discernable by testing; how may he be 
disappointed? 
4.2.1. Games observers play 
Translation correctness can be viewed as a two player game in the 
everyday informal sense. The two players are called the 
. 
implementer and the observer and the aim of the game (for the 
observer) is to find mistakes in a translation supplied by the 
implementer. The aim of the game for the implementer Is to avoid 
losing to the observer. 
The field of play Is composed of the following entities, provided 
by the implementer: 
1. A set of source experiments, ranged over by e. 
2. A set of target experiments, ranged over by f. 
A translation [. 1 from source experiments to target 
experiments so that [e] is claimed to 'implement' e 
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satisfactorily (i. e. without mistakes). 
4. A specification which associates with each source experiment e 
a set of "computation descriptions", one for each possible 
computation of e (there being at least one such). A 
computation description may take many forms, for example "the 
red light will flash and then it stops", or "successful" etc. 
A relation corresponds between des cri pt ions of sov, ce 
experiment computations and descriptions of target experiment 
computations, e. g. 
"the red light will flash and then it stops" 
corresponda 
"the green light goes out and then it explodes". 
The implementer having provided all these things the game proceecLI 
as follows: 
A. The observer picks a source experiment e. 
B. The observer then performs the target experiment [ej to get a 
target computation (description) and tries to produce a 
"corresponding" source computation, using corresponds to get a 
source computation (description) and looking for that in the 
specification of the possible ccmputations of e. 
If no such computation can be found the observer wins. 
C. Goto A. 
So the game played is essentially 
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Given a computation of the target experiment produce a 
"corr e3 pon ding" 30Wce experiment computation from the 
specif ication. 
Thus the observer must be able to justify the observed computation 
as corresponding in some way to a particular source computation, 
saying "This computation I have observed is really that 
computation" while pointing out the correspondent in the source 
specif icatlon. 
Now, crucial to the notion of implementation is the assumption 
(stated here for the first time) that the observer has no control 
over the particular computation exhibited during the performance 
of a target experiment. That is, if an experiment has more than 
one possible computation then any factors which may *determine a 
particular computation (e. g. the phase of the moon, ambient 
temperature etc. ) are assumed to be unknown to the observer, so to 
the observer the experiment may appear to be non-deterministic. 
Hence we need not require 
Given a computation from the specification of the source 
experiment produce a "corresponding" target experiment 
computation. 
because although we have a specification for the source to which 
the observer points while justifying the target computation there 
is no specification for the target which can be pointed to. The 
only way to produce a target computation to point at is to 
'force' the target experiment to produce it. But the observer 
cannot force it, whenever an experiment runs whatever choices it 
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has cannot be innuenced by the observer. 
Perhaps a simple, all too famili&-, example will clarify the 
point: 
Your TV set is not working properly; sometimes when you turn 
It on It works fine, but sometimes it just sits there and 
fizzles. You seem to have no way of guessing which it will do 
when you go to turn it on and you cannot divine any way of 
influencing the outcome. You phone the TV repairman who 
dutifully rushes to your aid. 
"What's the problem? " he says, asking for a specification of 
what the TV set does. 
"Sometimes when I switch it on it works just fine, sometimes 
it just fizzles" you say, giving him the specification in 
terms of the experiment to be performed and the, two, possible 
computations thereof. 
tIOK mate, lets give it a go" he says, adopting the role of 
observer now he has the experiment and the specification. He 
will now attempt to verify that the specification and the 
implementation (you. " TV setj correspond. 
He switches it on, it works fine. Try again: he switches it 
off and then on again. Still works fine. Again. Again.... 
He performs the same experiment many times without observing 
the computation which fizzles; he is unable to force its 
occurrence. 
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Is he justified In denouncing you as a liar? Clearly not, you 
said it might work and it just so happens that it did so every 
time. His inability to produce the fizzle is no evidence against 
the validity of the specification, everything that happened was 
specified as a possibility. (Incidentally, you mi ght try 
employing him to switch your TV set on every night; he seems, 
inadvertantlY, able to determine your desired computation). 
The field of play for the TV set game is: 
There is only one source experiment, namely the hypothetical 
switching on of your TV set in a conceptual world. 
2. For the single soLree experiment the description of its 
allowable ccmputations is: 
"Sometimes it works just fine, sometimes it Just fizzles" 
The single target experiment is the actual switching on of the 
actual TV set in the real world. 
Note we will make the normal simplifying assumption that switching 
the TV set on and then off has no lasting effect on the TV set, so 
that each time it is switched on again it is a new experiment 
rather than a continuation of the old one. This assumption seems 
to be made by the repairman also. 
4. With only one soLrce experiment and one target the translation 
is clear. 
The relationship corresponds is that between the description 
of a phenomenon and the phenomenon itself. 
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Returning to the general game of translation correctness we now 
spare a thought for the unhappy lot of the implementer; he cannot 
win. However, we will define translation correctness in such a 
way as to guarantee he doesn't lose. Firstly we need to fix 
ourselves more firmly in the domain of experiment systems by 
defining the notion of 'correspondence' to be used for 
computations, and we begin that by extending the notion of success 
from experiments to experiment computations. 
Definition 4.3 
Suppose EX - <E, ->tsuccess> is an experiment system and <e k>KE 
comp(EX) is a computation, finite or infinite, in this system. 
Then define 
success(<e k> K) Iff 
jkcK. success(e 0 
0. 
This seems to be the 'least' definition of success for 
computations in that we would expect it to imply any other notion. 
A specification was said to describe, for each experiment e, its 
allowable computations in some way. The way we have chosen to 
describe experiment computations is by their success or failure; 
so a specification is a pairing of experiments with their possible 
results. 
Definition 4.4 
Let EX - <E, ->, success> be an experiment system, ecE, cc 
comp(e). Then define 
result(c) 
ITI if success(c) 
lif otherwise 
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and define the re3ult-3et Res(e) by 
Re3(e) -I jre3ult(c) cccomp[e 
Thus a re3ult-set Is the set of all possible outcomes (success or 
failure, T or J) of an experiment. Finally, define 
Ressets -I ITI, lif - Mil I 
the set of all possible result-sets, ranged over by R. 
0 
It may appear at first sight that we have chosen to largely ignore 
the role computation descriptions might play in the general theory 
by restricting. them to one bit (success or failure) of 
information. However, for our purposes (and probably most others) 
it will suffice when the tests employed are sufficiently rich to 
constitute descriptions of object computations. Then an 
experiment succeeds when the object performs a computation from a 
set described by the test. 
proposition 4.1 
Let EX - <E, ->, success>, then VecE. Res(e) c Ressets 
proof It is merely necessary to prove R*ý, which follows 
immediately since the set comp(e) is always non-empty. 
C3 . 
The form of specifications is now clear; they define for each 
experiment e its result-set, a description of its possible 
computations. 
Definition 4.5 
Let EX - (E, ->, success>, then a specification spec c SPEC(EX) is a 
pairing of experiments with their possible results: 
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SPEC(EX) wE -> Re33et3 
0 
Note that since specifications always describe hypothetical 
experiments we can take the specification to be the result-set 
function Res for these experiments. 
Having fixed the descriptions of computations In a vocabulary of 
success and rallwe common to all experiment systems the notion or 
correspondence becomes trivial, we can take it to be equality over 
IT-il- Thus T corresponds T. I corresponds J and no other 
correspondences hold. In what follows explicit reference to the 
correspondence relation will usually be dropped since it has been 
reduced to equality. 
Rettrning to the plight of the Implementer we recall that he loses 
when the observer produces a target canputation description which 
has no correspondent in the specification, that is 
jecE, cc comp([e]). result(c) i Res(e) 
To avoid this possibility we introduce the notion of 
'implementation' In the following definition; 
I>erinition 4.6 
f implements e iff Res(f) C Res(e) 
a 
This is the major definition of this chapter. 
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4.2.2. Ccupering reaulta 
it will be helprul, both technically and intuitively, to restate 
the definition of 'implements' In terms of two predicates, must 
and may, over experiments corresponding to the necessity and 
possibility (respectively) of a successful outcome to the 
experiment. We also employ a predicate mustnot to express 
necessity of failure, but it will become redundant later. All 
predicates are written postfix. 
Definition 4.7 
Let ecE, then 
e must irr 
e mustnot irr 
Res (e) -I T) 
Res(e) - fil 
D 
We can express implementation in terms of must and mustnot as the 






1. e must implies f must 
2. e mustnot implies f mustnot 
prc*f Suppose f implements e, then 
Res(f). 2 Res(e) 
1. By the definition of must 
e. must implies Res(e) - ITI 
and, by Proposition 4.1 
Res(f) c Ressets 
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so Res(f) - 
2. Similarly. 
Now suppose 1 and 2; clearly if e must or e mustnot then Res(e) - 
Res(f). Otherwise the result is trivially necessary since then 
Res(e) IT, 11- 
0 
It is easy to see that at least the forward impication is well- 
founded in intuition; returning to otir earlier TV set example if 
you say the set must fizzle and it doesn't then the set is not how 
you described it. Similarly if you say it mustnot work then it 
better hadn't. (This should bring us to the conclusion that when 
constructing specifications implementers would like to avoid 
claims about certainty as much 'as possible). 
To help with the intuitions of the second implication we introduce 
the predicate may which asserts the possibility of a successful 
ccmputation, 
Definition 4.8 
e may irr 1 E: Res(e ) 
0 
Proposition 4.3 
1. V e. e must implies e may 
2. V e. e may iff e must/not 
13 
Now we can restate Proposition 4.2 as 
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Proposition 4.4 
r Implements e Irr 
cl 
1. e must implies f must 
2. f may Implies e may 
Thus, essentially, implementation promises two things 
1. if success is guaranteed by the specification then it is 
guaranteed by the implementation. 
2. If the implementation succeeds then the specification can too. 
4.2-3. Complete 1mplementation 
Returning once more to our TV set example we notice that a fully 
functional TV set which always works implements the specification 
given to the repairman 
(as does one which always fizzles). Thus 
we see that the repairman believes the set is more than just an 
implementation In our defined sense, he believes that every result 
possible in the specification is possible in the implementation. 
Hence we would like to reassLL-e the repairman by telling him not 
just that it implements the specification, but rather that it 
completely implements the specification. 
Derinition 4.9 
f completely-implements e iff Res(f) - Res(ej 
Thus the TV set which always works is not a complete- 
implementation of the specification "sometimes it works, sometimes 
just fizzles" given to the repairman. 
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We can recast this definition in a number of ways, 
Propoaitlon 4.5 
The following statements are equivalent: 
1. f completely-implements e 
2. f Implements e, e implements f 
3. e must iff f must, e may iff f may 
a 
Two sorts of contract are now possible between implementer and 
observer, viz. "it is an implementation" and "it is a complete- 
implementation", but it should be noted here that the observer 
will never (within the rules and conditions of the game as gi ven) 
be able to show an implementation is not complete. An extended 
version of the game might involve playing the game the other way 
around by taking computations of the specification and demanding 
the implementation produce them; inability to do so would show the 
implementation was not complete. 
4.2.4. Translation oorrectness 
With the two available forms of contract between observer and 
implementer come two notions of translation correctness, one of 
which subs=es the other. 
Definition 4.10 
Let [. ]: E -> F be a translation, then 
1. is an implementation iff VecE. [el implements e 
2. Is a complete-implementation iff 
VecE. [e] completely-implements e 
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a 
Proposition 4.6 
Any complete- implementation is an implementation. 
0 
Probably one of the most important properties we would like for 
any notion of translation correctness is compositionality, that is 
if we translate A to B and B to C both correctly then the 
translation A to C is correct. 
Propo5ition 4.7 
Suppose I. ], :E -> F and E*12 :F -> G are translations, then 
1- I'll - 
1*12 both implementations implies 
1*12 0 [. 11 :E -> G is an implementation. 
2. I'll I 
E'12 both complete-implementations implies 
E022 0 ff. ],: E -> G is a complete-implementation. 
0 
4.2.5. Implmentations in CCS 
The notion of implementation has, so far, been concerned solely 
with experiments but we now extend it so that we may say one 
object Implements another rather than one experiment implements 
another. Clearly we are now going to distinguish between tests 
and objects in experiments so suppose 
Ex - <T[P], ->, success> 
and assume (for convenience) all tests tcT are applicable to all 
objects PcP. 
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An object p Implements another object q If every application of a 
test to p implements the experiment applying the same test to q. 
Definition 4.11 
1. p Implements q iff VtcT. t[p) implements t[q]. 
2. p completely-implements q iff 
VtcT. t[p] completeiy-im2lements t[q]. 
0 
Proposition 4.8 
1. implements is a preorder over P. 
2. completely-1mplements is an equivalence over P. 
C3 
Ezaimples 
We can now present a few example implementations of processes 
together with an experiment system EXPJ similar to EXP(CCS) but 
restricted in a way appropriate to the examples. The examples 
concern the implementation of a simple sorting machine defined in 
CCS by 
sort(m) <- user? x. sort(m++[x]) 
If M then userlmin(M). sort(M--[min(M)J) 
where M ranges over multisets of natm-al numbers, and min(M) is 
the sm allest number occurring in M. 
Thus a sorting machine is always willing to receive from a user 
another value to add to its collectioh , and if its collection is 
non-empty then it is prepared to deliver to the user the smallest 
value therein, revising its collection appropriately in both 
ca3e3. 
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The experiment system EXPI Is designed to allow only very 
restricted testing of 13ort(M)' and its implementations, for 
reasons discussed in example I which follows the definition of 
EXP1 . 
Deflnition EXPI 
Suppose L[CCS) is the transition system for CCS containing all the 
action names, procedure names and definitions used in 'the 
following examples. 
The objects to be tested are CCS process descriptions without the 
distinguished action name w: 
P- lp: pc config(L[CCS]), wi FL(P)l 
A test follows a3 step cycle: 
1. As a user offer a value to the machine. 
2. As a user accept a value from the machine. 
3. Decide, on the basis of scme boolean test, whether or not to 
continue. 
We allow a test to succeed by offering w, so 
TC config(L[CCS]), ranged over by t and defined by 
t :: - userln. user? x. if b then tIl. wl 
where n ranges over numerals for natural numbers. 
A test is Interfaced by putting it in parallel with the object 
and both test and object must be well-defined terms: 
t[p] - t1p c co*nfig(L[CCSJJ if ý- t and ý- p 
An experiment proceeds by the usual CCS semantics: 
t[p] -> t'[PI) iff t1p -! > tilpt 
Success, as in EXP(CCS) is an offer of w 
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succea3(t[p]) Iff t[p] -ýO> 
Now, EXP1 - <T[P], ->, success>. 
a 
Exampl e1 
Whereas sort(O) 13 a completely general, sorter for multisets of 
arbitrary size we may only be able to implement a machine of some 
fixed finite size. For example we can define a degenerate sorting 
machine for multisets of no more than one element; basically just 
an "echo machine": 
sortl <- user? x. user I x. sorti 
so sortl can only receive a value and then i=ediately output it. 
Now, since implements is defined relative to a set of tests (or 
more precisely relative to an experiment system, see Definition 
4.11) we see that in EXP(CCS) sortl does not implement sort(O). 
For example (in EXP(CCSJJ take the test 
t- userII. userI2.1. wI 
then t(sort(o)) must 
but t[sortil mustnot 
However, restricting the applicable tests as in EXP1 corresponds 
to "conditions of use" under which the object will function as an 
implementation, and in EXPI sortl implements sort(O) since the 
"conditions of use", enshrined in the definition of tests, state 
that the machine will never be asked to hold more than one value 
at a time. 
In general then, implements is defined relative to an experiment 
system EX in which the conditions of use are implicit in the 
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structure and ccmposition of the experiments allowed. For - the 
statement Ip Implements qI to be of use it must be shown that p 
will be used in an experiment of EX. 
ExamplLe 2 
in this example we will see that if a specification allows a 
choice to be made in an 'uncontrollable' way then an implementer 
is perfectly within his rights to make an arbitrary choice once 
and for all. Consider the, rather odd, sorting machine 
so,, t2(m) <- user? x. sort2(M++[xj) 
user? x. userlm. sort2(M++[xj--[m]) 
if M then userlmin(Mj. sort2(M--[min(Mj]j 
where m- min(M++[x]). This is very similar to 'sort' except that 
when receiving a new value it can arbitrarily decide to make the 
users next interaction a receipt of the smallest value (m M 
min(M++[xj)j currently held. The somewhat churlish behaviour of 
sort2(0) Is implemented 
(but not completely implemented) by sortl 
in both EXPI and EXP(CCS) since sortl always makes its 
(potentially arbitrary) choice in favotL- of the second summand 
above. This is closely analogous to the IV set example given 
earlier in that a TV set that always works when switched on 
implements one that also has the (uncontrollable) option of 
fizzling. This sort of implementation will be addressed more 
f ully in chapter 
Example 
It is Possible, in the appropriate conditions, for certain forms 
of divergence to prevent one process implementing another. The 
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appropriate conditions will depend on the form of the divergence 
and would typically constitute conditions on the form of 
experiment systems. Rather than trying to PLirsue a general 
approach we will merely give an example of two processes which are 
bisimulationally equivalent but only one of which implements the 
other In EXP(CCS). 
sortAM) <- user? x. sort3(M++[xlj 
1. sortAM) 
if M then user? min(M)-sort3(M--[min(M)jJ 
then, recalling - from chapter 2, 
sort(O) - sort3(0) 
but sortAO) does not implement sort(O) in either EXP1 or EXP(CCS) 
since for example in EXP1, 
1. wI I sort(O) must 
but 
l. wl I sortAO) mu/st 
since 
1. wI I sort3W -> 1-wI I sort3(0) -> ... 
forms an infinite unsuccessful computation. 
4.3. Simmary and ccmparison 
In this chapter we have motivated and described an approach to 
translation correctness based on the testing equivalence for CCS 
of [de Nicola and Hennessy 84]. Translations were defined as 
functions between experiments. Thus rather than just translating 
objects we also require the "conditions of use" to be translated 
also. A careful analysis of the aims of correctness criteria 
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resulted in two rorms or correctness being derined: implementation 
and complete-implementation. 
It now seems appropriate to compare the theories of translation 
correctness so far described. Each theory takes a very different 
approach to defining translation correctness, making a technical 
comparison both very difficult and of doubtful value. Rather we 
seek here to illuminate various points where the testing theory 
differs substantially in approach. We begin with the bisimulation 
theory: 
4.3-1. A comparlison with the bisimulation theory 
We divide the comparison into two parts: what you gain and what 
you lose. 
Gains by using the testing theory 
Freedom from fixed actions: the bisimulation theory 
presupposes a common set, or at best two sets with a bijective 
mapping between them, of action labels. In the definition of 
bisimulations (chapter 2 section 1) we find a rigid demanding 
form of comparison which is far too strict for many reasonable 
translations; an example of such a translation (and an 
analysis of why the bisimulation approach won't work) Is the 
subject of chapter 5 where the aim of the translation is the 
eradication of action labels. 
2. Freedom from fixed choice structm-e: the bisimulation mode of 
comparison essentially demands that any 'processes' paired in 
a bisimulation have exactly the same capabilities. As was 
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shown In [de- Nicola and Hennesasy 84] this can lead to 
processes with intuitively the same behaviour having no 
bisimulatlon. For example, suppose 
p- A1. B1 + AI. C1, q- A1. (1. B1 + 1. C1), pRq 
for some RC Terms x Terms a bisimulation, then we can derive 
a contradiction since 
A1. (1. B1 + I-CI) 1. B1 + I. Cl 
but 
A1.131 + Al. Cl -ý! > r Implies r- Bi or r- Cl' 
and clearly in either case (roai + 1. Clj cannot be a member 
of a bisimulation aince r will lack some capability of 1.131 + 
J. Cl (r 
A-6 
or r wý! > but not both). The point is that p has 
made an (uncontrollable) choice sooner than q, the choice 
being which of Bl, Cl to offer after Al. This 'motion' of 
choice points will occur in the translation of chapter 5 and 
will be carefully analysed therein. 
Freedom to implement: the relation implements over process 
objects (Definition 4.11) is a Pre-order rather than an 
equivalence like - over CCS terms. This can make life easier 
for the implementer in two ways; firstly given a specification 
he need not fully Implement it, as was seen in example 2. 
Secondly, as we will see in chapter 6, given a particular 
machine he can construct a specification which abstracts away 
some particular uninteresting property of the machines 
behaviour while still retaining the relationship of implements 
between machine and specification. 
Losses by using the testing theory 
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The most significant loss is the bisimulation proof technique, for 
each of the three gains above are nails in the coffin of any 
attempt to construct a bisimulation. Gains 2 and 3 cannot 
possibly allow the construction of a bisimulation but gain 1 can 
be retained in very special circumstances, of doubtful value, as 
shown in chapter 5 section 2.1 (where the attempt fails by gain 2 
at least). The approach in chapter 6 works only where a direct 
substitution of specification for implementation in an experiment 
is possible (so it's not much use for proving translations). A 
more general approach is pursued in chapter 5 section 2 but it 
doesn't constitute a proof technique, rather a set of proof 
'guidelines' or 'targets' are defined as conditions sufficient to 
guarantee (complete-) implementation under certain circumstances. 
4.3.2. A comparison with Li's theory 
Li's approach is very different from that of the testing theory, 
the notion of observation is crucial to the testing theory but 
virtually Irrelevant to a 'correct' translation in Li's sense. 
All that matters is that any (and all) tips of the translated 
configurations computation set correspond to tips in the original 
configurations computation set (see chapter 2) and each has an 
infinite computation if the other has. In chapter 5 we will see 
how the testing theory can take on a very similar appearance, 
inspecting only the tips of ccmputations for success. However, 
there are crucial differences, most notably that the testing 
theory is inspecting computation trees of experiments rather than 
just object configurations; the observation and influence of the 
test part has no counterpart In Li's theory. 
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Observation is introduced in the adequacy conditions [Li chapter 5 
section 5.3 Definition 5.10) by comparison of action labels, but 
the example of chapter 5 is not even correct in Li's sense so it 
cannot satisfy these conditions. A more detailed explanation is 
given in chapter 5 section 2. 
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5. A example in the testing theory 
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate a translation which is 
not 'correct' in any of the operational theories of translation 
except the testing theory. This is achieved by changing the way 
communications are performed from the simultaneous matching of 
complementary labels in the source language to the extended 
manipulation of a 'communication state' in the target language. 
In section 5.1 we first define the source language, going on to 
def ine the target laýguage in the light of the desired 
translation. This def Ines two ldbelled transition systems, Source 
and Target. We then formally present a translation [. 11 from 
configurations. of Source to configurations of Target. This 
translation is of the form employed in all but the testing theory 
where translations are functions between experiments . In order 
to apply the testing theory we define two experiment systems, SUP 
and TEXP, derived from Source and Target, and extend the 
translation to these experiment systems as 1*32 * 
In section 5.2 we address the correctness problem, first by 
establishing that [j, is not correct for any of the theories 
given (the testing theory is not directly applicable to Ejj). 
Further, we show, with particular reference to the bisimulation 
theory, why these thdories could not be simply extended to cover 
It then remains to articulate the testing theory, proving 
['12 is a complete-implementation. 
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1.1. The Souroe language 
The language chosen as the source for the translation is a version 
of CSP wherein only the very core is retained so we are not 
concerned with many details largely irrelevant to the aims of this 
chapter. In particular the following features have been omitted: 
1-Nested parallelism - no processes within a parallel construct 
may contain a parallel construct. This is reflected in the 
absence of the BNF rule 
c :: = 0 111c2 
which was present in the CSP of chapter 3. This also removes 
the need for the Iscoping' construct and, to a lesser extent, 
the 'renaming' construct. 
2. Guarded commands - in anything other than a 'toy, language, 
which is what we are constructing, some form of conditional 
construct is necessary. However, it is not necessary to the 
construction of a translation with the properties we seek and 
is thus omitted, together with the constructs 'if gc fil and 
'do ge od' employing it. 
It should be noted that the removal of the 'do ge od' construct 
from CSP will have the rather drastic effect of restricting all 
processes to having only finite computations. This is a 
serious omission in any language and is tolerated only to 
simplify presentation and allow the introduction of a set of 
conditions which, under the finite computations. assumption and 
an assumption of the finality of successful configurations, are 
sufficient to prove a translation is a complete-implementation. 
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At the end of this chapter we will see how this technique may 
be extended to the infinite case. 
3. Disjoint naming of processes - In the static semantics for the 
CSP of chapter 3 the following rule applied a condition 
Idisjoint(c VC2 
)I that no two processes in the same parallel 
construct may have the same process label: 
01 c2l separated(c, 'a 2)' disjoint(c, c 2) 
'011 Ic2 
We will drop the condition 'disjoint (01' c 2) but retain 
the 
others. The* reasoning is as follows; given the changes in l. 
and 2. the language is now rather too deterministic for our 
purposes. Removing the disjointness condition introduces 
nondeterminism by making it possible for there to be many 
processes competing to make a single communication. For 
instance the CSP process 
<R:: Sle 11 S:: R? x 11 S:: R? y , s> 
is not syntactically valid for the CSP of chapter 3, but it is 
upon consideration of such processes that our dismissal of the 
bisimulation approach will, 'at least partly, rest. 
Note this change is different from 1. and 2. in that it 
introduces processes that could not be defined in the CSP of 
chapter 3. 
In all other (remainingl ) aspects the source language, is almost 
identical with the earlier CSP, any differences will be noted and 
justified as they occur. We proceed ý as usual in defining a 
language, starting with the syntax. 
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The Source language ayntax 
As usual we assume the provision of a set Var of variables, a set 
Proc of process names (ranged over by R, S in this case) and other 
entities such as states and evaluation functions all as defined in 
chapter 1 section 1.1. 
There are three major syntactic categories: 
Acom -a set of 'atomic commands', ranged over by ac and defined by 
ac :: - x: -e I Sle I R? x 
C(= -a set of 'commands', ranged over by a and defined by 
c :: - ac; o I done 
Prog: -a set of ' programs', ranged over by p and defined by 
p :: - R:: o I PlIIP2 
In what follows we will make an heroic attempt to have our cake 
and eat it with respect to this definition of Prog. Some 
descriptions of elements p of Prog will follow the above 
definition but others will proceed as if Prog was defined by 
p :: - R1:: cl 11 ... 
11 Rn:: C 
n 
This flattened form is justified on the grounds that it 
facilitates many constructions and arguments wherein 11 may be 
treated as an, in some appropriate sense, associative operator. 
Thus a program describes a set (to most semantic notions 11 will 
appear to be commutative as well as associative) of named commands 
executing, and perhaps communicating via 'instantaneous 
handshakes'., in parallel. Each command is a linear (perhaps 
empty) sequence of atomic commands ending in 'done', an analogue 
of Nil in CCS. As with Nil in CCS we will, typically, drop 
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trailing occurrences of 'done' from commands; thus 
x: -e; R? y; done 
may be written as 
x: -e; R? y 
Each atomic command is either an assignment statement (x: -e) or an 
action to communicate the value of sane expression e to any 
command labelled S (Sle), or else an action to accept the 
transmission of such a value from any command labelled R and bind 
it to the variable x (R? x). 
The source language static semantics 
In this language the static semantics is very simple, the only 
constraint applied is that of non-interference through state 
variables as described in chapter 3 section 1.2. We will restate 
here the relevant portions of said definition for ease of 
reference. First we need to restate some auxilliary definitions: 
Definition 5.1 
In order to characterise the subsets of Vars which may influence 
(in being read) or be influenced by (in being written to) some 
command we introduce the following functions RV, WV, and FV from 
Com to the powerset of Vars, and define them in the usual tabular 
fashion: 
RV(c) - the set of variables a may read from. 
WV(c) - the set of variables that c may write to. 
FV(c) - RV(c)+WV(c) the set of free variables of c. 
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x: -e; c St e; c R? x; c 
RV FV(e)+RV(c) FV(e)+RV(c) RV(c) 
wv lxl+wv(c) wv(c) lxl+wv(c) 
and of cotLmse RV(done) - WV(done) e. 
13 
Now we can go about defining non-interference as before, i. e. 
Definition 5.2 
For el ,. c2c Com define 
nort-inter(c, c 2) 
if FV(cl) A WV(c2) m FV(c2) A WV(01) 
Thus if c2 can influence variable x (i. e. xe WV(c 2 
)) then it can 
be neither read nor written to by c, (i. e. xi FV(cl)), and vice 
versa. However, c1 and c2 may read from the same variable if 
neither can alter it. 
Thus we arrive, finally, at the single simple restriction on 
programs, namely that no two labelled camands in a program may 
interfere with each other through the medimn of the shared state. 
Put more formally: 
V ij e ll,.., nl, i*j. non-inter(c c) 
---------------------------------- 
L-J- 
[- R1:: c 1 
11-11 Rn:: Cn 
where. ý- is the expression of syntactic validity. 
The source language operational semantics 
The next thing to do is introduce the semantic notions of 
configurations and transitions. Now seems as good a time as any 
to christen the language so lets call It ... 'Source'. As before 
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the Source language semantics is given by a labelled transition 
system. This system will more or less coincide with that given In 
chapter 2 on this restricted subclass of CSP programs. 1 
Definition 5.3 
As in chapter 3a configuration is a piece of program text 
together with a binding of values to variables, i. e. a state 
config(Source) - I<p, s>: t- pI 
We will define a non-empty set of terminals for use later in 
defining success 
term(Source) - J<R :: c1jj ... 
11 RC donel 
1 n: *cn 's 
01 nm 
Thus every command in a terminal configuration cannot, and does 
not wish to, perform any (more) actions. 
Now we almost have a labelled transition system, the next step is 
to define the transition labels, 
labels(Source) - le, R:: Slv, S:: R? vj 
All that remains now is to define trans(Source). The definition 
of trans(Source) is as usual by a form of structural induction on 
the program syntax. Thus, in this case, we are in fact defining a 
family of transition relations over a number of transition systems 
since, for instance, <x: -e, s> i config(Source). We will finesse 
this point, dropping all subscripts as usual, in the belief that 
the reader can make the necessary distinctions. 
Atomic commiands 
eval(e, s) -v 
-------------------------------- 
<x: -e, s> -ýý> <done, s[v/x]> 
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eval(e, s) -v 
2. -------------------------------- 
<Sle, s> - 
SIV > <done, s> 
<R? x, s> - 
R? v > <done, s[v/xj> 
Comands 
The configuration <done, s> has no transitions. 
<ac, s> -a> <done, sl> 
-------------------- 
<ac; c, s> -! > <c, sl> 
Programs 
<C, s> A <cl, sl> 
-------------------------- 
<R:: c, s> -"Ilh <R:: Ct, sl> 
<pl S> -a> <pll, sl> 
------------- ----------------------- 
<p 11IP2' S> -ýý> <p 1'IIP2's'>' <P211pl#s> -2> <P211pl"s> 
<p 18 8ý, -B: 





S, >, jijj-11,21 
----------- -fi ------------ -- 
I 
---------------- 
<p 11IP2's> -ýý> <pl'llp2"S'ý" <p2llpl's> -E> <P2'llpl I, s, > 
It should be noted that we can state equivalent forms for 
and 7 in the plIl ... 
llpn notation. 
5.1.2. Translation motivation 
We are aiming to construct a translation from the language Source 
to some as yet undefined language Target, wherein the paradigm of 
handshake communication is replaced by a mechanism of a rather 
different form. We will see that a natural and simple translation 
can be constructed, along with a language Target to support it, 
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that performs this function. Also it will be a complete- 
implementation yet present severe difficulties to the other 
theories. Thus we now proceed to motivate the translation and 
Target language, and later describe why they have the properties 
we require. 
We start with the very simplest case of communication between just 
two processes, that is there are only two processes and they both 
know it. The basic paradigm of the translation is to model 
handshake communication by placing/removing messages in/from a 
common area, i. e*. communication will be conducted through shared 
variables. Consider a source configuration 
<R:: Sle; cl 11 S:: R? x; c2 ' sý' 
How do we model the handshake communication that the semantics of 
Source calls for? Suppose in our common area we have two 'trays', 
in analogy with the in/out trays on many peoples desks. Call the 
in tray 'send' and the out tray 'sent'. The communication 
proceeds as follows in stages 1 to 5: 
1. Both trays are empty. 
2. R places the value of e (evaluated in the state s) into the 
send tray, and waits for something to appear in the sent tray. 
Meanwhile, S has been waiting for a value to appear In the 
send tray. On the appearence of the value placed there by R 
it is seized by S and stored in the variable x. Now both 
trays are empty again. 
4. S now acknowledges its receipt of the value by placing some 
token, it, doesn't matter what, in the sent tray and is then 
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free to go about Its other business, i. e. c 2* 
5. Still vigilantly waiting, R spots the token in the sent tray, 
removes It and, taking that to signal completion of the 
communication, continues on its way. Both trays are empty yet 
again, ready for the next communication. 
Before we extend this method there are two points which are worth 
noting and which will remain valid over subsequent developments, 
1. Communications are no longer 'instantaneous', they are 
extended over a number of phases and the particular phase 
occuring in some configuration is determined by both the 
contents of the trays and the program text. However, there is 
an invariant relationship, which we will describe later, 
between these entities which will be crucial to the proof of 
complete-impl ementation. 
2. In extending a communication event over a number of phases we 
have introduced a slight asymmetry between senders and 
receivers, namely that senders start first and finish last. 
This 'starting first' will, in the following refinement, be 
the undoing of any attempt at a bisimulation approach to 
correctness. 
Having demonstrated the simplest case we go on to extend the 
technique to many communicating processes, some of which have the 
same name. To cope with many processes. we index the trays by the 
names of the sender and receiver, thus 
send becomes (R, S, send) 
to contain the value R wishes to send to S, and 
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sent becomes (R, S, sent) 
to contain the acknowledgement that S wishes to send to R. 
Hence we have a number of trays indexed by 
Proc x Proc x Isend, sentl 
each triple being (Isenderl, lreceiverl, send) or 
(Isenderl, lreceiverl, sent). 
If now we were to allow each tray to contain an unordered set of 
values then we would have two problems; 
1. Values are associated with particular processes; , consider the 
following configuration: 
<R:: Sle 
1 ; x: -e 3 
11 R.: Sle 
2 
11 S:: R? y I 5> 
A Possible computation using trays as described is: 
1- The left R puts the value of e in tray ' (R, S, send) and 
wai ts. 
2. The right R puts the value of e2 in tray (R, S, send) and 
wai ts. 
S takes the value of e2 from the tray (R, S, send) and puts 
it in variable y. 
S puts a token into the tray (R, S, sent) and finishes. 
5. Now the left R takes the token, leaving (R, S, sent) empty, 
and finishes by assigning the value of e to x. 3 
Thi6 is unacceptable since we now have a configuration where y 
has the value of e 2' implying S communicated with the 
right(most) R, but x has the value of e 3' implying 
that S 
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communicated with the left(most) R. 
The solution is to have each R provide a unique identifying 
token with the value it places in the send tray, it is this 
token which is returned by S in the sent tray and each sending 
process can only retrieve the token it sent with its value. 
2. If the set is unordered we would still be left with the 
problem of choosing among the alternatives. it would be nicer 
to have some deterministic mechanism make the choice and to 
this end we will demand that each tray forms a queue of its 
contents, i. e. a first-in-first-out (FIFO) list. 
(Unfortunately the analogy with trays falls down a bit here 
since an office tray functions as a stackl). Thus senders of 
the same name to any receiver of a particular name must queue 
up, and their acknowledgements are similarly queued out. 
The translation would still be correct in the sense of Ithe 
testing theory if we removed this determinism but besides 
being quite a natural addition it will ttL"n out that this 
extra determinism will preclude any possiblity of applying the 
bisimulation theory in an acceptable way. , 
Now that we have informally motivated the translation, and thereby 
the Target language, we next formalise the Target language and 
then go on to consider the notion of experimentation to be 
employed. 
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5.1-3. The Target language 
As mentioned earlier the Target language will share parameters, 
both syntactic (Proc, Expr, Vars) and semantic (States, eval 
etc. ), with the Source language. The essential difference is in 
the mode of communication, that is shared variables rather than 
handshaking. This difference is achieved in two changes to 
So te, ce , the introduction of a communication state and the 
substitution (for the handshake commands R? x, Sle) of atomic 
commands to manipulate that state. In order to define 
communication states we need first to define queues properly 
Definition 5.4 
A queue, q, over some set A of queue elements is an ordered finite 
submultiset of A 
q- <al,..., a n 
>, na0 
The set of all such queues is written 
Queues(A) 
We need some notation for describing queues; suppose qw 
<al,..., a >, then 
1. mset(q) is the corresponding unordered multiset: 
mset(q) - [al,..., an] 
set(q) is the corresponding unordered set: 
set(q) - fal,..., a nJ 
If there are no repetitions in-the multiset mset(q) then we 
write norep(q) 
2. empty is the empty queue (in the case n- 0): 
q- empty if set(q) -0 
ql if n ql - <a ..., a 2' n 
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i. e. a1 is at the front of the queue. 
q- ql. a if na1, ql - <a a> nn 
i. e. an is at the end of the queue. 
As usual with queues it is exPected that removals from a queue are 
done at the front, and additions at the rear. It is only under 
such conditions of use that they can (meaningfully) be called 
queues. 
0 
We now define communication states, as semantic entities like 
nbrmal states, In accord with the earlier informal motivation of 
trays as queues. 
Definition 5.5 
A communication state Q is a triple of functions 
f: Proc x Proc x isend] -> Queues(Nat x Expr) 
g: Proc x Proc x Isentl -> Queues(Nat) 
h: Nat -> Nat 
The intent is that the tokens identifying processes uniquely are 
natural numbers (we will not bother to distinguish numbers from 
numerals, and let t (for tokenj range over Nat). Since the 
domains of f, g, and h are disjoint, and their elements easily 
recognised, we just write Q for each of f, g, and h. Thus 
Q(R, S, send)- is a queue of token-expression pairs, the 'send' 
tray. We employ expressions here rather than values to 
facilitate certain aspects of the correctness proof. A 
translation which placed values rather than expressions on the 
queues would be correct also. 
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Q(R, S, sent)- is a queue of tokens (natural numbers), the 'sent' 
tray. 
Q(tj- is a token tl. This is where a receiver whose token is t 
remembers that the corresponding sender is tl and may be 
thought of as representing a set of single element 'pending, 
trays, one for each process (see the dynamic semantics of the 
atomic command '. -eel later on). 
D 
For the purposes pf the translation we will need a particular 
initial communication state which says that no communications are 
taking place. 
Definition 5.6 
The communication state InitQ is defined by 
V R, S. initQ(R, S, send) - empty, initQ(R, S, sent) - empty. 
Vtc Nat. initQ(t) 0. 
(it is intended that no process will be. assigned the identifying 
token 0). 
13 
The Target language is meant to be as close as possible to the 
Source language except for the change in communication mode. Thus 
its description will closely parallel that of Source and it will 
be fully explained only at points of, departure. 
The Target language syntax 
There are three_major syntactic categories as before 
Acom2 -a set of latomic commands' ranged over by ar, defined by 
ar :: - x: -e I off(qvd, <t, e>j I ree(qvd, <tl, x>) I 
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akn(qvt, <tl>) I wait(qvt, <t>) 
where qvd ranges over Proc x Proc x Isendl and qVt ranges over 
Proc x Proc x Isentl 
For the intended interpretation of these syntactic entities the 
puzzled reader should skip to the section on dynamic semantics. 
Com2 -a set of 'commands' ranged over by r and defined by 
r :: - ar; r I done 
Prog2 -a set of 'programs' ranged over by pr and defined by 
pr :: - R:: r I pr lllpr2 
As before, in Prog, some descriptions of elements of Prog2 may be 
written as if Prog2 was def ined by 
pr :: - R1:: rl 11 ... 
11 Rn:: r n 
13 
The Target language static semantics 
The only syntactic restriction applied in the Target language is 
the dirýect analogue of that in Source, viz- non- interference. 
Thus, in the interests of brevity, we merely redefine the sets of 
variables written or read: 
Definition 5.7 
Off(qvd, <t, e>); r ree(qvd, <tl, x>); r 
RV Fv(e)+RV(r) RV(r) 
wv WV(r) ixl+WV(r) 
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akn(qvt, <tl>); r 
RV RV(r) 
wv WV(r) 
Finally FV(r) - RV(r)+WV(r). 




The Target language dynamic semantics 
There are quite a few changes here so we'll go a bit slower; we first 
define the transition system Target 
Definition 5.8 
A configuration is now a triple; a piece of program text, a 
communication state, and a normal state: 
config(Target) - I<pr, Q, s>: I- prI 
As in Source, the terminal configurations are those in which all 
component commands are exhausted (we make no conditions on the 
communication state, but for exhausted translations we will be 
able to prove it is initQ). 
term(Ta. -get) - J<R 1 :: rl R n: :r n'Q's> : r, rn- 
done 
The labels which can appear on arrows are, of cotrse, heavily 
depleted; communications pass 'silently' through the communication 
state, 
labels(Target) - Icl 
The definition of trans(Target) (i. e. ->) proceeds in the same 
muddled fashion as employed in Source, confusing different ternary 
relations in the same -> symbol, 
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Atomic oomanda 
eval(e, s) wv 
--------------------------- 
<x. -e, s> -ýý> <done, s[v/xj> 
2. <off(qvd, <t, e>), Q[q/qvd], s> -ýý> <done, Q[q. <t, e>/qvd], s> 
Thus the 'offer' command loff((R, S, send), <t, e>)' will place 
the expression e, along with a token t Identifying the process 
containing this command, on the rear of the queue denoted by 
(R, S, send). 
3. 
eval(e, s) -v 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
<ree(qvd, <tl, x>), Q[<t, e>. q/qvdj, s> -ýý> <done, Q[q/qvd, t/tl], s[v/x]> 
The 'receive' command makes three changes if qvd in the current 
communication state denotes a non-empty queue: 
The element <t, e> is removed from the queue. 
2. The value v (- eval(e, sjj is assigied to x. Note this 
introduces a slight subtlety into the interpretation of 
RV(off(qvd, <t, e>); rj since it is not the sender who 
evaluates the expression but rather the receiver. 
3. The token t of the sender is associated, in the 
communication state, with the token tl of the receiver. 
This is how the receiver remembers the identity of the 
sender. 
1. 
<akn(qvt, <tl>), Q[q/qvt, t/tlj, s> -E> <done, Q[q. <t>/qvt, 0/tll, s> 
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The command to 'acknowledge' has two effects 
I. The process containing this command will be identified by 
the token t' ; akn will look up, ýn the communication state, 
the token t of its associated sender, and place this on the 
back end of the queue denoted by qvt. 
2. The association of t with t' is undone. Though this is 
not strictly necessary it is helpful for future definitions 
and proofs. 
<wait(qvt, <t>), Q[<t>. q/qvt], s> -ýý> <done, Q[q/qvtj, s> 
On the appearence of the correct token, t, at the front of the 
queue denoted by qvt the 'wait' command can terminate, after 
removing t from the queue. 
Commands 
<a. -, Q, s> -ýý> <done, Ql, sl> 
----------------------------- 
<ar; r, Q, s> -ýý> <r, Ql, sl> 
Programs 
<r, Q, s> -ýý> <rl, Ql, sl> 
- ------------------------------- <R:: r, Q, s> -ýý> <R:: rl, Ql, sl> 
<prl , Q, s> -ýý> <prl , Q' I sl> 
------------------- 
<prl I lpr 2' Q, s> --> <prll 
II pr 2' Q' ' '9'> 
<pr 2' Q' s> <pr 2', 
-Q', -s'> c <prlllpr2', Q, s> --> <prlllpr 2' Q" s'> 
E3 
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5.1.4. The translation [J, 
In chapter 4 section 2.4 a translation was defined as a function 
between experiamts so it may seem a little premature to be 
describing the translation before the experiment systems, but for 
this example the old notion of translation (given in chapter 2) 
as a function from source language configurations to target 
language configurations, extends smoothly to experiments. Thus we 
will give an 'old-style' translation now, and extend it to cover 
experiments later. 
By now the translation must be quite obvious to the reader; 
however, it still remains to show how tokens are assigned to 
processes and thence to their constituent atomic commands. The 
technique, as in chapter 3, is to subscript the usual context-free 
translation function with some context-sensitive information, in 
this case the process label and identifying token of the process 
that will contain the translated form. 
As usual the semantic translation between configurations is 
generated by a syntactic translation. Strictly speaking we are 
employing a number of translations differing in argument type, 





ffx: -e; c](,, tj - x: -e; 
Icl 
(R, t) 
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V- Off((R, S, send), <t, e>); 
JSIe; cl( R, t) 
wait((R, S, sent), <t>); 
lej 
( R, t) 
[R? X; 0](R, e) rec((R, S, send), <tl, x>); 

















1*12 and the experiment systems SEXP, TEXP 
Having described the Source and Target languages and their 
associated transition systems we need a notion of experimentation 
on configurations from those systems in order that we can apply 
the testing theory of translation correctness developed in chapter 
4. Fortunately the notion of experimentation will be the same for 
both systems, so we will describe the construction of SUP in 
detail and mention TEXP only at points where the corresponding 
construction of TEXP is unclear. SUP (TEXP) is, of course, the 
Source (Target) experimentation system. 
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An experiment is as usual a test-process pair, the test comes in 
two pieces; 
Dynamic communication teating, as described in chapter 4 
section 2, wherein another process (as part of the test) 
communicates with the process being tested In a possibly 
extended dialogue. If the pair reach some lagreeable' joint 
configuration then the second part of the test is applied. 
Final state testing, an 'agreeable' configuration is successful 
if its final component state (i. e. binding of values to 
variables) is a member of some set of states P which, together 
with the testing process, completely determines the test. 
Def ini ti on 5.10 
We first define the processes to be tested: 
OBJ - config(Source), ranged over by obj. 
Each test is a pair; a piece of program text to do the dynamic 
testing plus a subset of States for the final test: 
TST - J(p, P): pe Prog, PC Statesf, ranged over by tst 
The application of a test to a process involves merging the two 
program texts, to be run as a single program: 
tst[obj] - (<p 111 P2, sý'. -P) 
if tst - (p, P), obj - <p Vsý', 
I- P1 1 IP2 
The merged program texts must form a valid (i. e. from the 
static semantics of Source) program, otherwise the test might 
interfere in the internal workings of the tested process by 
altering some (shared) variable. It might also be that the test 
could gain privileged knowledge by reading the value of some 
variable altered by the tested process. While there is no reason 
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that such tests shouldn't be applied in such a way, it is not the 
intended form of testing for our example and Is therefore 
excluded. 
Experiment configurations are just applications of tests to 
processes: 
E- Itst[objj: tst c TST, obj c OBJJ, ranged over by e. 
Success has two components, the experiment must have finished and 
it must have an acceptable final state: 
. success((<p, s>, P)) iff <p, s> c term(Source), scP 
It remains to define the transition relation between experiments. 
The set P takes no part in these transitions, it's just "there 
for the ride". 
<P, S> -ý> <pl, sl> 
-------------------------- 
(<P, S>, P) -> (<P', s 
t >, P) 
where -E> C trans(Source) . Thus experiments will proceed with no 
outside interference by any observer in any way. Finally, 
SEXP - <E, ->, success> 
C 
The definition of TEXP is analogous to that for SEXP, thus here we 
will give the bare definitions with little justification. 
Def ini ti on 5.11 
1. TOBJ - conf ig(Ta. -get), ranged over by tobj 
2. TTST - j(pr, Pj: pr c Prog2, PC Statesl, ranged over by ttst 
3. tts t[ tobj ]- (< prl I pr 2' Q' 5> ' P) 
if ttst - (pr,, Pj, tobj - <pr 2' Q. s>' 
f- prlllpr 2 
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4. F-I ttst[ tobj : ttst[ tobj j is def inedl, ranged over by f 
5. tsuccess((<pr, Q, s>, P)) If f <pr, Q, s> c term(Target), scP 
Note we will generally write tsuccess as 'success' where no 
confusion can arise. 
<pr, Q, s> -ýý> <p. -I, Q1, sl> 
------------------------------------- 
(<P. -, Q, S>, P) -> (<prl, Q1, sl>, P) 
And so to 
TEXP - <F, ->, success> 
C 
it is now a simple matter to give the extended translation, i. e. a 
total function from source experiments to target experiments. 
Definition 5.12 
04P'3ý' P)32 w (ff<p's>3' P) 
a 
Thus the state part of the test is passed over verbatim and the 
remainder of the experiment is translated as a Configuration of 
Source, so that the process part of the test is translated into a 
form compatible with the translation of the process under test. 
To emphasise the point once more we can say that we have in fact 
'translated' the test as well as the process, and in considering 
translation correctness we will compare the results of applying 
test to process with the results of applying the 'translated' test 
to the translated process. 
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5.2. Proving correctness of the translation 1*32 
This section has two main alms, 
1. To demonstrate that all of the translation theories 
discussed so far (i. e. the bisimulation theory of chapter 2, 
the 'correctness' theory of Li [Li 831, the testing theory of 
chapter 4, and the theory proposed in [Astesiano and Zucca 82j) 
only the testing theory can cope with this example translation. 
2. To provide a set of foLL- conditions which are sufficient to 
guarantee a translation between experiment systems is a 
complete implementation, given two demands on the nature of the 
systems. We then establish the truth of these four conditions 
for the example translation, and finally go on to discuss how 
one of the two demands could be relaxed by the addition of a 
fifth condition. 
It will be helpful to introduce now the demands on the natLLV%e of 
the experiment systems, taken together they will amount to 
requiring that the computation set of every experiment (in either 
system) contains only finite computations, and every computation 
ending in an unsuccessful configuration contains no successful 
configurations. That is to say; every computation is finite and 
the computation Is successful if and only if the final (or tip) 
configuration is successful. 
Definition 5.13 
An experiment system EXP - <E, ->, success> is'computationally finite 
if VeeE. <0 Kc Comp(e) implies K is finite. 
C 
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Definition 5.14 
An experiment system EXP - <E, ->, success> is success terminating 
if VecE. succes3(e) implies e --/>. 
0 
Proposition 5.1 
SEXP and TEXP are both computationally finite and s uccess- terminating. 
0 
5.2.1. Why the bi3imulation approach won't work 
In the previous section we defined two translations 
[j, : conf ig(Source) conf ig(Target) 
1*12: coaf ig(SEXP) conf ig(TEXP) 
We now examine the applicability of each translation theory to 
1. ], and 1*12' primarily from the context of a bisimulation 
approach. 
1.11 - Clearly the bisimulation theory and the equivalence theory 
of Astesiano and Zucca must deny 
1.11 as a 'correct, translation 
be ca use 
R:: Slv i labels(Target) 
but 
<R:: Sle, s> <done, s> if eval(e, s) - v. 
In effect all the 'observable' actions on the arrow for the SotL-ce 
system have been removed. Any attempt to 'observe' an action in 
the Target system involves manipulation of a communication state, 
which Is, essentially, how the testing approach works for 1*32* 
The testing theory of coirse is not applicable to [. 11 directly 
since SotL-ce and Target are not experiment systems. 
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Li's correctness theory rails immediately for a similar reasoni. 
Part or Li's definition or correctness [LI 83 page 196] was a 
condi tion 
Al .Vr. tr(R(r)) - R(tr(r)) 
where tr is a semantic translation (extended here on the left hand 
side to cover sets of configurations), r is a source configuration 
and the 'result set' R(r) is defined for soLrce (target) 
configurations as ([Li 83 Definition 5.1 page 1951): 
H(r) - Irl: 
I w. r -e> rl, rl c Tj 
where T is the set of terminal sotree (target) configurations. 
Thus Al essentially says that the possible successfully terminated 
configurations reachable from the translation of configuration r 
are exactly the translations of successfully terminated 
configurations reachable from r. 
We can see that Al does not hold for tr - ffJ1 ; for example, take 
r- <R:: Sle, s> c config(Source) 
then, by Li's definitions we have 
R(r) - I<done, s>l 
Now, 
tr(r) - <R:: off(_); wait(_), initQ, s> 
and 
R(tr(r)) 
since V Ql, sl 
<R:: wait(_), Q', sl> i term(Ta. -get) 
What has happened?. The problem is caused by Li's heavy emphasis 
on 'final result' states, to the detriment of notions about 
observation. Correct translations, essentially, assume 
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configurations Interact with their environment through the labels 
on their transitions, which for this example translation is not 
S o; communication Is affected by altering a shared communication 
state. 
Li then goes on, in the definition of the sets R and K (a similar 
definition to R but for deadlocked states) to ignore action labels 
altogether when gathering result configurations and deadlocked 
oonf Igurations. There Is no concern for how a configuration may 
be 'guided'# by an observer specifying a particular sequence of 
action labels, Into one set or the other. 
1*3 
2- since experiment systems were constructed specifically for 
the testing theory, applying any of the other theories to a 
translation between them is is, at least, a partial. acceptance of 
that paradigm. The acceptance is essentially that configurations 
from a transition system should be observed (testedj in a manner 
relevant to that syste What might not be accepted is the use 
of must and may in defining correctness. We will show that in 
eschewing the must/may approach, the bisimulation (and also the 
equivalence theory of [Astesiano and Zucca 82)) runs into serious 
difficulties. 
Li's theory fares rather better on 1*32 since it always did ignore 
transition labels and there are none in experiment systems. 
However, the 'adequacy' conditions are very much concerned with 
action labels and thus do not present a viable proof technique in 
this case. As to the exact nature of any result proven about 1*32 
we merely note that, under the testing interpretation of [j 2, the 
conditions for correctness are reasonable if rather stringent. 
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(Note complete-implementation does not imply Al ,..., A3). Thus 
'correctness' could supplant 'complete-implementation' in this 
case, but in general would probably be too restrictive, 
particularly If the translation was only an 'implementation' or a 
different notion of test was required. 
Before we go into any further details it must be appreciated that 
it Is very difficult to completely discredit the bisimulation 
approach, and probably any other, since it may give some kind of 
interesting positive result when applied in an unusual way. That 
is of course exactly what we are trying to do in applying it to 
1*12 rather than ff. ],. We will, however, endeavour to demonstrate 
why many intuitively reasonable applications of the bisimulation 
theory must fail, by attempting to prove ff*12 is P-good for a 
'reasonable' P (and failing). We start by choosing P. 
It should be noted that now we are translating between experiment 
systems the only action label Is c so most of the work must be 
done by P. Probably the weakest 'reasonable' choice is to compare 
states at the tips of the, in this case, finite computation tree. 
Firstly we need an auxilliary definition to gather the possible 
final states of an experiment; let -> - ->*, 
Definition 5.15 
Let ee exp(SEXP), fe exp(TEXP) 
resultset(e) - is: e (<p, s>, P) --/>I 
resultset(f) - fs: f (<pr, Q, s>, P) --/>I 
a 
Now, we will just*demand that any experiments which cannot proceed 
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and which are paired in the bisimulation must have the same state 
component. (The example to follow will have no deadlocked states 
so confining comparisons to pairs of terminal states (say) will 
not help). 
Deflnition 5.16 
(<p, s>, P) result (<pr, Q, sl>, P) 
iff 
( <p, s> -ý>, <pr, Q, sl> -71> ) implies s- st 
ci 
The following proposition establishes a crucial property of any 
r esul t-bi simulation, namely that any experiments paired in the 
bisimulation must have the same set of final states. 
Proposition 5.2 
1. e el implies resultset(el), 2 resultset(ej 
fV implies resultset(flj C resultset(f) 
2. Suppose eRf, Ra result-bisimulation (so RC exp(SEXP) x exp(TEXP)), 
then resultset(e) - resultset(f). 
Proof 
Suppose e -> el and 
el -> ell --/> 
then 
e -> ell -i> 
so resultset(elj. 2 resultset(e) 
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i ff. r -> fl, el R fl 
I 
Now, since el -ý> 
Vf 11 .f, -> f" -'/> implies el 
RV 
and, because all computations are finite, 
I f". f' -> f" -. /> 
Thus, 
I f". fll -ý>, el R f" 
so by Definition 5.15, Definition 5.16 
resultset(e). 2 resultset(f) 
Simil&-ly resultset(f) C resultset(e) 
13 
In the following example we will demonstrate that 1*]2 is not a 
result-good translation by showing that a translated experiment 
can reach a configuration which cannot be paired, in a result- 
bisimulation, with any configuration attainable by the original 
experiment. 
Example 
The experiment we wish to translate is composed of 5 processes in 
parallel, two senders 
(named R) and three receivers (named S). 
Any complete computation of this experiment will determine a 
pairing of senders with receivers which will be reflected In the 
final state. 
Notation States will be represented as 
S- <V19V 2' v3> 
if eval(x, s) - v1, eval(y, s) m v2 , eval(z, s) ý v3 
13 
So, take 
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e- (<R:: S14 11 R:: S15 11 S:: R? x 11 S:: H? Y 11 S:: R? z, 
<0,0, O> >, 
0) 
The set of 'successful' final states can be 0 because we are not 
going to use it here, similarly the distinction between test and 
process is ignored. The initial state is chosen to show up the 
final assignments, since all assignments are non-zero. Now, by 
consideration of the operational semantics it is easily seen that 
lel 
2 »> 
«li:: walt(_) 11 R:: wait(_) 11 
_, 
ini tQ [<1,4>. < 2,5>/( R, S, s end) 
<0,0,0», 
f 
Thus, in effect, f has contracted to choose the receiver for the 
value 4 before choosing the receiver for the value 5. The 
experiment e cannot express such a contract and so no pairing can 





thus ir E*12 is result-good, with result-bisimulation R, then 
j el. e ->. el, el R :r 
(Note we are using -> rather than -> as the transition relation)- 
The example is simple enough that we can search for el by simple 
case analysis 
case e- el: but 
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i. e. e can choose the receiver for 5 first. Thus 
resultset(ell) - 1<5,0,4>, <5,4,0>1 
We now show f has no 'corresponding' derivative; suppose 
f -> fl, ell R f, 
then either 
f- fl: but then 
<4,0,5> c resultset(fl) 
and 
<4,0,5> i resultset(ell) 
which contradicts Proposition 5.2(2) 
or, since the next move of f must be to pick the receiver for 4, 
one of the following must hold by Proposition 5.2(l) 
1. resultset(fl) 1<4,0,5>, <4,5,0>1 - set 1 
2. resultset(fl) 1<0,4,5>, <5,4, o>j - set 2 
3. resultset(fl) 1<0,5,4>, <5,0,4>1 - set 3 
depending on which of x (set, ), y (set2J' or z (set 3j was 
chosen. However, 
Vic 11,2,31. resultset(elf) iZ set 
thus by Proposition 5.2 (2) there can be no f 
In effect this demonstrates that, in some sense, f has less 
choice than e (or has made more decisions). 
case el - (<R: : done IIR: : S15 11 S:: done II_, 
<4,0,0», 
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0) 
but then 
resultset(el) - 1<4,0,5>, <4,5,0>1 
whereas 
<5,0,4> c resultset(fj 
so by Proposition 5.2(1,2) neither el nor any of its 
derivatives can be paired with f. Thus in this case f has more 
choice than el, and this is true of the other remaining cases 
which we will not explore. 
We have thus demonstrated that f cannot be paired in a result- 
bisimulation, and thus 1*12 cannot be result-good. 
5.2.2. The four oonditions 
The technique we will employ to prove 1*22 is a complete 
implementation relies on characterising the tips (f inal 
configurations j of the, computations for translated experiments as 
elements of a set ffe) (for some e dependent on the particular 
tip). The set [e) comprises-those configurations f which can be 
obtained from 
Eel by putting all possible communication offers in 
the appropriate send-queue. This enables, from conditions c2 and 
c3 to be defined, the construction of a correspondence between 
tips of the source computations and tips of the target 
computations. Since we are not interested in choice points along 
the way, the downfall of the bisimulation theory, we needn't 
consider all possible forms the translated experiment migýit 
attain; just the forms taken at the tips. This will give 
condition cl. Condition c4 will establish criteria of success for 
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these tip forms. 
At the end of this chapter we will discuss how these conditions 
may be generallsed and extended to apply to experiment systems 
which are not computationally finite. 
Theorem 5.1 
Suppose 
1. S- <E 
ss, 
success s 
>, T- <Ett ->t, successt> 
are computationally finite success terminating experiment 
systems, e ranges over Es and f ranges over Et. (Subscripts 
will be dropped from now on where unnecessary). 
2. ff. ]: Es -> Etj J. ): Es -> P(E tj 
then 
01. V e, el. e -> el iff jfc ffel). [eý -> f 
c2. V e, f. jej -> f implies j el. fc ffe') 
c3. V e. Vfc fle). e iff f -> 
c4. V e. Vfc je). success(e) iff success(f) 
implies 
V e. [e] completely-implements e 
0 
If we were only interested in implementation then it would suffice 
to prove, 
a) The 'if' part of cl 
b) c2 
c) The 'only if' part of c3 
d) c4 
It will turn out that most of the work in the proof of complete 
implementation is concerned with establishing aj and b) 
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Prc*f of Theorem 5.1 ; 
1. (e must implies Je3 must): Suppose e must and take any 
computation (which will be finite) of the translation 
[e] 0f 
then by c2 
j el. fc jel) 
so by cl 
e -> el 
and by c3 
eI -71> 
Thus, since S is success terminating and e must (by hypothesis), 
success(el) 
and hence by c4 
success(f). 
2. (e may implies Eel may): Suppose e may, then 
j el. e -> elt success(el) 
Thus by cl 
Ife [el [e] -> f 
and by c4 
success(f) 
([e] must implies e must): Suppose [e] must; take any 
computation (finite by supposition 1j) 
e -> e 
then by cl 
Ife ýel ). jej => f 
and by c3 
f -. /> 
Thus, since le] must, 
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suoce33(f) 
and hence by c4 
successtel) 
([el Ray implies e Tay): suppose [e] RMa, then since T is 
success terminating 
[el -> f -ý>, success(f) 
By c2 
I el. fc [el) 
so by cl 
e0 el 
and c4 gives 
success(el) 
We now pause to outline the method by which we will prove 
conditions cl to c4. The proof rests on three crucial definitions 
je) - is the set of target configurations which can be obtained 
from ffe] by 'running, through one step all and only (and in any 
order) those labelled commancLs in 
jej whose first step is to 
place a communication offer in a send queue. c3 and c4 follow 
Immediately from this definition. 
cons(f) - is true if the target experiment f has a program and 
communication state which are consistent in the sense that f 
can be regarded as I[e] doing something, for some e. 
inv(f) - If f can be regarded as Ile] doing something' then 
inv(f) - e; basically inv is an Inverse translation function 
defined on consistent f. 
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The following properties of these definitions will hold 
1. V e. ( cons([e]), Vfc je). cons(f) 
2. ( cons(f), f -> V) implies cons(fl) 
3. cons(f) implies inv(f) is defined. 
4. V e. (fc [e) Implies inv(f) - e, inv(je]) -e 
5. ( cons(f), f -> V) implies inv(f) -> Inv(fl) 
6. ( cons(f), f --/> ) implies fc ffinv(f)) 
Using these 6 properties we can prove c2 and the 'if' part of ol by 
al (if): Suppose 
I. f. [e] -> fc [el) 
then 
oons(f), cons([e]) (1 and 2) 
so 




ffe3 -> f 
then 
cons (f ) (i ) 
so 
fc linv(f )) (6 and 
We have already noted that 03 and c4 are immediate from the 
def ini tion of so all that remains is the I only if I part of cl 
which can be straightforwardly proved without recourse to the 
above definitions. 
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5.2.3. Proving the four conditions for 1-12 
Before we can prove conditions cl to c4 in this case we must 
define exactly what 1. ) refers to. This involves a number of 
prior definitions which, of course, we give first. 
IMAGE is the set of all possible derivatives pr c Prog2 which may 
occur In a computation of some translated experiment. This will 
be proved later but should be intuitively acceptable anyway. 
Def inition 5.17 
First define INTER 
t the 
intermediate syntactic forms for labelled 
commands with identifying token t, ranged over by intert, by 
inter 
t 
TR :: C](R, t) 
R:: wait((R, S, sent), <t>j; jpj(R, t) 
S:: akn((R, S, sent), <t>); jpj(S, t) 
and define 
INTER -1 INTER tENat t 
Note carefully the use of subscripts within inter t 
(i. e. inter t 
'knows' it is the t1th labelled command from the left). 
Now define 
IMAGE - ranged over by u, 
u :: - inter, inter n, n 
0 
For each configuration occurring in a computation of a translated 
experiment we need to know which labelled commands are doing what. 
Definition 5.18 
Let fw (<u, Q, s>, P) c exp(TEXP) 
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u- inter, inter nc 
IMAGE 
then we will define the multisets (in fact they will contain no 
repetitions, but it helps the definitions along) 
walting(f, R, s) - the identifying tokens of all labelled 
commands In f which have offered to send a value from R to S, 
but which have not (yet) received an acknowledgment from a 
receiver. 
akning(f, R, s) - the identifying tokens of all labelled commands 
I 
in f which have just received a value as part of a 
communication, between some sender R and receiver S, but have 
not yet acknowledged the appropriate sender. 
assigners(f) - the identifying tokens of all labelled commands 
in f which are about to execute an assignment statement. 
offering(f, R, S) - the identifying tokens of all labelled 
commands in f which are about to offer a communication between 
sender R and receiver S. 
by 
waiting(f, R, S) - [t: inter - R:: wait((R, S, sent), t cl 'ýtý); 
E (R, t) 
akning(f, R, S) - [t: intert m S:: akn((R, S, sent), <t>J; Tc](S, tj] 
assign ers(f [t: inter t 
R: : x: -e; lel ( R, t 
offering(f, R, S) [t: inter t 
[R:: Sle; c](R, t)J 
Further, we take 
sendemc 
I 
waiting(f, R, S) l(fj R, ScProc 
receivers 
I 
akning(f, R, S) (f) ý'RSeProc 
offerers 
I 
offering(f, R, S) (f) R, SeProc 
0 
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Note all these multisets will In fact have no repetitions (i. e. 
they will be normal sets) but defining them as multisets will 
facilitate the definition of loons' (to follow) because multisets 
would show up any repetitions and part of the statement of loons' 
is that there arentt any repetitions. 
We now define a relation 'run' to determine the derivatives of an 
experiment f given a set of process tokens identifying those 
labelled commands to be 'advanced one step' (in any'order). 
Definition 5.19 
In I do-one' we formalise the notion of executing a single labelled 
command determined by some token 
Let f= (<U, Q, S>, P)l 





do-one(t, f, ft) if 
1.11 
<intert, Q, s> -ýý> <inter IOQIIst>t t 
3.1 5 n. 
inter 
inter I if 10t 
Intel, ' otherwise 't 
4. ul - inter 1 11 inter n 
119 
5. f, - (<UI, QI, S, >, P). 
To run a set of tokens do them one at a time In any order: 
run(o, f, f). 
run(s+ftl', f, f") if 
do-one(t, f, fl), 
run (S, f I f"). 
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Note S Is not a multiset so each process can advance at most one step. 
0 
We will of cowse need the following: 
Proposition 5.3 
Suppose f- (<u, Q, s>, P), 




SC fl,..., nj 
then 
1. run(S, f, fl) implies f -> V 
2. S*0, run(S, f, flj implies fV 
It is now quite easy to characterise the tips of computations for 
translated experiments as 'almost-translated' experiments, i. e. 
configurations reached from a translated experiment by making all 
possible offers of communication in some order. 
Definition 5.20 
Ee) - If: offerers([e]) - S, run(S, ffeT, fjj 
0 
Note that although all tips are of this form, not everything of 
this form is a tip, e. g. 
ff(<R:: x: -e, s>, P)j - 1(<R:: x: -e, initQ, s>, P)l 
whose single element has a non-trivial derivation. 
Proposition 5.4 
1. V e. Vfc ffe). ffe] -> f 
so Q i. 2. Suppose fc [e) for some e, fs the 
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communication state of f, then 
1. v t. Q(t) -0 
2. V R, S. Q(R, S, sent) - empty 
3. V. R, S- 
[t: i e. <t, e> c mset(Q(R, S, send))] - offering(le], R, S) 
4. Ve. le ) -o 0 
13 
Now, the crucial element in the proof of conditions cl to c4 is 
the recognition of an invariant property in all derivatives of a 
translated experiment. This property relates program text to 
communication state, saying essentially that 
If there is a sender (in the program text) waiting for 
acknowledgement then its unique identifying token is in one 
(and only one) of: 
1. The appropriate send queue. 
2. The 'pending tray' of a single receiver (and the receiver 
has a particular syntactic form). 
The appropriate sent queue. 
Given said invariant, to be called 'eons' (for 'consistent', we 
need IinvI for 'inverse'), we can construct an inverse translation 
I invI so that (loosely) 
f -V>, cons(f) implies fc [inv(f)) 
(which will give condition c2 eventually). So, on with the 
definitions ... 
Definition 5.21 
Suppose f- (<U, Q, S>, P), we start with a few auxilliaries 
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corresponding to the three categories mentioned above: 
in-3end(f, R, S) - [t: I e. <t, e> c maet(Q(R, S, send))] 
in-pending(f, R, S) - ftl: I t. tc akning(f, R, S), Q(t)-tIj 
In-sent(f, R, S) - [t: <t> c mset(Q(R, S, sentj)] 
Now just one little definition to help keep things 'clean' (i. e. 
functional) later on in the proof: 
cl ean (f ) iff V t. ( Q(t) -0 iff ti receivers(f) ) 
This means that in a clean configuration Q(tj-O only when the 
process identified by t is about to acknowledge a communication. 
Thus we can now define 
cons(f) iff 
1. f- (<U, Q, S>, P), uc IMAGE 
V R, 
walting(f, R, Sj in-send(f, R, Sj 
in-pending(f , R, Sj 
in- sent (f , R, Sj 
clean(f) 
cl 
At this point we can justify our use of multisets because it is 
simple to show there can be no repetitions in waiting(f, R, S) so 
the three multisets on the right-hand side of the equation in 2 
are disjoint sets (i. e. no repetitions) if 2 is true. This is 
expressed in the following Proposition, 
Proposition 5.5 
Suppose f- (<U, Q, S>, P), uc IMAGE, then 
1. V R, S. norep(waiting(f, R, S)j 
2. If cons(f) then V R, S. 
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norep(in-send(f, R, S)J, 
nor ep(in- pending (f , R, S)). 
nor ep(in- sent (f , R, S) 
J 
and these sets are pairwise disjoint. 
a 
Two relevant points are noted in the following Proposition, 
Proposition 5.6 
1. V e. cons(lel) 
2. V e. -V fc 
Ee). cons(f) 
13 
For each consistent experiment f we can now define linv(fjl as a 
source experiment e such that f becomes a member of ffe) when all 
communications received but not fully acknowledged are run to 
completion by both participants. No new actions are started. We 
will explain a little more fully in the following definition, 
Definition 5.22 
Suppose cons(f), f 
inv(f) - (<p, s>, 
if u- inter, ll... l 
p-R1:: cl 11 ... 
I 
match(interi, Q) - 
where 
(<u, Q, s>, P), then 
P) 
inter 
Rn:: c n 
Ri:: c, i-1,..., n 
match(ffR:: cl(,, t), Q) - R:: c 
match(R:: wait((R, S, sent) <c ' tý'); 
[T(R, 
t)' 
R:: c if tc in-pending(f, R, Sj++in-sent(f, R, S) 
R:: S! e; c if <t, e> c mset(Q(R, S, sendjj 
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Note that If only the value or e was stored then match would be 
very hard to define. That's why the expression e was stored 
rather than the value. 
match (S:: akn((R, S, 3ent) < t>); [c] (S' t), Q) - S:: c 
The reasoning is as follows, 
1. inv(f) has the same state as f, any communications which 
have been received have already had their associated value 
bound in the state. 
2. The progress of any particular labelled command interi (or 
rather the progress of the matching source command) can be 
found by reference to the communication state. (It should be 
noted at this point that it Is necessary to prove match is 
indeed a function, this result follows from the consistency of 
f and will not be pursued further here). Match Is defined by 
case analysis of the definition of IMAGE: 
The match of a translated command is of coirse the command 
Itself . 
The match of a sender waiting for acknowledgement depends on 
whether or not its offer has been received, if so its wait 
is ended, if not then the expression from the queue is used 
to reconstruct the sending command whose action placed it on 
the queue and the communication is deemed not to have taken 
place. 
The match of a receiver about to acknowledge a3sume3 the 
receive action to be finished 
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a 
The following Proposition establishes some important points about 
inv, 
Proposition 5.7 
1. inv(f) is well-defined if cons(f). 
2. V e. inv([e]) -e 
3. V e. Vfc jej. inv(f) -e 
0 
The heart of the proof of conditions cl to c4 lies in the 
following Proposition and two Lemmas. Proposition 5.8 will 
establish condition c2 while Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 determine the 
forward and reverse (respectively) implications of condition cl. 
Conditions C3 and c4 are readily established directly from the 
appropriate definitions. 
Proposition 5.8 
If cons(f), f- (<u, Q, 3>, P), f -i>, then 
1. V R, S. waiting(f, R, S) - in-send(f, R, S) 
2.1 e. fc Ee) 
Prc*f 
1. Suppose there exist R and S such that the consequent is not 
true. Then, since cons(f), we must have 
in-pending(f, R, S)++in-sent(f, R, S) 
case in. -pending(f, R, S) * 0: then 
I t. tc akning(f, R, S) 
hence, by the operational semantics, 
4 fl. run(jtj, f, fIj 
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i. e. r -> -> fl (by Proposition 5.3 (2)). 
case in-pending(f, R, S) - 0, in-sent(f, R, Sj -o 0: but we must have 
In-sent(f, Ft, S) C waiting(f, R, S) 
hen ce 
4 q, t. Q(R, S, sent) - <t>. q, tc waiting(f, R, S) 
thus, by the operational semantics, 
j fl. run(jtj, f, f1) 
I. e. f -> -> V (by Proposition 5.3 (2)). 
2. First we need to establish a few points about f; suppose 




1. v R, S. waiting(f, R, s) in-send(f, R, S), 
akning(f, R, Sj in-sent(f, R, S) 
This was established In part 1, except to note that 
in-pending(f, R, S) -0 implies akning(f, R, S) -0 
2. assigners(f) -0, else by the operational semantics f 
Note if eval were not a total function then this might not 
hold since eval(e, s) -v might not be provable, thus robbing 
the assignment semantic rule (section 1-3j of its 
antecedent. However, the result would still hold. 
IV tc Nat. Q(t) - 0, this follows immediately since 
clean(f). 
Thus, every inter i is in one of the forms 
a) R:: wait(_); ffe](,, t) 
b) [S:: R? X; cl(S 
I t) 
c) done 
Now, take e- inv(f) 
200 - 
0 
In the following arguments we will need to single out frcm a 
program (in either Source or Target) the particular labelled 
oommand(s) involved in a transition, of which there are at most 
two. We do this by defining a set of injective functions: 
Definition 5.23 
A (binary)(Source) program context 
po: Prog x Prog -> Prog 
is a (partial) function defined for some 
n 2, 
ij c 11 .,., nJ, i-J, 
IR 
k :: c k: 
kc fl,..., nl-li, jlj 
by Pc(PlPP2) n "1:: cl 11 ... 
JIB 
n:: c n 
if P1 -Ri:: Cip 
p2- Hi... Cjp 
f- p 
Thus a context Is essentially a program with two holes for 
(compatible) labelled commands. A similar definition also serves 
for unary (Source) program contexts, also ranged over by pc. 
For binary Target contexts, ranged over by uc, we must take into 
account the identifying token of an argument labelled command; 
uc: INTER tx INTER u -> 
I MA GE 
is a partial function defined, for some 
nz2, 
t, u c tou, 
finterk :kc jl,..., nj-jt, ujj 
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by uc(intert, interu) r 
if r- Inter, inter n' 
f- r 




V e. (e -> eI Implies jej -> -> Eel] ) 
Proof 
The proof proceeds by cases on the derivation of e -> e I; we will 
just demonstrate the diffict; lt case wherein 
e- (<pc[R:: Sle; cl, S:: R? x; c2l, s>, PJI 
el - (<pc[R:: c,, S:: c 21, sfv/ xl>, P) 
where eval(e, s) - v. Then j tlp t 2* 
ffel - (<uc[ ER:: Sle; c ll(R, tl)' 
IS:: R? x; cJ(S, t2) 
initQ, 
S>, P) 
where uc: INTER ti x INTER t2 -> IMAGE 
is the binary proiram context such that V p, 9 P2* 




whenever both sides are defined. Now, we proceed to 'run' the 
translation by asserting certain instances of the relation 'run' 
Step 1 
run( it, 1, [e], f 1) 
where 
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r (<uc[R:: wait((R, S, sent), <t 
[S:: R? x; c 2ý(S, t2)3' 
initQ[<tl, e>/(R, S, send)], 
3>, P) 
Step 2 
run( It 2 
J, f 1 'f2) 
where 
N (<Uo[, 
S:: akn((R. S, sent), < t 2>); 
ký(S, 
t2) 
initQ[t 1 /t 2]' 
S[V/X]>, P) 





S:: EC21 ( S, t 2) 
J' 
lnitQ[<t 1 >/(R, S, sent)j, 
S[V/X]>, 
Step 
run(It1l, f 3'f4) 
where 
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(<UC[R: : Jell( ji, t, ) 
S:: fcý(S, t2) 
i ni tQ, 
S[V/X]>, 
By the construction of uc, 
f4" Ee 
hence 
Ee] -> f1 -> f2 -> f3 -> f4 m le 'I 
0 
corollary 5.1 
e. if e -> el then [ej -> Eel] 
D 
Lemma 5.2 
V f. if cons(f), f-> V then 
1. cons(f I) 
2. inv(f) -> inv(fl) 
Proof 
We proceed by cases on the derivation of f -> f, (i. e. by cases on 
IMAGE). In proving 1. we will concentrate on the second part of 
cons, to the detriment of the first and third, mainly by 
demonstrating how changes to the configuration 'balance out'. 
The proof of 2. will involve proving either inv(f) - inv(f I) 
(cases 2,4 and 5) or inv(f) -> inv(fl) (cases 1 and 3) wherein 
'. things actually get done' by changing the state and, in case 3, 
making a firm committment to a particular communication. 
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case 
f (<u, Q, s>, P) 
fo (<u', Q, stv/xl>, P), 
u uc[ ER:: x: -e; cl(R, t) 
inter, 1J... 11 intern 
ul - uc[ ffR:: c3(1,, t) 
j 
- Inter' 1199*11 inter' 1n 
eval(e, s) -V 
1. Clearly cons(f since none of the related entities 
2. Firstly, 
IPt Implies match(inter,, Q) - match(inter, ', Qj 
and thus since 
match(JR:: x: -e; c](,, t), Q) - R:: x: -e; c 
match( [R:: cl(,, t), Q) - R:: c 
we have by Definition 5.22 and the semantics of Source 
inv(f) -> inv(fl) 
case 2: 
fw (<U, Q, S>, P) 
ff w (<u,, Ql, s>, P) 
u- uc[ [fi:: Sle; c3(,,, t) 
3 
- inter, II... 11 inter n 




- inter, ' 11 inter' n 
Q, . Q[<t, e>. Q(R, S, send)/(R, S, send)j 
1. The only changes Interesting to cons are: 
waiting(f#, T, U 
waiting(f, R, S)++ft] 
waiting(f, T, U) 
changed. 
if (T, U) - (R, S) 
otherwise 
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sending(f', T, U) - 
sending(f, R, S)++[t) If (T, U) - (R, S) 
sending (f T, U) otherwise 
So the Invariant is preserved because both waiting and sending, 
with respect to (R, s), is augmented by t. 
2. Firstly, from the above identities and the definition of match 
we get 
ivt implies match(interi, Q) - match(inter i 
Q, 
and since 
<t, e> c in-send(f ', Qj 
we get 
match(R:: wait((R, S, sentj, <t>); Ecl(R, t)'Q') - 
R:: Sle; c 
Thus 
inv(f) - inv(fl). 
case 3: 
f- (<u, Qf<t, e>. q/(R, S, send)], s>, P) 
ff . (<u', Q[q/(R, S, send), t/tl], s[v/x]>, P) 
u- uc[ ES:: R? x; c3(,, tl) 
I 
- inter, 11 ... Ilinter n 
ul - uc[ S:: akn((R, S, sent), <tl>); Ecl(R, tlj 
I 
- inter, ' 11 ... 11 intern, 
1. The relevant changes are: 
in-send(f', T, U ). 
I in-send(f, R, Sj--[t] if (T, Uj - (R, Sj 
in- send(f , T, Uj otherwise 
in-pending(f, R, Sj++[t) if (T, Uj - (R, Sj 
in- pendi ng(f T, U). 
in-pending(f, T, U) otherwise 
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It is easily deduced that 
clean(f I) 
since 
clean(f), tc receivers(fl) 
2. We need to show 
a) ViI It, t'l. match(inter,, Qj - match(inter,, Ql) 
b) match(intert, Q) - R:: Sle; cl 
c) match(intert,, Q) - S:: R? x; c 
d) match(inter', Ql) - R:: c, t 
ej match(interl,, Qlj - S:: c t 
so heare goes, 
a) First, by the operational semantics, 
Vii ft, t1j. inter inter 
We proceed by cases on inter,, 
case interi m ffr:: cl(t,,,, ): 
Trivial since the result is independent of Q, ie 
match(interi, Q) - match(inter', Qlj - T:: c i 
case inte"i - T:: wait((T, U, sent), <i>); ýc3(t,,,,,: 
Then frorn the description of changes in 1. and i*t we 
must have 
in-sent(f, T, U) - in-sent(f', T, U), 
ie in-pending(f, T, U) iff ie in-pending(f', T, U) 
in-send(f, T, U) - in-send(f', T, U). 
Hence result by the definition of match in this case. 
case inter i-U:: akn((T, U, sent), <i>); 
Ic](t,,, 
ij. * 
Trivial, again, since the result is independent of Q. 
b) Well, 
te in-send(f, R, S) 
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so by cons 
tc waiting(f, R, S) 
hence 
j cl. intert = R: : wait( (R, S, sent) <t> ); Icl](Rt) 
thus 
j e. match(intbrt, Q) - R:: Sle; cl 
c) Immediate from the definition of match. 
d) Reasoning as in b) we note that now 
tc In-pending(f', R, S) 
e) Immediate from the definition of match. 
Now clearly 
inv(f) -> inv(fl) 
by the communication from R to S. 
case 4: 
f' - (<u, Q[q/(R, S, sent), t/tlj, s>, P) 
ff - (<ul Q[ q. <t>/(R, S, sent), 0/tlj, s>, P) 
u- uc[ S:: akn((R, S, sent), <tl>); Ecj(S, t, ) 
- inter, ll... Il inter n 
ul - UCI SACI(S'tj I 
- inter, - 11 ... Ilinter, n 
1. As usual we present the relevant changes 
in-sent(f 
. 
1, T, U) - 
in-sent(f, R, S)++ftj if (T, U) = (R, S) 
in-sent(f, T, U) otherwise 
in-pending(f', T, U) - 
in-pending(f , R, S. 
)--[t] if (T, U) - (R, S) 
in-pending(f, T, U) otherwise 
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and of cotrae clean(f ") holds. 
2. We need to prove 
c il,..., nj. match(inter,, Q) - match(inter', Ql) i 
If i-t' the result is immediate by the definition of match, and 
if inter i is not a waiting process then the result is similarly 
obtained. So the only case left is 
inter i-T:: wait((T, U, sent), <t"> 
); [C'O (T, t1l)' 
tic ,tI (but it's possible tII - t) 
However, from the discussion in 1. we have 
in-pending(f, T, U)++in-sent(f, T, U) - 
in-pending(f', T, U)++in-sent(f', T, U), 
in-send(f, T, Uj - in-send(f', T, U) 
thus, by the definition of match, 
match(inter,, Q) - match(interl, Ql) 
since 
inter i- inter 
Hence 
inv(f) - inv(fl) 
case 5: 
f- (<u, Q[<t>. q/(R, S, sent)], s>, P) 
fin (<u', Q[q/(R, S, sentjj, s>, P) 
u- uc[ R:: wait((R, Ssent), <t> ); ECI(R, t) 
J 
ul- ucl R44(R, t) 
I 
This case presents no further difficulties, suffice it to say 
inv(f) - inv(ft). 
13 
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Corollary 5.2 
V f. if cons(f), f -> fl, then 
1. cons(f I) 
2. inv(f) -> inv(fl) 
13 
We now turn to the proof of conditions cl to c4 given oLr 
accumulated armoury of Propositions, Lemmas and Corollaries, 
Theorem 5.2 
ff*12: SEXP -> TEXP is a complete implementation. 
Proof 
By Proposition 5.1s SEXP and TEXP are computationally finite and 
success terminating so we prove conditions cl to c4 in the 
statement of Theorem 5.1 
Suppose e -> el, then by Corollary 5.1 
ffel -> Ee 1] 
and by Proposition 5.4 
4 f. gel) fc [el) 
Now suppose f. ge] -> fc [e), then by Proposition 5.6 
and Corollary 5.2 
inv(&]) -> inv(f) 
but by Proposition 5.7 
inv(le]) - e, inv(f) - el 
th us 
el 
c2. By Proposition 5.6, Corollary 5.2 
cons(f) 
and thus from Proposition 5.8 
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j el. rc Eel) 
c3. Follows by simple case analysis on the Proof of the derivation. 
o4. Immediate from the definitions. 
0 
5.2.4. Alternative results 
In this section we have shown that any translation between 
computationally finite success terminating experiment systems 
which satisfies conditions ol to c4 is a complete implementation 
(proved In Theorem 5-1). Though an interesting result (we hopel) 
there is no reason, beyond its use in the current example, why it 
should stand out from many similar results as 'the one to be 
proved'. We would like to suggest that what is important here Is 
the use of an 'abstract layer', underneath the testing definition 
of translation correctness, which emphasises properties of 
experiment systems and their computations. This allows a flexible 
, mix and match' approach to verifying translations. For instance 
we can prove a translation is an implementation (only) with a 
similar set of conditions to cl to c4, by employing the following 
Definition and Theorem; 
Definition 5.24 
Suppose <E, ->, success> is an experiment system, eEE, then define 
div(e) iff e has an infinite computation, i. e. 
div(e). iff j <e 
n> Nat 6 
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S- <ESt ->Sp success S>e ranges over ESp 
T- <E T' ->T' succes 8T >f ranges over 
ET 
are success terminating experiment systems, (subscripts will 
be dropped from now on where unnecessary). 
2.1. ]: ES -> E T' 
ff. ): ES -> P(E T) 
then 
cl. v e, el. (I fc ffel). [eý -> f) implies e -> el 
C2. V e, f. [e] -> f --/> implies j el. fc jel) 
C3. V e. IV fc je). e -> if ff -> 
C4. V e. Vfc je). success(e) iff success(f) 
C5. V e. div([eT) implies div(e) 
implies 
V e. ffe] implements e. 
13 
Note that the demand on Computational finiteness has been omitted 
and we have dropped the forward implication in cl and added C5 to 
handle infinite computations (Actually we only need the forward 
implication in C3j. The proof proceeds as in Theorem 5.1, 
Proof Let ecE 
(e must implies [e] must): Suppose e must; take any computation of 
[e], then it must be finite since by C5 
div([e]) iff div(e) 
which contradicts e must since ES is success terminating. Thus we 
can proceed, as before, on the finite case, 
[e] -> f 
then by C2 
el. fc Eel) 
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so by Cl 
e -> el 
and by C3 
e1 -71> 
Thus since ES is success terminating and e must (by hypothesis) we 
have 
success(e-) 
and hence by C4 
success(f) 
([ej may implies e may): Then since ET is success terminating we 
have 
j f. je] .>f -ý>, success(f) 
Now, by C2 
I el. fc je) 
so by C1 and c4 
e0 el 
ci 
of course, another similar result would be that for 
computationally finite success sustaining systems conditions, cl to 
c4 lacking the forward implication of condition cl are sufficient 
to guarantee an implementation. 
Condition C5 is the only one we haven't already proved for our 
example translation, simply because there are no infinite 
computations in SEXP or TEXP. If we were to add some kind of 
iterative or recursive construct to the Source language then we 
might like to establish this condition for our new- translation. 
One way of doing this is through the following Proposition (given 
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extended definitions of cons, inv etc) 
Proposition 5.9 
Let f, fl range over config(TEXP) and suppose for all f such that 
cons(f). 
k41. f -> kV 
implies Inv(f) -> -> inv(fl) 
then 
V e. div([e]) implies div(e) 
Proof Simply noting cons([e]) we see that there must be an 
infinite computation 
[e] ->kf1 -> kf2 ->k 
so there must be an infinite computation 
e -> 0 inv(fl lnv(f 2) 
13 
In this Proposition the number k sets an upper bound on how many 
'housekeeping' steps the translation can make before doing some of 
the real work performed by the original. In our proof the real 
work was done when the state was changed by assigning some value 
to a variable during either an assignment statement or a receipt 
(rec(qvd, <t1, x>)) statement. Whenever some experiment f performed 
one of these statements in a derivation f -> f, we showed inv(f) 
-> inv(fl), whereas for the other statements inv(f) - inv(fl) so 
only (necessaryl) 'housekeeping, work has been performed. For the 
example translation it is easily seen that if 
f- (<rl 11 ... 
11 r n's>' 
P) 
then taking k-3n establishes the antecedent. of Proposition 5.9. 
A more general version of this approach would be to replace C5 by 
the following condition. 
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C5.1 V e. jk1-Vf- 
( Eel >kf implies J el. e el, ffe'3 -> fj 
i. e. if a translated configuration takes k steps to reach f then 
it must have simulated at least one source action. Then we 
endeavow to prove C5 by: 
Prc*f of C5: 
Suppose div([el), then 
4f. [e] -> k f, div(f) 
for that k provided by C5.1. Hence 
-I el .e -> -> el , 
ffel] -> f 
so div([el]) 
and the construction can be repeated from e1 to produce en for 
any n, giving an infinite computation 
e -> -> el -> -> e2 -> -> ... 
0 
To establish C5.1 for our 
(extended) translation would probably be 
quite simple using 
(an extended) Lemma 5.1. However, finding a 
general condition to establish C5.2 stated in terms akin to C5.1 
may be problematic since Lemma 5.1 says something about the 
configurations which a translation may take up during a 
computation rather than just the end points characterised by 
1.1 
and K. ). For our example 
(and hopefully the extended version) it 
is the case that configurations which are also translations of 
source configurations can arise almost as required in a 
computation but this is not to be expected in general. 
A proof of complete implementation for the infinite case -would 
require adding the converse 
(C1.1) of C1 and the converse (C5.2) 
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of C5 to the conditions Cl ,--- C5: 
C1.1 V e, el. e -> el Implies jfc jel). [e) -> f 
C5.2 V e. div(ej implies div([e]) 
then we can prove V e. ffe] must implies e must as follows: 
Proof of must: 
Suppose [e] must; take any complete computation (finite or 
infinite) of e 
case e -> el then by C1.1 
Ifc [e Je3 -> f 
and by C2 
f --/> 
Thus since [e] must 
success(f) 
and then by C4 
success(el) 
case div(e): then by C5.2 
di v( [e] ) 
which is not possible since 
ffe] must in a success terminating 
system. 
0 
To prove V e. e may implies 
jej may : 
proof of may: 
Suppose e may; then we have a finite computation 
e -> el, success(el) 
hence by C1.1 
lfc[el). Eel-> f 
and by C4 
success(f) 
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0 
5.2.5. Extending the translation 
Having translated a very small core of CSP to a speciallly devised 
language the question of possible extensions to the translation 
becomes intertwined with the question of possible extensions to 
the Target language. Thus we should concentrate mainly on the 
translation method in discussing extensions of the translation and 
the proof of correctness. Perhaps the most important missing 
command forms are the conditional 
(if go fi), repetitive (do go 
od) and (nested) parallel 
(ell lc2) forms. 
if ge fi: It would seem the main problem here lies in translating 
guarded commands like 
b, => R1 le 1ob2 -> 
R2 le 2ob3 => R3 le 3 
wherein the first action of the translation of Ri !ei will be to 
put an offer in a send queue. For the above guarded command three 
offers should be put in queues, but at most one should be 
accepted. Thus there are two related subproblems 
Making a communication offer should not select a guarded 
command for execution. 
2. only one communication offer should be accepted. 
do ge od: Aside frcm the problems of translating the guarded 
ccmmand theve is the difficulty of the infinite ccmputations 
introduced into the experiment systems by this iterative command. 
This point was discussed earlier, where it was shown how the proof 
technique might be extended to handle such cases. 
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c1jjc2 : It seems that this construct would pose no difficulties 
for this translation method in general, however it really all 
depends on the chosen target language. 
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Weaveaort; an example implementation 
This chapter has tNree main aims : 
1. To introduce a CCS operator $ as an aid to specification, 
allowing freedom of choice to the implementer and ease of 
description to the specifier. 
2. To provide an example wherein the relationship of complete 
implementation, or of having a bisimulation, does not hold in 
a natural way between the described process and its 
specification. 
To show how object implementation may be proved using a 
technique similar to that employed in the bisimulation theory. 
kxtending EXP(CCS) to NEXP(CCS) 
Since our aim in this chapter is to establish the relation of 
object implementation 
(see Definition 4.11 chapter 4 section 2-5) 
between a sorting machine and its specification we need to define 
an experiment system in which the former implements the latter. 
The system we choose is very similar to EXP(CCs) (see chapter 4 
section 1) so experiments are CCS terms, the transition relation 
is -! >, and success is the ability to perform the distinguished 
action w. However, we need to extend EXP(CCS) (to NEXP(CCS)j in 
two ways: 
1. Adding Indeterminacy; we will need to express in a single CCS 
term a number of possible processes, so that whenever a term is 
encountered an &-bitrary choice can be made between the 
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possi bi 11 ties. This will greatly aid both the 'description and 
specification of the sorting machine. 
2. Extending the set or experiments: an experiment in EXP(CCS) is 
or the form Itestlobject', so given an experiment it is always 
clear which part is the test and which part is the object. 
Part of our proor technique will involve blurring the 
distinction between test and object, and to this end we allow 
an experiment to be (loosely) a term one of whose subterms is 
the object. The remainder is the test. 
Unfortunately we will find it necessary to restrict Val, the set 
of 0 ommunicable values, to be a finite set. This requirement 
comes up at two distinct places and is pointed out as it arises. 
Adding indeterminacy 
To aid in the specification and implementation of behaviours in 
CCS I and thereby 
NEXP(CCS), we introduce the notion of 
indeterminacy via a "don't care" or "don't know" operator 101 
which we add to the CCS of chapter 1. In the interests of brevity 
we will not completely describe the new CCS, but rather 
concentrate on the changes. 
We expand the possible CCS terms by adding a new operator 0 to 
those already present; if p, q are terms then p0q is a term. This 
term p(Bq represents either the process represented by the term p 
or the process represented by the term q. The difference between 
p+q and pOq is rather subtle. However, the former represents a 
process which is altogether different from both the processes 
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represented by p and q, whereas the latter represents precisely 
one or the other; it Is just that we don't know (or care) which. 
The rules for inferring transition relationships are very similar 
to those given in chapter I but the new operator $ must be 
accomodated. For example we would like the relations -ýý> to be 
such that 
Al. (BI + Cl) -ý'> p iff p-B! + Cl 
but 
AI. (BI ED CI) -ý'> P iff P- BI or P- C1 
Thus whenever a term p0q comes to be executed we want to replace 
it with either p or q (we don't care which) and execute that. We 
achieve this by i. ntroducing the notion of aI deterministic state' 
of a term. 
Definition 6.1 
Suppose we are employing a definition set D such that 
P(x 10... Ox n) 
<- q 
For any term p let ds(p) be the set of terms defined by induction 
on p as f ollows: 
ds (Nil) - Nil 
ds(a. p) m ja. pj 
ds tPl+P2) w 1pi I+p 2 1: p1 ds(p1j, P2' c ds (P2)1 
ds tPlOP2) - ds(pl) + ds(p 2) 
ds (P1 IP2) = 'P1 ' IP2' :p11E ds(pl), P2' E ds (P2J I 
ds(p[E]j = IpI[E): pI c ds(p)j 
ds(if b then p else q) - 
ds(p) if eval(b) - tt 
I 
ds(q) if eval(bj - ff 
ds (P(e, , ..., e n)) - 
ds(q[v 1 /x 11... ov n 
/X 
n]) 
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where eval(e i) - vi, i=1,..., n. 
so for example 
ds(BI + CI) - JBI + CII 
whereas 
ds(BI $ Cl) - IBI, Clf. a 
Note however that 
ds(A!. (B! 0 C! )j - JA!. (B! (Y CI)l 
so ds only looks at the topmost level of a process. Note* also 
that ds(p) is finite and non-empty for any p. 
The relations -ý> are now defined so that whenever p -2> q, q is a 
deterministic state, that is ds(qj-fql (We may say q is 
determinate, or a determinate term). So a computation evolves by 
a process changing, under the stimulus of actions, from 
deterministic state to deterministic state. However, a 
computation may begin from a nondeterministic state and it is only 
for this state that the derivation rule, given below, for @ is 
required. 
Definition 6.2 
Let -ý> be the least relation contained in'Terms x Terms such that 
the follolwing rules hold: 
Inaction 
Nil has no transitions. 
2. Action (different from chapter 1) 
2.1 1. p -1; ý pt if pl ds(p) 
2.2 eval(e)=v, pl c* ds(p) 
----------------------- 
A! e. p - 
A! V > pt 
2.3 A? x. p -A? Y> pl[v/x] if pl c ds(p). 
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Choice (as chapter 1) 
3.1 P -ý> pf 3.2 q -2> ql 
-- - ------ ------------- 
p+q -ýý> pI p+q -2> qf 
4. Indeterminacy 
4.1 p-ý pt 4.2 q -ý> qI 
----------- ------------- 
p$q -! 
ý> pI pEoq qI 
This definition may seem a little odd at first since it gives 
exactly the same derivations to p$q and p+q. However, it can 
be justified on the grounds that it is only used in the first 
step of a computation. In the testing theory we are interested 
in the set of all possible computations of an experiment 
(which in this case is a term) and not (so much) in the 
particular canputation we get in a single trial. Hence, the 
fact that we have given 
(1): ((A! 0 B! j I A? ) \A 
only the single computation 
((A! 0 B! ) I A? ) \A -4 (Nil I Nil) \A 
which is essentially identical with the only computation of 
(2): ((A! + B! ) I A? ) \A 
is (for our purposes) redressed by the following convention. 
Convention The computations in comp(p) of length zero are 
precisely the determinate terms PI e ds(p) such that pI 
Then (1) has a single computation of length zero, viz. 
(B! I A? j \A 
while (2) has none. 
13 
Parallel (different from chapter 1) 
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5.1 p pl, ql c ds(q) 
---------------------- 
plq --ý> pllqf 
5.2 q -2> ql, pl c ds(q) 
---------------------- 
plq --ý> pilql 
The substitution of determinate terms is necessary so that 
all derivatives are determinate. 
5.3 p -ýý> pqq 
------------------ 
pjq -4 pliq, 
6. Renaming (as chapter 1) 
6.1 p -§> pt 
p[E] > pl[E] 
If F(a) is defined, where 
1 if a-1 
F(A) 
E(-A)! v if a- Mv, E(A) defined 
E(Aj? v if a-A? v, E(A) defined 
undefined otherwise 
7. Conditional (as chapter 1) 
7.1 beval(b)=tt, p -2> p, 
------------------------ 
if b then p else q -ý> pt 
7.2 beval(bj=ff, q -2> q1 
------------------------ 
if b then p else q -2> q1 
Note that by Definition 6.1 these rules will only be used at 
the beginning of a computation. 
Procedure call (as chapter 1) 
Suppose D(P(x 1 ..., x np 
is defined, then 
P[V /x /x 1 1'*'*'vn n] pf 
. 
P(el,..., e n PI 
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where eval(e 1) 0 vi, 
im1,..., n 
Note that, in common with the rules for j, this rule will only 
be used at the beginning of a computation since the function ds 
substitutes the body of the call immediately on encounter. it 
is important to note that in what follows we will not bother to 
distinguish the body from the call, employing the call as a 
description of the body. This is permissible because in only 
one case will the body of the call (to WSn(M)) not be a 
determinate term and for that case we will distinguish body 
from call. 
D 
The following proposition holds; 
Proposition 6.1 
iff j dp c ds(p). dp - 
a. P, 
0 
Next we introduce a little notation to enable simple description 
of complicated terms, 
Notation In analogy with + and we introduce 
0q 
to denote qq keK k k1 kn 
where K= jk 1 ..., k nI 
is some finite index set for ne1. This is 
permissible since 0 will behave at all times like an associative 
commutative operator. 
0 
The definitions so far are fine if we are dealing with determinate 
terms but we really want to talk about indeterminate terms during 
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the course of a computation. From the definition of the 
transition relations -ý> we have seen such terms don' t occur 
within a computation. However, it will be useful in the proof of 
the may part of implementation to behave as if they did occur; 
this will allow us to defer decisions about which of a number of 
possible processes has been chosen, we will know it is one of the 
definite states but not which one. 
We really want to act as if we had a slightly different transition 
relation wherein indeterminacy can remain unresolved arbitrarily 
far past its first encounter, the essential idea being that if p 
-2> r and p -ý> q then if p -2> pI it's possible that pI -q or pI 
which we would like to write as 
p -ýý> q6r 
which may be read Ilp may perform the action a, thereby becoming 
one of q or r". We define this new transition relation between 
(indeterminate) terms as follows: 
DefinItion 6.3 
p -ý> q iff V dq c ds(q). p -ý> dq 
Note ds(q) is always non-empty and if q is determinate then the 
relationship is as before 
(since ds(q) - jqj in that case). 
13 
Thus for example: 1. (p 0 qj -4 p0q and (1-p + 1. q) -4 p@q. 
At this point we should emphasise that the 'true' transition 
relation is -> whereas -> will be useful for establishing 
relationships in -> such as: 
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Proposition 6.2 
p -4 -! >* q implies V dq e ds(q). p -! >* dq 
Proof by induction on the length of the derivation -! >* using 
Proposition 6.1. 
cl 
6.1.2. Extending the set of tests 
So far we have decided that an experiment is a CCS term (possibly 
indeterminate) and that success is achieved when that term reaches 
a derivative which offers the distinguished action w. Since we 
are dealing in this chapter with the relation. implements between 
objects rather that experiments it is necessary to separate test 
and object in an experiment. To this end we introduce tests as 
contexts and objects as terms not containing the action w, so only 
the test part may signal success. 
A test t, often written t[. ] to distinguish it as such, is a CCS 
term with a single distinguished parameterless procedure call to 
its argument. Interfacing a test involves substitution of this 
procedure call by the argument. 
Definition 6.4 
Suppose we have a distinguished procedure name Arg c Proc, then a 
test t is a closed term with a single occurrence of Arg as a 
subterm. Writing t[p] for t[p/Arg] define the set T of tests, 
ranged over by t, by 
t :: - Arg I p1t I t[E] I t1 ýt2l 
where p ranges over Terms. We will assume each test t is 
syntactically valid, i. e. [- t. Arg is assumed to have no 
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definition, Its occurrence serves merely as a marker for the point 
of substitution. We may write [. ] for Arg when describing tests, 
thus for example 
pI Arg may be written p 
13 
The objects to be tested are valid CCS terms not involving w, so 
the signal of success must come from the test. 
Def inition 6.5 
The set P of objects is defined by 
P- lp: wi FL(p), ý- pl 
0 
The application of a test to an object is of course achieved by 
substituting the object for Arg, yielding a CCS term (an 
experiment) with the following property: 
Proposition 6.3 
If tcTandpc P then 
ds(t[p]) - Itl[pl]: tl c ds(t), pl c ds(p)l 
a 
Now, in analysing and synthesising transitions of experiments it 
is useful to separate the actions of test and object. To this end 
we introduce transition relations for contexts. 
Definition 6.6 
Suppose we add to our definition set D the definitions 
Test <- a. l. Did 
a 
Did <- Nil 
a 
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for every ac AD (see chapter 1 section 2.2), assuming (Test a 10), 
(Did 
a 
0) 1 Defined(D), then for every possible action we have a 
process Test a 
which offers it alone. The derivation rules for 





t[. ] -qiýj> tf[. ] 
The consequent should be read as 
If t's argument may perform action a then the whole term may 
perform action a as t becomes t', a test for whatever the 
argument has become. 
The reason for not defining 
Test <- a. Did a 




Test 1. Did 
a 
The second relationship is better for keeping track of the point 
of substitution, for the subterm 1. Did a 
will remain at the point 
of substitution of Test a 
but Nil may occur at many points in a 
term tI[Nil] so we might have 
tI[Nil) - tII[Nil], tI 
in which case we have lost track of what the test was. 
Proposition 6.4 (1) will affirm the property we require. 
Note that the consequent of rule 1 is not intended to describe a 
new form of action or transition relation for general CCS terms, 
it is merely a device for describing-how a test interacts with its 
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argument. 
In the case a-1, which is the most interesting to us, we write 





t[. ] -Ll> ti 
The consequent may be read 
Regardless of t's argument the whole term performs action a, 
t becoming tl and the argument remaining unchanged. 
0 
The definition of test transitions now enables, and is justified 
by, the following proposition addressing the relationship between 
test and object in a single transition step of an experiment. 
Proposition 6.4 




unique t'. (q - tI[Test a] or q 
t'[1. Did 
a 
2. t[. ] -2> tl[. ] implies 
VpcP. V dpt c ds(p). t[p] -ý> tI[dp'1 
3. t[. ] t, [. ] implies t' c ds(t) 
4. t[P] q iff j t', pI. q- tI[p'] and one of the following 
holds 
1. t[. ] -4 tl[. ], pI c ds(p) 
2. j a. t[. ] -LýI> tl[. ], p A> pI 
a 
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From now on we will describe the progression of experiments as 
t[p] -> tl[p, j -> t"[P"] -> ... 
as justified by Proposition 6.4 (4). 
We are now in a position to define NEXP(CCS) and refer the reader 
to chapter 4 section 1.1 for general motivation. 
Definition 6.7 
An experiment is the application of a test to an object: 
exp(NEXP(CCSJJ - It[p]: tcT, pc PI 
An experiment is successful if it offers w: 
succ(NEXP(CCS)) - je: ec exp(NEXP(CCS)), e -ý?! >j 
An experiment proceeds by the derivation rules of CCS 
trans(NEXP(CCS)) - -! > 
0 
6.2. The weavesort machine 
The example we have chosen is taken from the area of VLSI design 
wherein great emphasis is placed on regularity of structure and a 
high degree of concurrency. The task to be performed by the 
machine is that of sorting a multiset of natural numbers into 
numerical order. Of course the machine will be of finite capacity 
so there is a limit to the size of the multiset. 
6.2.1. An informal description of weavesort 
A weavesort machine of size n, capable of sorting a multiset of 2n 
values, is a linear array of n sorting cells each of which may 
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hold at most 2 values. The machine is assumed to be initially 
empty so each cell is empty. Diagrammatically this state is 
represented as 
input 
T--T - T---T T----T output --- -------- 
where each box represents an empty cell, and the connections 
between cells are written 1-1. Each cell, except the rightmost, 
is connected to its right neighbour by a data path across which 
values can pass in either direction. Data enters and leaves the 
array through the left cell only, the rightmost cell only 
communicates with its left neighbour. 
The action of this machine is most easily understood in terms of 
the actions of its constituent cells. The action of a single cell 
depends on how many values it holds in its two registers (a left 
register to hold the smaller value and a right register to hold 
the larger value (if two are values are held)) according with the 
following rules. 
R. O. An empty cell is willing to receive a value from its left 
and become a cell with one value. 
R. 1.1. A cell with one value is willing to receive another value 
from its left and become a cell with two values, the smaller 
in its left register and the larger in its right. 
R. 1.2. Alternatively, a cell with one value is also willing to 
deliver its only value to the left and'thereby become a cell 
with no values. 
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R. 2.1. A cell with two values (the smaller in its left register, 
the larger in its right) Is willing to receive a value from 
its left and then pass the value in its right register to 
the right. (Note that the cell is momentarily holding three 
values, a point we shall'return to later), thereby becoming 
a cell with the smaller of its remaining values in its left 
register and the larger in its right. 
R. 2.2. Alternatively, a cell with two values is also willing to 
deliver its smaller value to the left and then request a 
value from its right. If the request is granted then it 
remains a cell with two elements, shuffling its two values 
to get the smaller in its left register. If the request is 
denied then it becomes a cell holding its one remaining 
value. 
R-3. If not requested to perform any action it can perform a cell 
(of any number of values) will do nothing. 
An example should make this clear; suppose n-2 so we have two 
cells and can sort multisets of up to 4 elements. In this 
informal presentation we will describe the progress of the machine 
diagrammatically where 
II is a cell with no values. 
v is a cell with the single value v in. its 
left register. 
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uv is a cell with two elements; u (I v) in 
its left register and v in Its right. 
d ! 
I> d2 means v is output (to the left) by the machine 
(diagram) d, , thereby becoming d2. 
d, -14 d2 means v is input (from the left) by the machine 
(diag, am) dj, thereby becoming d 2' 
In describing a computation we will write under each cell of d1 
the rule it applies for that transition. 
So, suppose we want to sort the multiset [1,2,3,4]; then all we 
have to do is input them in any order to the empty machine (of 
size 2 in our case) and then accept the values it offers back: 
I- T---7 
R. 0 R-3 
T- -2-7 - T-T 
R. 1.1 R-3 
T-2 -TT 
- 'F-7 ------- -------- R. 2.1 R. 0 
T-F-2-T - J-T 7 





Note the machine is now full so we must now start removing 
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elements. The subject of what happens if we try to keep feeding 
in more values is deliberately under-defined in this informal 
des cri pti on. 
24 
R. 2.2 R. 2.2 
T 2-3-T -141 
R. 2.2 R. 1.2 
T-3-4-7 
- T---T 
R. 2.2 R-3 
4 
R. 1.2 R-3 
T----T 
------- -------- 
Thus the numbers are retrieved in numerical order and the machine 
state ends as it began, with two empty cells. 
6.2.2. The description and specification In CCS 
The aim of this subsection is to formalise, in CCS, the informal 
description of the weavesort machine introduced In the previous 
subsection. - For the purposes of explanation we will find it 
useful to have a close relationship between the diagrammatic 
descriptions used earlier and the CCS terms we will define. Each 
sorting-cell-agent we define can be viewed diagrammatically as 
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I-xy I- r 
em pt yl ern pt yr 
where we may refer to the left as the 'front' and 
l, r are value passing channels modelling those data paths to 
the left and right (respectivelyj of a cell. 
emptyl, emptyr are used for si gnall ing and sensing 
(respectively) an empty cell. 
x, y are bound variables modelling the two registers of a sort 
cell; x will hold the smaller value if two values are held. 
A weavesort machine of size n containing a multiset M of values 
(IMI S 2n) is a linear array of n sorting cells over which the 
elements of M are distributed in a particular fashion. The 
description of such a machine, to be written WS n(Mj is best 
understood inductively on its size n and thence by case analysis 
on its contents M: 
BASE n-0: The machine is willing to receive values from its 
left but immediately forgets them. However, it is always willing 
to admit it is empty (i. e. it contains no values). we describe it 
in CCS by an agent 'stopper' and diagrammatically by 1-11 : 
stopper <- I? z. stopper 
emptyl I stopper 
STEP Suppose we have weavesort machines of size n-1 for all 
multisets of size up' to 2(n-1) : we construct weavesort machines 
of size n for multisets M of size up to 2n by case analysis on M. 
The (inductive) aim of the construction is always to keep the 
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smallest value held in the leftmost register of the leftmost cell. 
case M-0: We want an 'empty cell' 'connected' to a 'smaller 
weavesort machine holding no values'. Thus if we describe 
'empty cell' by CELLO 
'connected' by <M> 
'smaller weavesort machine holding no values' 
by WS n-1 W 
then, first in CCS and then diagrammatically, we want 
CELLO <-> ws n- 
1 (0) 
T----T - T--7 
We still need to define <-> and CELLO in CCS, beginning with the 
former which is a notational convention: 
Definition 6.8 
Let p, q be CCS terms, then 
p <. > q- (p[m, emptym/r, emptyr) I q[m, emptym/l, emptyl])\Jm, emptymI 
13 
The intended use of <-> is that q is some smaller sorting machine, 
a linear array of cells, and p is a cell to go on the front; i. e. 
p <-> 
----- -- ----- -- 
So we connect q's left value channel 1 to p's right value channel 
r and q's empty-signalling channel emptyl. to p's empty-sensing 
channel emptyr. Since <-> acts like an associative operator the 
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above diagrammatic description of q is permissible. 
Now, an empty cell can either receive a value from the left, 
thereby becoming a cell holding that value, or it can signal to 
the left that it is empty (since our construction will guarantee 
that everything to its right is also empty) : 
CELLO <- I? z. CELL1(z) 
emptyll. CELLO 
case M- (m): we want a cell containing just m, the smallest value 
in M, connected to a smaller mhehine holding no values; ie 
CELL1 (m) <-> ws n- 1 (0) 
T-m --1 - T---T -.... i 
A cell with a single value x can receive another value z, thereby 
becoming a cell with two values, x and z, the smaller being in the 
left register. Alternatively, it can output x to the left and 
become a cell with no values (otr construction will guarantee that 
everything to its right is empty). 
and 
CELL1(x) <- I? z. SWAP(x, z) 
llx. CELLO 
SWAP(x, y) <- if x<y then CELL2(x, y) else CELL2(y, xj 
case M- Ml++[m, v], m- min(M): This is the most interesting case. 
The leftmost cell must hold the smallest value m and sane (in fact 
any) other value v from M. The remainder of M, i. e. MI, is 
distributed recursively over WS n-1 (MI); thus we want: 
p (CELL2(m, v) <-> WSn-'(M--[m, v])) 
vcm--[M] 
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We expressed our indifference to the choice of v by using e); this 
allows succinct expression of a number of machines with similar 
behaviour, i. e. they will all be Implementations of the 
specification to follow. However, their behaviour can appear very 
different; consider (loosely): 
T-1 --2--F - T-3-4-T -Ie ds(WS2([, 2,3,4j)) 
B: 14 T-Y---3-T C: ds(WS2( [1,2,3,4])) 
If we add a new value, say 0, then the value at the right end 








-T T f-77 -1 
01> 
Ii 21-13 1-I 
-it> 
T--2-37 
- T--r -i 
-34 
T-3-T - T---T -i 
-aL" 
2-T - T7-7 .1 
T---T =I 
Ill I_I lull 
_L> 
-7 - T---T -I T---T - 
Thus WSn (M) will describe a family of possible machines (i. e. 
ds(WSn(M)) ) each with slightly different behaviour. We have 
chosen to abstract away from a complete-description of the 
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distribution of elements of the multiset M over WS 
2n 
M) because 
such a description would (probably) depend on the exact structtLre 
of a weavesort machine and be very unwieldy. However, it can 
easily be seen that every distribution described (i. e. every member 
of ds(WS 
2n (M))) can arise (the proof of implementation establishes 
the converse) by the following informal argument, 
Claim Let n: 0, Ma multiset of not more than 2n natural numbers; 
then any of the distributions described above of M over an n cell 
weavesort machine is attainable by a sequence of IMI inputs to 
WS n(, ). 
Proof by induction on n and cases on M: 
BASE n-0: Trivial. 
STEP Suppose the result is true for n- 1; 
case M-0: Trivial (the empty sequence). 
case M- [m]: Just input m. 
case M- Ml++[m, v], m- min(M): by the inductive hypothesis 
we have, for any distribution of MI in WS n-1 (ml), a sequence 
v1.... 'V k, 
kS n-1, of values such that MI - fvl'***'vk ] and 
inputting this sequence to WS n-1 (0) produces that distribution. 
The required sequence for the larger machine is then m, v 1,,... vk'v * 
a 
It remains to describe CELL2 more formally. A cell with two 
elements has two options, firstly it can accept a value from the 
left and then output to the right its larger value for storage by 
the smaller weavesort machine. It remains as a cell with two 
elemp-nts but now with the new smallest value (i. e. the smaller of 
the new value and the old smallest value) in the left register. 
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Alternatively, a cell with two elements can output to the left the 
current smallest value and then receive from the right either a 
value or a signal that the smaller machine is empty. If a value 
is received it will be (by recursive reasoning) the smallest value 
held by the smaller machine; comparing this with the value 
remaining in this leftmost cell determines the new smallest value. 
If the empty signal is received then the only value remaining is 
that in this leftmost cell. 
CELL2(x, y) <- 1? z. rly. SWAP(x, y) 
I? x. ( r? z. SWAP(y, z) 
emptyr?. CELL1(y)) 
Note there is a slight problem here with the interpretation of 
CELL2 as a VLSI struettire; after receipt of a new value fran the 
left CELL2 is holding (i. e. binding in CCS) 3 values in supposedly 
only 2 registers. Moving to a synchronous description of the 
machine would solve this problem, but for our purposes it doesn't 
really matter. 
Gathering together all these definitions we get the following 
definition set: 
Let n40, Mc multisets(Nat), IMI ý 2n, m- min(Mj if M 
WSn(Mj <. 
if n-0 then stopper 
else if M-0 then CELLO <-> WSn 




(CELL2(m, v) <-> WSn-'(M--[m. vjjj vcm 
stopper <- I? z. stopper 
emPtYll stopper 
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CELLO <- 1? z. CELL1(z) 
efnptyl I CELLO 
CELL1(x) <- 1? Z. SWAP(X, Z) 
llx. CELLO 
CELL2(x, y) <- 1? z. rly. SWAP(x, z) 
llx. ( r? z. SWAP(y, z) 
emptyr?. CELL1(y) 
SWAP(x, y) <- If x<y then CELL2(x, y) else CELL2(y, x) 
Having described a weavesort machine we now turn to the task of 
finding a concise expression of its intended behavioir. 
Let ne0, Me multisets(Nat), IMI i 2n, m- min(M) if M*0; then 
define a sorting machine, of capacity for 2n elements, holding M 
by: 
SORT 2n (mj <- 
if IM I-0 then emptyl I SORT 
2n (M) 
if IMI >0 then Ilm. SORT 2n (m--Imji 
+ 
if IMI < 2n then 1? z. SORT 
2n (m++Izl) 
+ 





Informally this may be read: 
1. If the machine is empty it can signal that fact. 
2. If the machine holds any values it should be prepared to 
I 
deliver the smallest, adjusting its contents accordingly. 
If the machine is not yet full it should be prepared to accept 
and hold another value. 
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4. ir the machine is full it should still be prepared to accept 
values but it is conceded that, since its capacity is 
exceeded, some (unspecified) value must be lost from the 
contents. 
It is the indeterminacy of this last clause which enables 
SORT 
2n H to describe every definite state of WS 
n(M); in each such 
process the element to be thrown away is completely determined by 
its distribution of values. 
6.2-3. The statement of correctness 
We would like some way of saying that SORT 
2n (m) is aI good- 
desc. ription' of WS n(M) for appropriate n and M. So far we have 
seen three possible ways of expressing this: 
a) WSn(M) - SORT 
2n (M) 
b) WSn(M) completely-implements SORT2n(M) 
cj WS n(M) implements SORT 
2n (M) 
The point we wish to make in this subsection is that of the above 
only c) holds, for the following reason. 
The weavesort machine WS is always willing to accept another value 
even if it means throwing away a value already held 
(or j us t 
accepted). Which value gets thrown away depends on the 
distribution of values in the machine, which in turn depends on 
the history of the machine (as was shown in the earlier Claim). 
The sorting machine described by SORT is also willing to accept a 
value, only to throw another away if it is full. However, the 
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description of SORT is sufficiently perspicuous that we can see it 
may throw away any value it holds, or has just accepted, if its 
capacity is exceeded. 
It is not the case, in general, that WS has license to throw way 
whichsoever value it chooses, so, in general again, SORT has more 
capabilities than WS. In fact c) will express our ignorance of 
exactly what WS will throw away, but if SORT must pass a test then 
so must WS, and WS cannot do anything SORT cannot do. 
With a few examples we will show why a) and b) do not hold in 
general. 
Exampl WS 2 ([1,2,3,4]) A SORT 4 ([1,2,3,4]) 
First consider the definite states of WS 
2 ([1,2,3,4]j: 
ds(WS 2 ([1,2,3,41)) - 
fCELL2(1,2) <-> CELL2(3,4j <-> stopper, 
CELL2(1,3) <-> CELL2(2,4) <-> stopper, 
CELL2(1,4) <-> CELL2(2,3) <-> stopperl 
Now, the sorting machine can accept a new value (5, say) and throw 
away any value in [1,2,3,4], so we choose 2 just to be awkward: 




WS 2 ([1,2,3,4]j -! 
Z2> 
p 
implies P still holds the value 2, so 
Ill 112 
P UMMM> mum-> 
but 
j q. SORT 
4 ([1,3,4,51) -ILI> . 
112> 
q 
Hence there can be no bisimulation containing the pair 
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(ws 2 ([1,2.3,4]), SORT 
4 ([1,2,3,4])) 
13 
For exactly the same reasons b) is not in general true: 
Example In NEXP(CCS) 
WS 
2([, 2,3,4]) completely-/implements SORT 
4 ([1,2,3,4]): 
As in the bisimulation example 
115.1? X. I? Y. if y-2 then wl I WS 
2 ([1,2,3,4]) must 
whereas 
115.1? X. I? Y. if y-2 then wl I SORT 
4 ([1,2,3,4]) mu/st 
C 
It only remains to show why c) is an appropriate way of saying 
that SORT 
2n (M) is a 'good description' or WSn(Mj . The idea is 
that the behaviour or the machines differs only when an overflow 
oceLL-s, i. e. too many values have been input. The weavesort 
machine will throw away a value determined completely, but in a 
non-trivial way, by its initial distribution of values and its 
subsequent interactions. The abstract sorting machine can throw 
away any of the values it holds. One of the values the sorting 
machine could throw away is the value actually thrown away by the 
weavesort machine. Thus if we are given the definition of 
SORT 2n (M) and told 
WS n(M) implements SORT 
2n(M) 
then we can deduce when overflow occurs but not exactly which 
value is lost. 
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Proving implementation 
In this section we prove that Vne0, Mc multisets(Nat), IMI I 2n. 
WSn(M) implement SORT 
2n (M) 
that is VtcT. 
t[WSn(Mj] may implies t[SORT 
2n(M)] 
may, 
t[SORT2n(M)j must implies t[WSn(M)] must 
We have already seen 
capabilities than 
implementation or of 
most we can hope fol 
prove. 
In the preceding section that SORT 
2n has more 
WS n so the relationship of complete- 
having a bisimulation does not hold. The 
is implementation, and that is what we shall 
6.3-1. Proving the may part 
In this subsection we aim to prove (loosely) 
t[WSn(Mjj may implies t[SORT 2n (M)j may 
and we achieve this essentially by noting that if t[WSn(Mjj may 
then it is because WS n(Mj can perform some sequence of actions 
which may satisfy t, and any process which can perform this 
sequence can similarly satisfy t. We accordingly introduce the 
notion of simulation wherein if p1 simulates p2 then any sequence 
of (external) actions performable by p1 is performable by p2 also. 
Demonstrating that WS n(M) simulates SORT2n(M) then completes the 
proof. 
We begin by employing a strong version of half the bisimulation 
relation in the notion of 'simulation'. whence we can employ 
something similar to half of the bisimulation proof technique. 
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The basic idea is to assume that the process being simulated has 
no silent actions, as is often reasonable when it is a 
specification. 
Definition 6.9 
A relation SC Terms x Terms is a simulation if whenever pSq, 
1. p -1> P1 I- mplies pl Sq 
2. p -2> pl, a*1 Implies q1. q -ý> q', pl S q1 
If S Is a simulation and pSq then we say p simulates q. 
C3 
We would now like to slightly extend Definition 6.9, via the 
following proposition, so as to remove the need for pairs of the 
form (WSn(M), P) In the simulation. 
Proposition 6.5 
(V dp c ds(p). dp simulates q) iff p simulates q. 
Proof Suppose dp c ds(p), pSq. Sa simulation, then take 
S, wS+ j(dp, q)j 
Since S Is a simulation we need only examine the pair (dp, q) 





pl S q. 
case dp -ý> pl, a*1: then by Proposition 6.1 
p -a> pl, j ql. q -wý> ql, pf S ql. 
The converse Is proved In a similar manner. 
0 
F, roposition '6.6 
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If t[P] V[pll, p simulates q 
then ds (t ItII and one of the f oll owi ng hol ds: 
1. t[q) -> tl[q], p, simulates q 
2. t' c ds(t), p -4 p, 
3. j q1. t[q] -> tl[qljp pl simulates q' 
Proof we proceed by cases on Proposition 6.4 (4), 
case t[-1 -'> t'[. ], P' c ds(p): then by Proposition 6.4 (2) 
and Proposition 6.3 
t[q] -4 tl[q] 
and by Proposition 6.5 
pl simulates q. 
case tf. ] -ý11> tl[. ], P -4 pl: then by Proposition 6.4 (2) 
t' c ds(t). 
case t[. ] -Lý1> tl[. ], P -ý> pl, a*1: then 
j q1, q -ý> q1, pl simulates q1 
Hence by Definition 6.3 and Proposition 6.4 (4) 
V dql c ds(ql). t[q] -4 tl[dqlj 
so by Definition 6.3 and Proposition 6.3 





if t(p] -> -> t'[p1j, p simulates q 
then J t", q1. t' c ds(t"), t[q] ->* tll[qlj, p, simulates q1 
Proof by induction on the length n of the derivation '->',, 
case n-0: Immediate by Proposition 6.6. 
case n>0: then 
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4 t, I P] -> .> ti [ pi I -> t, I P, I 
so 
jt2, ql. t[q] ->* t2 [qll, t1c ds(t 2)' pl simulates q1 
By Proposition 6.6 we have 3 cases; 
case tl[ql] -4 tl[qlj, ds(tl) - It'l, pl simulates ql: 
So by Proposition 6.1 
t2 [q I] -> tl[ql] 
case tl c ds(t I), Pi -4 pl: then by Definition 
6.9 
pl simulates q1 
and 
t, -Ic ds(t 2) 
since 
ds(t 1) - 
Itil. 
case j ql. tl[ql] -4 tlfql], pl simulates ql: 
then by Proposition 6.1 and Proposition 6.3 
t2 [ql] - 
1> tl[ql]. 
0 
Now we can state and prove the principle proposition by which we 
establish t 




simulates q implies VtcT. (t[p] may implies t[q] may) 
Proof Suppose p simulates q and t[p] may, then by Definition 4.8 
and Proposition 6.4 there is some successful canputation 
<t kýpkj >K 
such that if Ko 101 then 
t[p] to(pol -> tj[P11 -> ... 
and if K 101 then we have a computation of length 0 and, by our 
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convention and Proposition 6.3, 
t0c ds(tj, po c ds(p) 
case K- JOI: then by Proposition 6.4 and Definition 6.5 
to[. ] -Lai> 
so by Proposition 6.1 and Proposition 6.3 
t[j A01> 
Now we have two cases depending on the computations of t[q]: 
case t[q] -> : then t[q) Is the first configuration in some 
computation, and by Proposition 6.4 t[q] -T4 . 
case t[q] -i> : then we have a computation of zero length, but 
by Proposition 6.3 and Proposition 6.4 (2) 
Vq0c ds(q). tO[qO] c ds(t[q]), to[qC)j 
case K 101 : then 
i ?. 1. t[p] -> -> ti 
[p 
ij -Ldl> 
so by Corollary 6.1 
j ql, t". t[q] -! >* t"[q'], tic ds(t") 
whence by Proposition 6.1 and Proposition 6.2 
j r. t(q] -! >* r -LO4 
0 
The next step is now clear, we need to prove that for each n40 
and Mc multisets(Nat), IMI < 2n 
V dp c ds (WSn(Mjj. WSn(M) simulates SORT 
2n (M) 
We do this by defining for each nz0 the required simulation Sn 
for weavesort machines of n cells and any M, IMI i 2n, by 
induction on n: 
Definition 6.10 
BASE n-0: 
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s0- i(stopper, SORTO(o))l 
STEP: Suppose we have constructed S n-l' 
define Sn to be 
the union of the following sets 
[1) J(CELLO <-> p, SORT'(0)): 
pS n-1 
SORT 2(n-1)(, ), 





[31 f(CELL2(m, v) <-> p, 
ý 
SORT 2n (N)): NcNs 
pS SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
VD, n-1 McMs 
Ms C Ns C IM: IMI s 2n, [m, v] C M, m- min(M)II 





V]), Sn-l MCM3 
Ms C Ns C IM: IMI < 2n, [m, v] C M, m- min(M)II 
[51 i(rlv. SWAP(m, vl) <-> p, 
§ 





ms C Ns C IM: IMI - 2n, [m, v) C M, m- min(Mjl, 
NsR - l(N++[vl])--[wj: Nc NS, wc N++[v1]11 
(r? x. SWAP (v, x)+empty-?. CELL1 (v <-> p, 
§ 
SORT 2n (N)): NcNs 
SORT 2(n-1 
)(M--Ivl), 
P Sn-1 McMs 
Ms C Ns C IM: IMI < 2n, [v] q Mll 
0 
Note if Val were allowed to be infinite then N§s SORT 
2n (N) could 
cN 
, 
be an infinite indeterminate summation in many of the above cases. 
The motivations behind this seemingly complex defini. tion are quite 
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simple, regarding a n+1 cell weavesort machine as a single cell on 
the front of the SORT machine of size 2(n-1). we motivate S n[31 
and Sn [5] by considering a simplified first attempt at both: 






Mc IM: IMI < 2n, [m, v] ý M, m- min(M)II 
[5-11 i(rlv. SWAP(m, vlj <. > p, 
ý 
vj]SORT 




SORT --fra, vj), 
Mc IM: IMI - 2n, [m, vjg m, m- min(M)II 
For example S n[5.11 might 
(loosely) be read; 
Suppose Mc multisets(Nat), IMI - 2n, [m, v] C M, m- min(M), 
and p simulates SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
vj), then 
riv. SWAP(m, vlj <-> p simulates 
ý 
VI]SORT 
2n (m++[v, ]--[wl) 
WCM++[ 
This is essentially because SORT 
2(n-1 )(M--[m, 
v]) has put an 'upper 
bound' on what p can do, so we can substitute SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
vj) 
for p to get an upper bound on what rlv. SWAP(m, v, )<->p can do. 
So now we see the first problem; the occurrences of 'simulates' 
above should be replaced by S n- 1 
in the first instance and S in 
the second. This means that what will be the inductive hypothesis 





while the consequent is of the form 
qI S SORT 
2n (N) 
n NcNs 
Thus we need a slightly weaker hypothesis, replacing [5-1] by 
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[5.2] i(rlv. SWAP(m, vl) <-> p, Mi MSR 




vl), n-1 McMs 
Ms C JM: IMI - 2n, [m, vj C M, m- min(M)I, 
MSR - fm++[V']--[wj: mc ms, wc M++[V']Il 
Note we have rewritten 
0§ 2n 
mcms wcm++[ VI I 
SORT 
as 
SORT 2n (M) MCMSR 
so that Proposition 6.10 (2.1) will hold. 
The second problem arises when considering the case 
rlv. SWAP(m, vl) <-> p -4 q, P -124 pl, q- SWAP(m, vl) <-> p, 
then by Proposition 6.11 and the inductive hypothesis 
P1 S§ SORT 
2n (m, ), 
n-1 M'cMsR' 
MSR C fm--[m, wj: mC ms, WC M--[mjl 
However, we want to use S n[3.11. 










MSRII - IM++[V']--[Wl: Mc Ms, wc M--[Mjl 
C MSR 
and in general MsR" may be a proper subset of MsR. What has 
happened? 
The problem is that we have gained information about which values 
can be thrown away (viz. we can't throw away m or vI) but this 
gain of information can't be expressed in even a silent transition 
of the indeterminate SORT machine. To get around this we draw a 
veil over our information gain, essentially by noting that 
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V q, q2r. q, simulates q2 implies q1 simulates q2 10 r 
By restricting the allowable forms of r, for our purposes, to 
suitable sorting machines we can use a set NsR, bounded above by 
conditions of suitability and below by conditions of necessity, to 
give the desired leeway. This is the pLrpose of the set NsR in 
[3] and [5]; to see how it works in practice this example is 
covered formally in the proof. 
For each n, Sn has some simple properties which will be useful in 
proving Sn to be a simulation, 
Proposition 6.10 
Let n40, Mc multisets(Nat), IMI i 2n, then 
1. V pp c ds (WSn(M)). pp Sn SORT 
2n (M) 
2. If pp Snq then j finite Ms C multisets(Nat) such that 
1* qj SORT 
2n(M) 
cMs 
2. V M, MI c Ms. IMI - IM11 
Proof by induction on n. 
0 
Hereafter we allow Ms to range only over finite subsets of 
multisets(Natj and write IMsI when referring to the. cardinality of 
the members of Ms rather than the cardinality of Ms itself. 
From Proposition 6.10 (2) we can see that we will be interested in 
transitions between particular forms of indeterminate terms. We 
need some way of employing the definition of SORT to generate 
these transitions, 
Proposition 6.11 
Suppose na0, and Ms, Ns C multisets(Natj, then 
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ý 
SORT 2n (M) -ý> 
§ 
SORT 2n (N) mcms NcNs 
iff 
Ns C IN: jMc Ms. SORT2n(M) -ýý> SORT2n(N)j 
Proor Immediate by Derinition 6.3. 
0 
Proposition 6.12 
Suppose n j: 0, Mc multisets(Nat), IMI ,, 2n, then 
WS n(M) simulates SORT 
2n (M) 
Proof We will prove 
V pp c ds (WSn(M)). PP simulates SORT 
2n(m) 
and we do this by showing 
1. V pp c ds (WSn(M)). Pp Sn SORT 
2n (M) 
2. Sn is a simulation. 
Part 1 has already been shown in Proposition 6.10. Part 2 most 
properly proceeds by induction on n but, as with bisimulations, 
the great amount of case analysis and duplication in the proof 
dictates that, in this presentation, we consider two exemplars 
only; pairs of the forms given In Sn [3] and Sn [5]. 
We begin with S 
n[31, 
so assume S n-1 
is a simulation, 
(CELL2(m, v) <. > p ,§ SORT 




CELL2(m, v) <-> P -k> r. 
We proceed by cases on the derivation: 
case a-1, r, - CELL2(m, v) ý-> p,, p p,: 
From the inductive hypothesis, 
pf Sý SORT 
2n-1 (M--[M, V]) n-1 McMs 
Hence, 
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rS [3J N Ns SORT 
2n (N) 
nC 





nJ NIC S 
where 
Ns' - IN--[Mj: Nc NSI 
By Proposition 6.11 
§ 
SORT 2n (NJ -IlLn > SORT 
2n (NIJ 
NcNs N'cN3' 
case a-l? vl, rlv. SWAP(m, vlj <-> p: 
We have two ca5es depending on whether or not the submachine p 
. will overflow upon receipt of the value v, 





By Proposition ý. 11 
ý 
SORT 2n (N) -HY-'> 
ý 
SORT 2n (N++[vl]) NcNs NcNs 
case IMsI - 2n: then the submachine will overflow and 
rS [5] H, 
§ 
s, 
SORT 2n (NI) 
n cN 
w he-,, e 
Ns' - i(N++[V'])--[Wj: Nc Ns, wc N++[vljl 
By Proposition 6.11 
ý 
SORT 2n (N) -11ý4 SORT 
2n (NI') 
NcNs NlcNsf 
That concludes the proof for Sn [31, so now we turn to S 
suppose S n-1 
Is a simulation and 
(rlv. SWAP (m, vlj <-> p§ SORT 
2n (NJ) 




rlv. SWAP(m, vl) <-> p -ý9> r 
We proceed by cases on the derivation 
case a-1, r- SWAP(m, vl) <-> pl, p -12y> P,: 
From the inductive hypothesis, Proposition 6.10 (2.1), 
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Proposition 6.11 and the definition of SORT we have 
pf S§ SORT 
2n (m, ), 
n-1 McMaR 
MSR C lm--[m, wj: Mc Ms, wc M--Imjl 
W I(m++Ivll--[wl)-- lm, vl 1: mc ms, wc m--Imjl 
C i(N++[vlj--[wj)--[m, vtj: Nc Ns, wc N--[mjj 
C i(N++[vl]--[wj)--fm, vlj: Nc Ns, wE N++[vljl 
m iNr--[m, vlj: Nr c NsRI 
thus 
SORT 2n (N) rSn [5J NcNsR 
case a-1, r- rlv. SWAP(m, vl) <-> pl, p -! > pi: 
so 
0 
From the inductive hypothesis, Proposition 6.10 (2.1), 
Proposition 6.11 and the definition of SORT we have 








Suppose na0, Mc multisets(Nat), IMI S 2n, then 
tcT. (t[WSn(M)] may implies t[SORT 
2n (Mj] may) 
0 
6.3.2. Proving the must part 
In this section we aim to. prove (looselyj 
2n t[WSn(M)] mu. t[SORT (M)] must implies st 
To see how we will do this consider for the manent the case n>O , 
[m, v] 
.2M, 
m- min(M); the proof has three steps: 
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1. We will show 




t[WS, (M)j must 
that is we can substitute the SORT 
2(n-1) 
specification for the 
WS n-1 implementation in every possible experiment. This is 
achieved essentially by regarding the front cell together with 
t as a test t v 
tv tf CELL2(m, v) <. > 
n-1 
on the smaller machine WS 
2. We prove the antecedent in 1. by showing that for any ka0, 
t(SORT 
2n(M) ) mustk 
Implies 
Vvc M--[M]. tv (SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
v]j] must2k 
where we define for k: 
e Rust k 
if within k transition steps e must succeed 
whence 
e must implies e must k 
This is achieved via the notion of a I. -anking', allowing a 
bisimulation-style proof technique. 






2n (M)] mustk 
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To show this we need to restrict Val, the set of values 
passable In a communication . 
(chapter I section 2) to be a 
finite set, then we are considering finitely branching 
computation trees and we can apply Konigs Lemma. 
Having described the proof 'top-down' we present it bottom-up, 
thus the order of presentation is 3,2, and then 1. 
6.3.2.1. Proving part 3 
As in Chapter 5 the proof of part 3 is motivated by considering 
the computation trees of experiments, regarding the set of 
computations of an experiment e as a tree 'comptree(e)t. suppose 
e is an experiment and e must, then every computation (i. e. 
maximal path through the treej must begin with a finite derivation 
leading to a successful configuration. Now suppose we have a 
finitely branching computation tree T and consider the tree T' 
with every sub-tree of T whose root is a successful configuration 
replaced by some distinguished leaf. Then T' must be finite (by 
Konigs Lemma) since all the derivations are finite. Hence the 
tree T' Is of finite depth k40, so e must succeed within k 
steps, which we formalise in the following predicate: 
DeflnLtlon 6.11 
Define the family of predicates must kk&0 by 
e RjLsý iff success(e) 
e must k+1 Iff 
either 1. success(e) 
or 2. j el. e -> el, 
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V el. e -> el Implies el must 
a 
Now we formally state, but don't formally prove here, the upshot 
of the above Informal argument, 
Propoaltion 6.13 
Suppose e Is an experiment, e must, and comptree(e) Is finitely 
branching, then jk40. e must k 
0. 
It now remains to prove that the experiments we are interested in 
have finitely branching computation trees, 
Proposition 6.14 
Suppose p is a term and we restrict Val (the set of values 
passable in a communication) to be finite, then comptree(p) is 
finitely branching. 
Proof by structural induction on p; the restriction on Val is 
required for terms a. pl. Note we have not allowed infinite 
summation (either + or 0) in the construction of terms. 
D 
From this point on we consider Val to be a finite set, and so 
Corollary 6.3 
Vn: 0, Mc multisets(Nat), IMI s 2n, tcT. 
t[SORT2n(M)] must implies jk;: 0. t[SORT2n(M)] Mustk 
0 
This concludes part 3 of the proof. 
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6.3.2.2. Proving part 2 
We will now employ the results of part 3 in the following fashion, 
Propoaition 6.15 




for some ke0, then 
1. If M-0 then 
t[CELLO <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(, jj 'nust2k 
2. If M- [m] then 
t[CELL1(m) <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(, )] must2k 
3. If 2% IM I% 2n, m- min(M) then 




The factor or two dirrerence between the must k of the antecedent 
and the must 2k or the consequents arises because a cell holding 
two values must communicate With both the user and the SORT 
machine of size n-1 in order to model the single communication 
between the user and the SORT machine of size n. Thus if we were 
to replace the smaller SORT machine by a smaller weavesort machine 
we would get another n-1 factors of 2, but that doesn't concern us 
here. 
To prove this proposition we introduce the notion of 'rankings' 
closely mirroring the definition of must k. 
Definition 6.12 
A ranking of experiments is an indexed family of sets <R k>K such 
that 
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1.0 cKC Nat 
2. All kcK. RkC Terms 
3. qc Ro implies success(q) 
4. If jcK, qcRi then 
either 1. success(q) 
or 2. q1. q q1, 
q1. (q q1 implies jicK. i<J, q1 c R, j 
0 
Ow intent in this definition is to emulate the bisimulation proof 
technique; to show e must ,ja0, 
(and thereby e must) we merely 
need provide a ranking <R k>K such that eE Rjp jcK. Then, by 4, 
either It is already successful or it can progress and every 
possible progression brings it closer to success. This is 
formalised in the following proposition, 
proposition 6.16 
Suppose <R k>K 
is a ranking, jcK, qc Rj , then 
1. q must i. 
2. V dq e ds(q). dq mustj 
Proof by induction on jEK. 
So now, in trying to prove Proposition 6.15, we will construct a 
ranking <R k>K by defining, for each i ý, 0, R 21 and R 21+l as 
f oll ows; 
Definition 6.13 
Suppose iý0, then define: 
R 21 is the union of 
the following three sets: 
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(1] It[CELLO <-> SORT 
2(n-lj(, )j: 
t[SORT 
2n (0» mustil 
[2] It[CELL1(mj <-> SORT 
2(n-lj(, )]: 
t[SORT 
2n UMIJI mustil 




2n (m)) must,, 
[m, vj. 2 M, m- min(M), IMI s 2nj 
R 21+1 
is the union of the following three sets: 




2n (m++[v, ])] must,, 
[m, v] 
.2M, 
m- min(M), IMI < 2n 
[51 ftfrlv. SWAP(m, vl) <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
v])j: 
Vwc M++Ivf]. t[SORT 
2n (m++Iv, ]--[wl)l must, 
[m, v] 
.2M, 
m- min(M), IMI - 2n I 




2n (m--Imj)l must,, 
[m, v] C M, m- min(Mj, IMI it 2n I 
Proposition 6.17 
<R I> Nat 
is a ranking. 
Proof we prove each of the conditions of Definition 6.12; 
1. Trivial. 
2. Trivial. 
Firstly we note we are dealing with the case 1-0. We will just 
deal with RO[l] since all cases are exactly the same; suppose 
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q- t[CELLO <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(, )j c RON 
and 
t[SORT 
2n (0)] SLý-to 
thU5 by PrOP05ition 6.4 and Definition 6.11 
t[ .j 
Ai> 
so, again by Proposition 6.4 
q -L'! >, i. e. success(q) 
4. As with a bisimulation proof there is a great deal of case 
analysis so., for the purposes of this presentation, we take 
two exemplars; 
case [31 suppose 
q- t[CELL2(m, v) <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
vj)] cR 21f3j 
then, following the definition of a ranking, either 
success(q), in which case there is nothing further to prove, 
or by Proposition 6.4 
t[ .] 
so succ/ess(t[SORT 




and hence by Proposition 6.4, Proposition 6.11, and 
definitions of SORT and must i we have some of the following 
(i. e. at least one): 
1. t[. ] -! > tl[. ], t'[SORT 
2n(Mjj 
musti_1 
2. IMI < 2n, t[. 1 tl[. ], t'[SORT2n (m++Iv, ])] must, -,, 
3. IMI - 2n, t[. j -Li? vll> t, [. j, 
Vwc M++[vlj. t'[SORT 2n(M++[v, ]__[w])j musti_1 
4. t[. ] 
Jiiel> 
tq. ], tI[SORT 2n (m--Imj)l rýust, _, 
We now show how the above cases correspond exactly with 
derivations of q, i. e. if any of the above hold then q has a 
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corresponding derivative and any derivative of q is further 
down the ranking. We proceed by cases on all the, possible 
derivatives of q, using Proposition 6.4, Proposition 6.11 
and the definitions of CELL2 and SORT; we have q -> qI iff 
one of the following cases holds: 
case t, [. ], 
qI - tl[CELL2(m, v) <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
v 






q -> ql cR 2(1-1 1 
[31 
case IMI < 2n, t[. ] - 
113ý'b 
tl[. ], 
ql - tt[rlv. SWAP(m, vl) <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
v])j: 
if this case holds then 2. above does, so 
2n(M++[v, 
mu. t'[SORT st 
and hence 
q -> q, cR 21-1 
[4] 
case IMI - 2n, t[. ] -11? 
v'l> tl[. ], 
ql tl[rlv. SWAP(m, vi) <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(M__tm, 
vj)j 
if this case holds then 3. above does, so 
VwC M++Ivlj. t'[SORT 2n(M++[V, j__[Wjj] must, 
_1 
and hence 
q q? cR 21-1 
[51 
case t[. ] _Jjjgj> tl[. ], 
qI tl[(_) <-> SORT 
2(n-1 )(M--[m, 
vj)]: 
if this case holds then 4. above does, so 
t'[SORT 
2n (m--[ml)l must, 
-, 
and hence 
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q -> q1 cR 21-1 
[6) 
That concludes the case for pairs from R 21[31, the other 
exemplar concerns pairs from R 21+1[5]; 
case [51 Suppose 
q- t[r1v. SWAP(m, v1) <-> SORT 
2(n-1) (M--[M, vj)j CR 21+1[5] 
then, following the definition of a ranking, either 
success(q) In which case there is nothing further to prove, 
or by Proposition 6.4 
t[ .j -ýJlj> 
so succ/ess(t[SORT 
2n (M)]) which we no'w assume. We proceed 
by cases on the (non-empty) set of possible derivatives q1 
of q, using Proposition 6.4, Proposition 6.11 and the, 
definitions of SORT and CELL2: 
case t[. ] -> t'1-j' 
q1 - tl[rlv. SWAP(m, vl) <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
vj) 
then Vwe M++[vt I. 
t[SORT 2n(M++[v, ]__[wjj] -> t'[SORT 
2n (m++Iv, ]--Iwlij musti-1 
so 
q -> ql cR 21-1 
[51 
case t[. ] -L! 
J> 
t'[. ], t' E ds(t), 
2(n-1)(M__[m, 
wjj]: jwc M--[m). ql - t'[SWAP(m, v') <-> SORT 
But we have 
VwC M++Ivf]. t[SORT 2n (m++Iv, ]--Iwl)j must, 
so by Proposition 6.3 and Proposi-tion 6.16 (2j 
VwC M++Ivf]. V tl c ds(t). 




q -> ql cR 21[31 
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0 
Proof of Proposition 6.15: 
We merely note that the ranking <R i> Nat is such that the statement 
of Proposition 6.15 with must replaced by R is seen by simple 
inspection of the pairs [11, [21, and [31 (writing R as a postfix 
predicate). The result is then immediate by Proposition 6.16. 
0 
6.3.2-3. Proving part I 
In part 1 of the proof we analyse the Possible forms of t [WSn(M ) j, 
for n>0, to discover forms more amenable to manipulation. We 
begin by noting that we will only have to deal with the definite 
states of the weavesort machine. 
Proposition 6.18 
t[p] must iff (V dt[dpj e ds(t[p]). dt[dpj must) 
Proof We demonstrate only the reverse implication here; suppose 
V dt[dpj e ds(t[p]). dt[dpj must 
By Proposition 6.1 and ow, convention on Computations of zero 
length 
<t kf Pkj' K 
E: Comp(tf Pj 
iff 
either 
K- 101, t0 [p 0]c 
ds(t[p]), to(p 0j -71> 
or 
K* 101, t[P] - tO[PO1 -> tj[P11 -> ... 
In the former case the supposition implies the computation is 
successful. In the latter case we employ Proposition 6.1. and 
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Proposition 6.3 to get 
j dt[dpj c ds(t(p]). dt(dp] -> t j[P11 
which must, by the supposition, be a successful computation. The only 
problem that might arise is if 
dt[dpj t[p] -ý341> 
but, by Proposition 6.1, this is impossible. 
This enables us to employ the following Proposition when dealing 
wfth non-trivial weavesort machines, 
Proposition 6.19 
Suppose n>0, and VtcT, Me multisets(Nat), IMI ý 2(n-1). 
t[SORT 
2(n-1)(M)j 
must implies t[WSn-'(M)] must 
then for any tcT 





2. t[CELL1(m) <-> SORT 2(n-lj(, )] u st a- 
implies 
t[ws'(fm])] must 
if Mc multisets(Nat), 2L IMI it 2n, m= min(M), then 







2(n-1)(, )] .. t[CELLO W SORT must 
and take 
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t' = t[CELLO <-> [. ] ]cT 
Then 
t[CELLO <-> SORT 
2(n-1)(, )j . tl [SORT 
2(n- Ij 
What we have done is essentially to move the dividing line 
between test and object, taking part of the object and moving 
it Into the test: 
t CELLO <-> SORT 
2(n-lj 
OJ 




Now, by oLL- supposition we must have 
t'[SORT 
2(n-1)(0)] 
must implies t, [WSn-1(0)j must 
but the antecedent has been shown true, so it just remains to see 
tv IWS n-1 (ý)) - t(CELLO <-> WSn-l(ý)] . t[WSn(o)] 
by moving the dividing line back again. 
2. The reasoning is exactly the same as in case 1. 
3. Suppose Mc multisets(Nat), 2ý IMI s 2n, m- min(M) 
and 








tv- t[CELL2(m, v) <-> cT 
so 
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Vvc M--[mj. tv [ws, -'(M--[M, V])] must 
that Is 
Vvc M--[m]. t[CELL2(m, v) <-> WSn- 
1 (m--Im, vj)j must 
Now, applying Proposition 6.18, 
Vvc M--[Mj. V dp e ds(WSn-'(M--[m, vjj). V dt c ds(t). 
dt[CELL2(m, v) <-> dpj must 
and so by Definition 6.1 and Proposition 6.3 
qc ds (WSn(M)). t[q] must 
and so by Proposition 6.18 again 
t[wsn(m)] must 
0 
6.3.2.4. Gathering the parts 
We now gather the three parts together as described earlier 
Proposition 6.20 
Suppose na0, Me multisets(Nat), IMI S 2n, then 
VteT. (t[SORT2n(M)l must implies t[WSn(M)j must) 
Proof bY induction on n, 
BASE n-0: Immediate from the definitions of WSO(Oj and SORTO(O) 




then by Corollary ý-3 
iks: 0. t[SORT 
2n(M)j 
mustk 
We proceed by cases on M, 
case M-ý: then by Proposition 6.15 
t[CELLO <-> SORT 2(n-. 1)(, )] must2k 
Now since must 2k C must we can apply the inductive 
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hypothesis and Proposition 6.19 to get 
t[wsn(m)j must 
case M- [m]: then by Proposition 6.15 
t[CELL1(m) <-> SORT 
2(n-1) (0) must2k 
so by the inductive hypothesis and Proposition 6., ig 
ttwsn(m)j must 
case 21 IMI 5 2n, m- min(M): then by Proposition 6.15 
V v*c M--[m]. t[CELL2(m, v) <-> SORT 
2(n-1 )(M--[m, 
vj)]- must2k 




Suppose na0, Mc multisets(Nat), IMI S 2n, then 
WS'(M) implements SORT 
2n(M) 
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Conclualon 
This thesis has considered two new theories of translation 
correctness. The contribution of chapters 2 and 3 was the 
development of a bisimulation theory of translation correctness 
and a demonstration that it can be applied to non-trivial examples 
if a sufficiently modular approach is taken. The particular 
example chosen was an improved version of Li's translation from 
cSP to CCS, for which we proved r esul t- goodness. The definition 
of 'result', as the relation of 'goodness', could certainly be 
strengthened to include notions of convergence and deadlock. 
Since we already have the bisimulation (which enumerates all the 
possible states a 
(CSP or CCS) process can get. into) most of the 
work Is already done, it just remains to prove the bisimulation is 
a subset of the new relation 
(which presumably is a subset of 
Iresult'). In this way Li's 'correctness' result might be 
achieved without resort to 'adequacy, , but with additional results 
about the behavioural relationships in the translation. 
The main contribution of chapter 4 was the development of the 
testing equivalence of [de Nicola and Hennessy 84] into a general 
theory of translation. By contrasting it with a bisimulation 
theory of translation we were able to attempt a critical 
comparison of their approaches, wherein a recurrent theme was the 
problem of trading off nice proof techniques for more interesting 
translations. 
A careful analysis of the testing approach yielded a, new'notion, of 
correctness called implementation which can be used to capture a 
relationship of refinement between a specification and the program 
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that implement5 it. Later, in chapter 6, we 5howed through the 
example of a simple sorting machine in CCS how Implementation 
could be used as a specification tool, and demonstrated a first 
attempt at a proof technique in CCS. 
Much more work needs to be done on implementation before it can be 
added to the armoury of techniques and concepts commonly used in 
CCS. We have shown how implementation can define a pre-order over 
CCS terms but have not given it any axiomatic definition. It 
seems such a definition should be readily constructable from the 
work already done on-similar pre-orders in [de Nicola and Hennessy 
84]. 
Another direction of research on implementation would be to try 
giving it a denotational or predicate-transformer interpretation 
via the work of [Smyth 83] and then comparing it with Park's 
notion of implementation by determinate 'slices' 
[Park 81]. This 
might also enable a comparison, in the denotational style, of the 
commuting diagram approach to translation correctness 
[Morris 731 
with the testing approach presented here. 
Chapter 5 demonstrated some advantages of the testing theory over 
other theories, most notably its ability to cope with radically 
different source and target systems. The proof technique employed 
relied on all computations being finite, though it was shown how 
this demand could be relaxed. 
It is unclear how general this approach is and it would certainly 
benefit by application to more examples. However, any search for 
a better proof technique may be seriously hampered by two 
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problems. Firstly, to cope with very different source and target 
systems the technique must be stated very abstractly and apply as 
little constraint as possible; we saw how the constraints of the 
bisimulation theory prevented its effective application to this 
example. The second problem lies in the sheer volume of work 
required to prove even a simple translation, some form of 
automation is highly desirable if more realistic examples are to 
be attempted. 
In chapter 6 we saw how the CCS operator 0 could be used both by 
ýhe implementer, to (under-) determine a distribution of values 
over the weavesort machine, and the specifier, to express 
indifference as to whicb value is lost upon overflow. As a result 
of the indeterminacy introduced by 0 the relationship established 
between specification and implementation was implements rather 
than completely-implementý or m. Thus the proof had two parts, a 
may part and a must part. 
Proving the may part involved introducing the notion of 
? simulation' which has strong similarities to half the 
bisimulation relator F. It seems quite likely that some weakening 
of the definition of simulates is desirable possibly introducing 
a transition relation 0 which is to -> as is to ->. However, 
it should be noted that the definition of simulates as given 
exploits the asymmetric relationship of specification and 
implementation, essentially assuming the specification has no 
'silent' internal actions. In many examples this will be so since 
the specification is often just an abstract requirement of the 
external behaviour, which might require no reference to 'silent' 
- 274 - 
action. 
The proof of the must part depended (in its inductive step) on 
being able to rewrite a test on a larger object as a larger test 
on a (no larger) object. This worked because we could pull a 
small piece (a single cell) off the (larger) object and into the 
test. It was very important that the piece was small, for then we 
could essentially (in the ranking) enumerate its possible states. 
A thorough investigation is required before this technique can be 
claimed'to have any general applicability. 
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Notation 
Sets 
IX: P(x)j intensional definition 
Ix 
1x 2'***' extensional definition 
xcS meifibership 
xiS non-membership 
S1C S2 subset 
S1+S2 union 
S1S2 difference i. e. Ix: xeS and xZS 21. 
S1AS2 intersection 
S indexed union ici i 
S1XS2 cartesian product 
P(S) powerset 
Nat fO, 1,2.... I 
Multisets 
Ix: P(xjj intensional definition 
[Xl, x 2.... 
I extensional definition 
X E: M membership 
xiM non-membership 
M1C M2 submultiset 
M1 ++ M2 multiset union (e. g. [1,2] ++ [2,31 [1,2,2,31) 
M1M2 multiset difference (e. g. [1,2,2,2] [2,2] - [1,2]) 
(Defined only if M 2-ý MO 
Sequences 
<C k>K the sequence c k1' c k2' ... where K- 
ikl, k2,... j is 
a countable set. 
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<0 - as above. K 
Relations 
rela/tion the relation 'relation' does not hold. 
Not interested 
Due to the large syntactic size of many terms occLL-ing in this 
thesis it is useful to substitute 11 for some terms whose exact 
form is not of immediate interest but is easily deducable from the 
surrounding context. 
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Index of Definitions 
The format adopted here is to give first the page number at which 
the definition occurred, second the number of the relevant 
definition, third the item(s) defined, and lastly any relevant 
additional information. The entries are organised first by 
chapters and then by the smallest subsection containing the 
definition, given in capitals. 
1. Labelled transition systems and operational semantics 










LABELLED TRANSITION SYSTEMS 
Labelled transition systems L, 
config(L), trans(L), labels(L), term(L), 
c A> cr 
AA 
(wý-)derivative, derivation, 
c ->, c-; A>, c -2>, c -g", >, c -hl>, 
c -Ll>*, c 
A>A> cl 
comp(c), <c k> KI CK 
A COMMON CORE OF DEFINITIONS 





Act Action names A, B, C. 
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Proc 







P37 kEK Pk 
11 
kEK Pk 
p\X, p[AI/A], if b then p 
P38 FV(p), FP(p), FL(p), 
sort(p) 
P39 definition set 
P(Xltx 21 .... xn) <ý P 
p40 guardedly well-defined 
p41 
Procedure names P, R, S. 
Action descriptions a, a. 
Renamings E. 
Terms p, q, r. 
2. A bisimulation theory of translation correctness 
REVIEW 
p5l correctness, adequacy (Li's theory) 
BISIMULATIONS 
p54 2.1 bisimulation, F(R), c1 S-, C2 
p56 [n] -'ýý> [m] 
p58 deadlocked, terminal, spinning 
TRANSLATION CORRECTNESS 
p59 2.2 translation, source, target 
p6o 2.4 good 
p6o 2.5 P-bisimulation 
p61 2.6 P-good 
283 
p62 terminal, converge, valuation 
3. An example translation in the bisimulation theory. 
SYNTAX 
p68 Plab Process labels P, Q, R. 
Pten Pattern symbols W. 
Gcom Guarded commands go. 
Com Commands go. 
alternative, conditional, 
repetitive, input, output 
STATIC SEMANTICS 
p69 3.1 Syn Syntax w. 
RV(w), WV(w), FPL(w) 
Bool 
p70 FV(w) 




P73 3.3 Alab 
Unknown process name. 
p74 3.4 
p74 3.5 CSP 
aterm 
rr2rn 
r' > 2n 
p79 3.6 rename R- 
p8o 3.7 scope R, L 
THE TRANSLATION 
p8l strong guarding, weak guarding 
THE, TROUBLESOME VARIABLES 
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p83 3.8 TV 
AUXILLIARY CCS DEFINITIONS 
p85 IST, Rs(x)[p] 
p86 p with s, p with s: X, pkq, a -> p 
p87 p bef q, p par q, p parD q, p parA q 
THE TRANSLATION 
p88 3.9 Ux 
P90 ren(R), sco(R, c) 
P90 3.10 "sem 
THE STATEMENT OF CORRECTNESS 
p94 3.11 atf, tf 
p95 3.12 null, nuld, nula 
p96 3.13 result 
THE PROOF OF CORRECTNESS 
p98 3.14 *P * W1, 'W2 Merging states 
P99 3.15 commands(ge) 
P99 3.16 ITER, iter 
THE BISIMULATION 
ploo 3.17 END 
ploo 3.18 Rx 
p104 3.19 Actimp 
p104 3.20 swv, srv, sfv 
p105 - 
separated(p, q) 
4. A testing theory of translation correctness. 
EXPERIMENT SYSTEMS 
p125 4.1 experiment system EX 
exp(EX), trans(EX), succ(EX) 
p126 T[P], t[p] 
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EXP(CCS] 
TRANSLATIONS 
p129 4.2 translation 
GAMES OBSERVERS PLAY 
P135 4.3 successke k>K) 
P135 4.4 result, Res, Ressets 
P136 4.5 SPEC 
P137 4.6 implements 
COMPARING RESULTS 
p138 4.7 must, mustnot 
P139 4.8 may 
COMPLETE IMPLEMENTATION 
p140 4.9 completely-implements 
TRANSLATION CORRECTNESS 
p141 4.10 implementation 
compl6te-implementation 
IMPLEMENTATIONS IN CCS 
p143 4.11 implements 
completely-implements 
An example in the testing theory 
p155 Acom Atomic commands ac. 
COM Commands c. 
Prog Programs p. 
SOURCE LANGUAGE STATIC SEMANTICS 
P156 5.1 RVtc), WV(c), FV(c) 
P157 5.2 non-inter(c, c2) 
SOURCE LANGUAGE OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 
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P158 5.3 Source 
THE TARGET LANGUAGE 
P164 5.4 queue, Queues(A), 
mset(q), set(q), 
empty, 
a. q, q. a 
p165 5.5 communication state 
Q(R, S, send), Q(R, S, sent), Q(t) 
p166 5.6 initQ 
THE TARGET LANGUAGE SYNTAX 
p166 Acom2 Atomic commands ar. 
Com2 Commands r. 
Prog2 Programs pr. 
THE TARGET LANGUAGE STATIC S EMANTICS 
p167 5.7 RV(r), WV(r), FV(r) 
THE TARGET LANGUAGE DYNAMIC SEMANTICS 
p168 5.8 Target 
THE TRANSLATION 
P171 5.9 E-31 
E*32 AND THE EXPERIMENT SYST EMS SEXP, TEXP 
p173 5.10 OBJ Processes obj. 
TST Tests tst. 
tst[obj] 
SEXP 
p174 5.11 TOBJ Processes tobj. 
TTST Tests ttst. 
ttst[tobj] 
TEXP 
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P175 5.12 E*32 
PROVING CORRECTNESS OF THE TRANSLATION "12 
P1 76 5.13 computationally finite 
P177 5.14 success terminating 
WHY THE BISIMULATION APPROACH WON'T WORK 
p180 5.15 resultset 
p181 5.16 result 
THE FOUR CONDITIONS 
p186 cl, c2, c3, c4 
PROVING THE FOUR CONDITIONS FOR 1*32 
P190 5.17 INTERt, intert, INTER, IMAGE 
P190 5.18 waiting, akning, assigners, offering 
senders, receivers, offerers 
p192 5.19 do-one, run 
P193 5.20 [e) 
p194 5.21 in-send, in-sending, in-sent 
clean 
cons 
p196 5.22 inv 
match 
p200 5.23 (Source) program context Context pc. 
(Target) program context Context uc. 
ALTERNATIVE RESULTS 
p210 5.24 div 
p211 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
p214 C5.1 
p215 C1.1, C5.2 
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6. Weavesort; an example implementation. 
ADDING INDETERMINACY 
p219 S 
p220 6.1 ds 
determinate, determinate term 
p221 6.2 Al>' 





p225 6.3 --2> 
EXTENDING THE SET OF TESTS 
p226 6.4 T Tests t. 
p227 6.5 P Objects p. 
p227 6.6 Test 
a, Did a Aý1 
- > 
p230 6.7 NEXP[CCS] 
THE DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATION IN CCS 
p236 6.8 <-> 
p240 WSn(M) 
p241 SORT2n (M) 
PROVING THE MAY PART 
p246 6.9 simulation, simulates 
p249 6.10 S n 
PROVING PART 3 
p258 6.11 must k 
PROVING PART 2 
p260 6.12 ranking 
p261 6.13 Ri 
